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ABSTRACT

This ethnographic study sought to understand the experience of receiving home

care from the perspective ofolder physically impaired individuals who were cognitively

aware and tlieir caregiving spouses. Separate face-to-face semi-structured irterviews

were caÛied out with each spouse from nine couples to address the followìng research

question: what does receiving care fron a formal care provider mean to older care

recipients and to their spouses? This question encompasses several other questions: How

does each spouse view the experience ofreceiving home care? what changes have each

spouse been experiencing in daily life since first receiving home care? what changes, if
any, have each spouse been experiencing in the marriage? How is each spouse deaÌing

with any changes?

Thematic analyses of the interviews revealed three themes each for Care

Receivers (I.dependence, Quality ofCare, and Continuity) and Caregiving Spouses

(Reliel Continuity, and Quality ofCare). Even though both participant groups

experienced home care differently, these themes all connect to a centralizing theme of

Security.

Give'the absence ofresearch on this particular question, this study adds to the

caregiving literature on older caregiving couples and on home care, and may provide

direction for future research exploring this experience. Implications of this research

include a deeper understanding of the issues and concems experienced by older couples

as they receive fomal care seruices in their homes. This infonlation may also help home

care workers understand the changes and adjustments the clients and their spouses are

experiencing when they begin to receive home care services.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

"I\ras reluctatú to ntalre full use of the services available to nte.
Other people are tnore needy. I have never been a scrounger. "

"II/e've always been private people. Sontetintes when the honte helps
loolc in )¡our linen cupboard youfeel your privacy is being invacleå."

(Lewis, 1998, p.226)

These quotes reflect the reactions of two older spouse caregivers towards the idea

ofaccepting home care services for their impaired husbands. Even though their husbands

were suffering from dementia and required assistance tliat the caregiving wives could r.rot

provide, they were still reluctant to accept home care. It threatened their independence

and pride, and it invaded their privacy. wrat are the implications of such responses for

the marital relationship between husbands and wives? Does receiving home care affect

the roles ofeach spouse? Does it affect how they interact with one another?

This study addressed these issues by exami'i'g the following research question

with older physically impaired care recipients who were cognitively aware and their

caregiving spouses: what does receiving care fi'om a lormal care provider mean to older

care recipients and their spouses? This question is quite timely; increasing longevity of

individuals means that there are more r.nanied couples in later life now than there were

before, and these couples will have a greater likelihoo<1 ofhaving to deal with the onset

of impainlent from chronic illness irr at least one spouse (eualls, 1995). There is also a

growing number ofolder individuals who are carìng for their spouses (Lewis, 199g;

Tennstedt, 1999).
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Although no research has sought to answer these specihc questions, the literature

on caregiving and on marital relatioÍrships in later years suggests that accepting fon]]al

support services affects tl.re relationship between husbands and wives. Published researcl.ì

from three disciplines will be examined for their contribution to understanding this topic:

a) health,/nursing for home care, activities ofdaily living (ADL)1, b) social sciences

(sociology and psychology) - marital relationships, and c) gerontology _ health and

aging, marital relationships in later years, caring for the elderly.

over the past decade, there has been a dramatic increase in the use ofhome care

services as most individuals, regardless ofhow long they have been disabled prefer to

receive care in their own homes rather than to live in a long-term care facility (Eustis &

Fischer, 1991; Eustis & Fischer, 1992; Y ézina & Roy, 1996). Fanrilies are the primary

sou.ce ofhelp for disabled older adults; for manied individuals, spouses provide the

majority of tl.re neccssary car.e (Tennstedt, 1999).

Despite the large body of literature on caregiving (e.g. caregiver burden, stress),

little is known about how the shift in responsibilities affects marital interactions, and even

less is known about the impact of home care upon the care recipient and the caregiving

spouse. Instead, most studies have sought to understand l.row fonnal care services are

used in relation to care provided by family members (i.e. to specily the relationship

between forn.ral and i'formal sources ofcare) (Denton, 1997; Noelker & Bass, 19g9).

There l.ras also been such an emphasis on the experiences ofadult children caring for their

elderly parents that very little attertion has been paid to the increasing nur¡ber ofolder

I Activities ofdaily living (ADL) refer to personal care tasks such as bathing, grooming,
etc. (Adult Day Care Research Group, 1997)



individuals caring for their spouses. Because ofthe intimacy and the uniqueness of

marital relationships, fìndings from studies about caregiving children are unlikely to

apply to spouses as caregivers.

For example, given the personal nature ofthe care tasks (such as bathing,

dressing, and grooming) and the intimacy ofthe marital relationship, spouses are

typically hesitant to aüange for formal care services (Burlingame, 1995; Lewis, 199g;

Miller, 1990). However, when spouses recognize that they are unable to provide all the

necessary care and musl accept such assistance, thc impact of this decision can be strong;

some caregiving spouses feel that their privacy is being invaded, while for others

accepting formal care threatens their independence and pride (Lewis, l99g; Munay &

Livingston, 1998). Receiving home care also affects older care rccipients; not only must

they deal with their physical limitations, but they must also accept care from a .stranger.,

understanding these conce¡ns has potential implications at the level of service

delivery; hone care workers can be rrade aware ofthe changes and feelings clients and

their spouses may experience when they accept care in their prìvate homes. The workers

can leam how to effectively suppoft these couples who are negotiating this transition in

their lives.

To understand the experience ofreceiving home care for older clients a.d tlieir

caregiving spouses and to help them articulate their experiences and perceptions, I

conducted face-to-face semi-structured interviews with each spouse. These interviews

were transcribed verbatinr, analyzed for content, and coded for themes throughout the

data gatheri'g process. Data analysis was guided by wolcott's (1994) categories of

description, analysis and interpretation.



The rernaining sections of this paper describe the study more fully; in chapter 2, I

set the context for my research question with a review of the relevant literature from tl.re

aforementioned disciplines. I then present my research questions in light of some

significa't gaps in the literature. I detail the methodology followed in this study in

chapter 3, and in chapter 4, present my findings, which are based on the experiences of

my participants as expressed in their interviews. In chapter 5, I conclude by discussing

my findings in light of thc theoretical framework of Symbolic Interactio.ism, and

consider the possible implications of this research
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE RTVIEW

Marriage in the Later Years

one consequence ofadults' increasing longevity is that there are more and more

married couples in later life. Historically, however, the majority of the literature on

marital relations focused primarily on pre-marital and young married couples, while

relatively little attention was paid to longer-temr marriages (i.e. older couples) (Reynolds,

Remer, & Johnson, 1995) This focus is changing as researchers understand that what is

true of marriages early in the relationship may not necessarily be tme throughout the life

course; malital quality and satisfaction vary over time, as do couples, patterns of

interaction (Connidis, 1989; Miller, Hemesath, & Nelson, 1997; eualls, 1995).

The nature of long-ten' uran iages differs from during the earlier years; whereas

younger couples highly value intense romantic feelings and sexual intimacy, older

couples place greater impoÉance on affection and loyalty. Tliis shift in emphasis is

reflected in how older couples interact. Though emotional intensity between husband a¡d

wife tends to lessen, they still engage in positive interactions and derive great pleasure

from eaclr other's company (connidis, 1989; Miller eL al., 1997). Negative interactions

and conflict also decline over time (Johnson, 1985; Levenson, Carstensen, & Gottman,

1993); when they do occur, however, older couples respond differently than when they

were younger. Instead of arguing openly, they are more inclined to tease, nrake sarcastic

remarks, orjoke about the situation (Miller et a|.,1997). These differer.rces in patterns of

interaction over the course of the marriage may contribute to couples' reported levels of

r¡arital satisfaction



Marital Satisfaction

Generally older couples report a high degree of marital satisfactior.r or happiness.

Many studies suggest that marital satisfaction tends to follow a curvilinear pattem over

the life course, decreasing as children are born and increasing as they leave the home and

the spouses approach retirement (Johnson, 1985; Miller et a|.,1997; Reynolds et al.,

1995; Ward, 1993). Even couples who display variations on this pattem during tl.re early

and rniddle years ofrnarriage express similar feelings of satisfaction in the later years.

weishaus and Field (1988) for exarnple, found that in contrast to tlie typical curvilinear

pattern, son.ìe spouses rnaintained high levels of satislaction and affect th¡oughout the

maniage. Other spouses remained satisfied but never experienced very high levels of

satislaction or aflect, while still others had negative relationships (characterized by

conflict and hostility or indifference) ovcr the course ofthe maniage. However most of

these couples still showed liigh levels ofsatisfaction.

Gilford (1984) disagreed with the generally accepted curuilinear pattem of mar.ital

satisfaction. She found significar.rt variation in marital satisfaction among older couples

depending on their stagc in later life; people in the mid-old years (i.e. their sixties) were

rnore satisfied than those who were younger (i.e. their fifties) or older (i.e. their

seventies). Further, though levels ofwhat she termed 'negâtive sentiment' did not change

much in the later years, levels ofpositive interaction were significantly higher for those

in their sixties than for those in their fifties or seventies. This suggests that older

individuals who have the time and health to engage in activities with their spouses are

happier with their marriages than those without time and/or healtli. Thus, when

examining marital attitudes, it is necessary to consider more than just age; factors such as



life events occurring ir.r the later years, the accompanying role conflicts, and changing

expectations are also important (Askhan, 1994).

Studies with older couples have revealed several unique features of the mariage

relationship that are associated with marital satisfaction. To them the long duration of

their relationship signifies success especially given the cunently high divorce rates; this

idea is reflected in statements such as, "We've been maried 45 years - it,s a good

mariage," or "We've survived 55 years of it. Today they only last two or three years"

(Johnson, 1985; p.167). Shared activities and experiences are also cited as being

impoftant. Spouses often reflect on the fact that they have gone through negative and

positive situations together, sharing both misery and pleasure. The marital bond is furlher

strengthened by theirjoint comrnitment to children and econornic survival. Finally, the

practical value of the maniage underlies satislaction: "He's been a good provider and a

good father," or "I'm satisfied. I have a good cook and a good family,,' (Johnso', 19g5;

p.167). These examples validate that marital history, shared interests, intimacy and

companionship are all related to the quality of mariage in later life (Rook, 1990).

Husbands and wives often perceive marriage differently; older men tend to

express greater levels of satisfaction and place morc importance on the need for love and

communicatior.r than do older women (connidis, 1989). Differences in the social

networks of men and women may account for these differing priorities. co'rpared to

men, women generally lrave mole intimate relationships and close fi'iends in whom they

can confide. Men on the other hand rely more often on their wives as their sole confidants

and may value the mariage more than their wives do. Having several potential confidants

other than their husbands, women may be mole likely to fum to them and therefore judge
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thei. marriages more harshly than men do (Connidis, 1989; Depner & Ingersoll-Dayton,

1985a) . Alternatively, women may have higher expectations of maniage and are

therefore more likely to be disappointed (Ceerken & Grove, 1983).

other researchers have found that perceptions of the essential elements of a stable

and satisfuing marriage in the later years are the same for both husbands and wives. For

example, in a study by Lauer, Lauer and Kerr (1990) both men and women agreed on

three important factols: commitment to the spouse and to the mariage; the ability to keep

events in perspective and see the hunrour in situations; and consensus on goals, decisions,

and friends.

Not suryrisingly, there are no definitive studies regarding narital satisfaction or

spouses' perceptions about their relationships. Several conceptual and methodological

problems are comnlol'r with such studies. First, because unhappy couples Irray get

divorced, samples of longer-temr couples are less likely than san, ples of younger couples

to have individuals who are dissatisfied with their marriages. Second, studies are mostly

cross-scctional, ar.rd the few longitudinal studies typically have other flaws such as small

sample size, which limit their generalizability. Third, because perceptions are complex

and may vary fiom day to day, developing an effective measure is very diffìcult

(Askham, 1994; weishaus & Field, 1988). These limitations do not mean that studies of

r.narital satisfaction have no value or contribute nothing to our understanding of maniage;

rather, their findings must be vicwed in light ofthese considerations, and future research

should attempt to improve upon thern (e.g. be more rigorous or change the approach and

the research question to allow open-ended responses from participants).
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Factols Influencing Marital Relationships in Later Life

For most couples the later years are characterized by three major events the

depafiure ofchildren frorn the home, retirement, and the onset olchronic illness - which

strongly impact the marriage in later life. Impairment resulting from chronic illness is

also likely and has significant effects on couples' relationships (eualls, 1995).

Denarlure of children

The "empty nest" initiates what Qualls (1995) calls the .fina1 couple phase.,This

stage is similar to the earlier 'pre-children couple phase,, but can be four to f,ive times

longer and is not comp]icated by work-related demands. In fact, couples ma*ied at least

fifty years consider the childbearing, preschool and aging stages of marriage as the most

satisfying; they derive great pleasure fror.r.r the anival of children, and after the children

have left, they have more oppoltunities to share their activities and tine with one another.

Thus, as the time sper.rt i' parenting declines, the marital roles become more salient.

contact with adult children living in separate households normally continues and can

profoundly impact the older couples' life and marriage. This intergenerational conlact is

voluntary, and fanrily rnernbers primarily meet to converse and to discuss issues of

imporlance to all participants (Rosenthal, 1987).

Some couples have difficulty negotiating the transitjon to their children,s

autonomy; couples who frequently rely on others to absorb lhei¡ conflicts will likely

triangulate their maniage by involving the children. This may threaten the children's

autonon'ìy while also undcmrining the marriage (eualls, 1995).

Although less normative, disruption in adult children,s lives (such as job loss,

divo¡ce, ¡etuming to the parents'hornes) can also impact older couples, marriage.
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Resulting changes in children's capacity for autonomy or in their family stability often

renew parental involvement. Regressing to the parenting roles ofthe earlier (child-

rearing) years can affect marital satisfaction in one of three possible ways. First, it may

reduce the time available for couple affection and play, or it may produce conflict.

second, for couples who enjoy the freedom and leisure of retirement, it could represent a

great loss. Alternatively the renewed parental roles could be a relieffor couples who were

not adjusting successfully to retirement, and deepen their satisfaction (eualls, 1995).

Thus, whether the reactivation of the patenting roles servcs as a source of conflict or of

satisfaction depends on the parents' ability to accommodate the transition necessitated by

the disruptions in their children's lives.

Retirement

Retirement does not generally have major-effects on marital quality, in and of

itself, but it brings about changes tlrat can enhance couples' positive appraisal oftheir

relationship; it reduces other obligations, role conflicts, and time constraints (Szinovacz

& Ekerdt, 1995; Ward, 1993). Since work schedules no longer structure time, the couple

must decide how much time they will spend together and apart. Tl.re reduction in external

responsibilities also allows retired couples to engage in more voluntary activities. They

also tend to reduce the amount oftinre spent with friends, choosing instead to spend mor.e

of their time with each other. consequently, they become more sensitive to each other's

needs and rely on each other more lor support and companionship (szinovacz & Ekerdt,

1ee5).

Roles beconre simplified with retirement often leading to some role overlap; the

household division of labour created by work and child-rearing responsibilities no longer
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dictates each spouse's roles. Findings regarding the extent of this role shift are mixed;

while Miller et al. (1997) note that both men and women develop 
'rore 

egalitariar.r

attitudes towards gender-role relationships, other research indicates that women still have

greater involvement in household duties, particularly traditionally feminine tasks (Miller

eI aL, 1997; Qualls, 1995). Allocation ofhousehold tasks and perceptions regarding its

faimess reflect patterns thât were established earlier in their mariages as a result of

personal preferences and gender-based noms, and continue into later life. perceived

fairness in thjs area is significantly associated with marital happiness fbr wives, but not

for husbands (Ward, 1993). Among couples who do shift towards labour equity in the

post-retirenent years, the power balance may also shift in a similar direction, creatirg

further cquality and consequently greater marital satisfaction. other studies however, fail

to suppoft a relationship between division oflabour and perceptio's of marital equity or

fairness (Keith & Schafer, l99l;Keith, Wacker, & Schafer, 1992)

Illness

As life expectancy increases and people live longer, the likelihood ofone spouse

becoming physically ill or disabled also becomes greater. Most research regarding the

impact of illness on marital relationships involves young and middle-aged individuals

and documents adverse effects on malital quality. For example, Booth and Johnson

(1994) surveyed married individuals (.ot couples) 55 years and under, and identified four

factors that mediate the specific relationship: cl.ranges in financial circumstances, shifts ûr

the division ofhousehold labour, declines i. marital interactiorl, and problematic

behaviour on the part ofthe impaired individual. First, decrements in physical health

typically involve some functional impairment(s), whìch translates into fewer hours of
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work and decreased ìncome, or the reallocation of income from regular expenses to

medical expenses. Second, division ofhousehold labour also tends to shift, with the

healthy spouse taking on nore of the household chores; tl.re stress ofthis additional rvork

may be a source of marital unhappiness, especially if compounded by feelings of

unfairness or resentûlent in the healthy partner.

Third, impaired physical health may also result in fewerjoint activities that

couples enjoyed (e.g. shopping, visiting friends, or going out). Finally, decrements in

health are often associated with increased behavioural problems such as moodiness,

anger, or hurt feelings; these in tum may reduce or detract from the quality of ir.rteractions

between both spouses. Booth and Jackson's (1994) study also found that the healthy

spouses experienced a greater decline in marital quality than the impaired individuals.

These hndings applied to all regardless ofgender, education, religious background,

number of friends, marital duration, or age.

Similar research with older couples is limited, but the few studies that have been

conducted all indicate that among this group, declining health ofeither spouse has the

most profound effect on the nature ofthe marital relationship (connidis, 1989; Johnson,

1985). while overall rnarital satisfaction is not usually affected by a spouse's physical or

mental impairments, the couples'normal daily functioning is disrupted and they will

likely need to make changes in their lifestyle and roles (Johnson, 198 5; Miller et al.,

1997). This means that the healthy spouse will probably serve as the primary caregiver

and will provide the most con.rprehensive care; adult children and other members of the

kin network are mostly uninvolved with the day to day care (Johnson, l9g5; Tennstedt,
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i999). This change affects the roles ofeach spouse and gives new meaning to the marital

relationship itself inevitably changing the quality or nature ofthe relationship.

In Johnson's (1985) analysis of76 older couples in which one spouse was

recovering from a hospital stay and required assistance with at least one activity of daily

living (ADL), ntost respondents expressed high marital satisfaction. There was little

variation across the increasing degrees of impairment in levels ofspousal conflict

(insignificant increase), emotional interdependence (no distinguishable patte'i), a'd

shared activities (insignificant increase); similar levels were found duri.g a second

interview approxin.rately eight months later. As functioning declined however, the

caregiving spouses took the lead in making decisions for the couple. As well, caregiver.s

ofspouses witl.r greater levels of disability repor1ed significantly more strain; this strain

was not lessened by regular contact with their childrcn because the child|en did not

provide daily ca.e. Since relatives and friends were not activelv involved with these

couples they became somewhat socially isolated.

Even though Johnson's study focused on older individuals recuperating frorn a

hospital stay and may not neccssarily include those with permanent physical impairment

chronic illness, it still reveals the in-rpact ofserious decrements in physical health on both

marital functioning in later life and on the caregiver. Both issues will be explored fur1her

in the next section.

Provision of Health Care in Later Life

Older individuals receive health care services from one or both of two major

systems: the infonnal system, which conrprises spousesJ adult children, relatives, f¡iends,

and neiglibours, and the fomal system, which provides institution-based (e.g. hospitals,
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long-term care facilities) or home-based care (e.g. home care, meal delivery, other

community programs).

Informal Cale

Informal caregiving accounts for appr.oximately 80% of the care received by

irnpaired elders living in the community (Chappell, 1998; Fedyk & Havens, 1996;

Havens, 1995; Te'nstedt, 1999). Most of this care is provided by family nembers, most

often spouses and adult children; for disabled individuals who are maried, the spouse is

usually the primary (and often the sole) caregiver (Chappell, 1991; Colernan, piles, &

Poggenpoel, 1994; Lawrence, Tennstedt, & Assmann, 1998; Munay & Livingsto', 199g;

Tennstedt, 1999).

Caregiving Research

Most research on caregiving has focused solely on the tasks performed. As Abel

(1990) noted, such a focus limits our understanding of the efforts ofcaregivers, by

ignoring the intimate personal relationships in which these care tasks are embedded.

Graham (1983) also criticized this approach as the means ofstudying caregiving, "caring

camot be understood objectively and abstractly, but only as a subjective experience ir.r

which we are all, for better or worse, involved (p. 28)." This issue should therefore be

addressed from the perspectives ofboth carers and care recipients.

Over tl.re past decade the amount ofresearch examining various aspects ofthe

relationship betweel kin caregivers and the elderly care recipients has grown

d'amatically. For exan'rple, chappell (1991) examined the prevale'ce oftypes ofcarers

and the importance of living anangement (i.e. whether carer and car.e recipient lived in

the same household) for the provision of informal supporls. Mui and Morrow-Howell
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(1993) compared the levels and sources ofrole strain experienced by sibling and spouse

caregivers, as well as the impact of this type ofstrain on measures such as relationship

quality, health status, and conflict.

Dcspite the growing number ofelders who care for disabled spouses, most

rcsearch has primarily been concerned with adult children who care lor their elderly

parents (Lewis, 1998). When there is only one surviving parent or when both parents

rcquire assistance, daughters are more likely than sons to provide the necessary care

(Connidis, 1989; Dwyer, 1995; Tennstedt, 1999). They are also mor.e inclined to live

nearby and to provide instrumental help (e.g. transportation, personal care, household

tasks). However, both sons and daughters are equally likely to have parents live witb

them when necessary, and to provide emotional and fina.cial supporl (Connidis, l9g9;

Dwyer, 1995; Tennstedt, 1999). Tliere is a wealtl.r of infom.ration regarding the plight of

caregiving children.

Considerable lesearch has documented the nature of the problerns they

experience, the adverse effects ofcaregiving upon their physical and mental health and

upon their perceived levels of stress and burden, and the challenges il trying to balance

caring for their parents and responsibilities to their owrl families and to their careers

(Abel, 1990). Mui & Morrow-Howell (1993) found that role demand overload, role

conflict and resource availability all contribute to role strain for caregivers; this in turn is

associated with their decreased well-being.

Even though some caregiving studies combine spouses and children into the same

category of 'family caregiver,' (e.g. Coleman et al., 1994) this approach fails to

acknowledge the sig'ificant differences between these two types ofrelationships (Spaid
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& Barusch, 1994). Compared to other caregivers, spouses provide the most

comprehensive and extensive care (Johnson, 1985; Tennstedt, 1999). As Lewis (199g)

notes, older maried couples are engaged in a dynamic interylay, ..negotiating 
the final

stage of this relationship in light of a lifetime ofrnutual and individual experiences and

future expectations" (p. 210). Thus, the uniqueness ofthe marital relationshrp demands

that spousal caregiving relationships be examined separately fronr other informal care

arrangements.

when the healthy spouse takes on the new tasks and responsibilities ofcaring for

the dìsabled partner, the relationship dynamics change; rather than the caring spouse's

roles and tirle being structured by work or leisure activities, the delivery ofpersonal care

detemines both (Qualls, 1995). While the irnpaired spouse experiences role loss, the

caregiving spouse gains additional roles, which also leads to a shift in power and

opportunities to nuÍure (the spouse) to the carer. consequently, both partners may have

difficulty expressing feelings ofcaring and anger.

Few studies have focused on the actual relationship dyramics between spouses

after the onset of illness and the need for one spouse to care for the other. This area is

impoftant because of the potential eflects ofcaregivìng on tl.re couples' communication.

For example, older care lecipients may feel obligated to always express only gratitude to

their spouses for their care, and this may therefore limit the expression of anger.

sirnilarly, caregiving spouses are ur.rable to vent their true anger towards the ill partner

because they may feel obligated to always be gracious, and to avoid demoralizing or

hurting their partners. The way in which these spouses define their role (i.e. caregiver or

spouse) is important to their well-being and depends on several factors includirg their
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expectations of marriage (Lewis, 1998). For example, for some spouse carers of

individuals with Alzheimer's Disease, being a spouse was synonymous with being a

caregiver; this is parlicularly true lor those who marry in later life. For tl.rese individuals,

this definition was somewhat realistic, as they married older individuals potentially

requiring care.

clarifyi.g their role helps them resolve the conflicts between the expectations of

'spouse' and 'carer,' and handle the stress associated with the caregiving responses. To

íllustrate, having been raised to believe that a wife's duty was to do her husband,s

bidding, an elderly wife of an Alzheimer's patient was having difficulty dealing with her

husband's increasingly disruptive and sexually aggressive behaviours. After

acknowledging that her l.rusband was 'gone' and that the person she was caring for was

'somcone else' she took offher wedding ring and was able to manage better. The ring

symbolized her role as a wife along with its expectations; until the wife redef,ined the

meaning ofher interaction with her husband (fi'om that ofloving wife and husband to that

of loving caregiver and cliild, though i. an adult's body), she felt unable to refuse his

sexual advances (Boss, 1993). The women in Lewis' study defined themselves primarily

as 'carers' and often alluded to their husbands as being dead. Men tended to see

themselves as 'spouses' and identified love as their n-rajor expectation of marriage. This

does not necessarily imply however, that the men saw 'carer' and ,spouse, 
as mutually

exclusivc roles l Lewis. I 998.¡.

Tension a'd conflict are natural parts ofboth maniage and caregiving; the state of

marital relatronships is always fluctuating as both partners cycle through dispute,

negotiation and agreement. The benefits for each spouse and for their relationship
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conpete, and can be affected by differentials in each partner's power or resources. The

inherent stress ofcaregiving is also well established. As spouses take on more and more

caring responsibilities their social contacts outside the marital relationship become

limited and they begin to lose their social roles (Connidis, 1989; eualls, 1995).

consequently the caregivûrg role may engulfthem and unden.nine their well-being; the

resulting loss of identity or'loss olsell is associated with low self-esteen-r and

depressive symptoms (Lewis, 1998). Given that both experiences are sources of stress

and tension on their own, when combined for one individual, their interplay can cause

even greater conflicts. For the caregiver, having a close pre-morbid marital relationship

or being deeply comnritted to seeing to the needs ofothers can threaten their ow'

physical and mental health. some spouses of patients with Alzheimer's adrnit that their

emotional closeness makes the caregiving cxperience even more painful. others also

believe that they must bear sole responsibility for the care of their spouses, regardless of

its impact on themselves (Lewis, 1998).

To u'derstand more completely the experience of spousal caregiving (its irnpact

on the carers and how they adjust to their roles) it must be examined withjn the context of

their life course, and especially their marital history; caregivers use their past to interpret

their present sifuations and their role(s). For example, in Lewis' (199s) study some carers

who enjoyed a close pre-morbid lelationship saw their current role as an extension of it;

they were now reciprocating the love and aflection they had shared with their partners (to

whom they still felt er¡otionally attached). others believed tl.rat the emotional intirnacy

aspect oftheir relationship was over, and they adopted an institutional view of maniage

a'd caring, simply seeing these tasks as part of the marriage commitment (Lewis, 199g).
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while spouses with either of these perspectives of caregiving may give comparable types

and quality ofcare (at least for a while), those who experience continuity in their

emotional bond adjust better to their new role (Munay & Livingston, 1998), and

experience less burden (Spaid & Baruscli, 1994).

Spouses who repoft pre-morbid relationships that are low in intimacy and

reciprocity express feelings ofrole entrapurent; they do not derive satisfaction from their

caregiving. These spouses generally do not fully accept theír spouses' illness, and as a

result, also experience feelings ofhelplessness and depression, which put them at risk for

mental illness (Munay & Livingston, 1998).

Clearly the recrprocal relationship between the caregiving and marital roles is

critical not or.rly to the well-being ofthe caregiver, but also to the quality of the

relatior.rship between the spouses. Further, it would appear that the impact on the marital

relationship ofcaring for a cognitively impaired spouse is very complex and takes a great

emotional toll on the caregivilg spouse. Thus, the relationship between marital roles and

caregiving is worlhy of more in-depth investigatior.r.

Fonral Care System

"The Canadian health care system is best described as an inter.locking set often

provincial and two territorial health insurance schemes. Each is universal and publicly-

funded, and collectively they cornprise a system ofnational health care insurance, in that

national standards are set at the federal level. This confederate structure results from the

constitutional assignment ofjurisdiction over l.realth care to the provinces and territories"

(Fedyk & Havens, 1996, p. 111). Long-tem.r care services delivered í'institutions a'd ir

the community are subsumed within this system. "Generally, long-term care Ìepresents a
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range of services, delivered in the comrnunity and institutions, that addresses the health,

social, and personal care needs of individuals who have never developed or have lost

some ability to look after themselves" (p.1 12). These services may be provided on a

continued or lespite basis, for varying lengths of time in the least restrictive environment

possible; the main goal is to promote functional independence and to improve quality of

lìfe. Although long{erm care is available to all canadians ofevery age, older clrronically

ill or cog'itively/functionally impaired individuals are the major consuûrers (craham,

1983).

Each province and territory in Canada has a publicly funded home care program.

This discussion focuses solely upon Manitoba because the pafticular organizational

structure ofthese programs (i.e. the services provided and the tenns used to describe each

of the services) varies widely among provinces (Health Canada, 1999a). Additionally,

private sector home care agencies also exist, and have their own specific definitions of

their workers and seruices provided. Two main programs in Manitoba provide fornal

care: Long Tem Cale and Home Care.

The Lons Term Care Program. This progran-r provides care to residents of

institutior.rs such as personal care homes, long tenn care hospitals, and cluonic care

facilitíes. The majority ofresidents at both types ofsites are seniors (undefined in report)

whose needs cannot be met in thei¡ own hor¡es and who require 24-hour care and

professional supervision (Manitoba Seniors Directorale, 1996). The r.nain goal of this

program is "to increase or maintain the level ofphysical, social and psychological

functioning of an individual to his or her maxilt.rum poter.rtial in order to promote

functional independence and improve quality of life in a homelike environment
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(Manitoba Seniors Directorate, 1996). Personal Care Homes (PCH) are long tem care

facilities that provide 24 hour supervised care for patients who can no longer be cared for

at home (DeCoster, Peterson, & Kasian, 1996). Ofthe 121 personal care homes in

Manitoba,35 are in Winnipeg; there are also th¡ee hospitals with pCH beds, namely

Grace, Seven Oaks, and Misericordia (Manitoba Health, 1999; Roos, 1999). Winnipeg,s

two long tenn care hospitals, Rivelview Health Centre and Deer Lodge Centre, also have

personal care beds, but provide more nredical services than do most personal care homes.

chronic care refers to 24-hour care by nurses, on-call physicians, and other professionals

with other health and social specialities that is provided in acute bospitals and in

designated long-temr care hospitals and units (Fiollander & Walker, 1998).

The Home Care Program. This progran.r, which was initiated tn 1974, provides

conrmunity-based supports rrecessary to help individuals remain at home or to be

discharged from a facility. core services ofthis ptogram include: assessment ofneed for

care, care planning, case management, se¡¡ice co-ordination, nursing care, therapy

assessn]ent, health teaching, personal care, meal preparation, respite/family relief, access

to adult day care, cleaning and laundry, assessment and facilitation ofpersonal care home

placement, and any required medical equiprnent and supplies. Six speciality progr.ams2

are also co-ordinated through this depadment: Self-Managed Care program/Family-

Managed Care Program, Home Oxygen Therapy Program, Community Intravenous

Thetapy Program, Clustered Care (FOKUS/Cluster Housing, Luther Homc,

I.LD.I./Qu'appelle Project), Terminal Care/Palliative Care, and Supporlive

2 For a detailed description of the features ofthese services, see Canadian Home Care
Association (1998, January). Home Care ilt Manitoba: A Portrait. Ottawa, ON: Author
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Housing/Alternative Housing Options (Canadian Home Care Association, 1998;

Canadian Home Care Association, 1999; Manitoba Seniors Directorafe, 1996).

The Hon.re Care Program operates according to a philosophy that states in par1

that "individuals/families are responsible for their own health;" and that .,individuals

progress towards and remain in an optimum state of wellness in the famillar environment

of their own home" (Canadian Home Care Association, 1998; province of Manitoba,

1975). Thus, the Program is designed to supplement the resources ofthe individual,

family, community and other government programs. Eligibility is based on an assessment

of care needs to deternine whether care at homc is the most appropriate fonn of care;

requests for assessments can be made by anyone. Case coordinators conduct the

assessments and then, with the client and their family or their designated representative,

determine the cale plan; this is to be r-eviewed every 90 days (Finernan, 1992).

In the delivery of the care services, the available resources are organized to

maximjze their use in the trrost cost-effective ntanner; services are provided by

individuals with the minimum skill required (canadian Home care Association, 199g;

Provjnce of Manitoba, 1975). To illustrate, clients who requirc assistance with household

maintenance and homemaking will be serwed by a home supporl worker, while personal

care can be provided by registered nulses, licensed practical nurses, and home care

attendants (including orderlies). Home care services are increased, decreased, varied or

terminated, to match clients' changing care needs. The Home care Program also seeks to

link rvith other facilities anrl with community resources to ensure collaborative planning

and seruice delivery. when clients' needs exceed the resources available from informal
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sources and from home care, the case coordinator assists in arranging placement in a

personal care home.

Research on home care. In Canada the use ofhome care programs has grown

dramatically; over the last seven years, annual expenditures have more thaD doubled, a

yearly average growth ofalniost 1l% (Health canada, 1999b). Manitoba has experienced

similal growth; since the inception of the Home care program, its caseload has been

steadily increasing while the percentage ofthc population in long-term care facilities has

been decreasing. Almost 80% of Manitoba Home care clients are over the age of 65; the

rnajority (37%) ofthese individuals are between 75 and. 84 years ofage (Roos et al.,

2001). The remainder ofthis paper will be concemed with services such as those

provided by home cale.

As emphasis sliifts from hospitals and institutions to cornmunity-based care, home

care plays an increasingly irnportant role. Research has been lollowing this shift and there

is a substar.rtial and growing body ofliterature on home care, which generally falls into

one of two categories: 1) predictors ofhome care use, this will be discussed further in the

next section, and 2) satisfaction with care, which only accounts for a very sn.rall porlion

of research.

Reeder and Che''s (1990) survey ofhome care clients i. lllinois revealed that

they were most satisfied with how well the nurse listened to them, feeling better after

talking with the nurse, the pleasantness of the r.rurse, and their satislaction with the actual

nursing care. clients were very dissatisfied with the nurses' attention to their needs, the

nurses asking too nany questions and failing to respond appropriately, and not finding

out the results of tests or procedures.
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Recent Canadian research clearly indicated that care recipients' perceived

adequacy ofthe assistance they receive has implications for their well-being in the long-

term. older individuals who received assistance with instrumental activities of daily

living (IADLs),3 in contrast to those who received no assistance, were less independent

(i.e. performed fewer IADL tasks independer.rtly) and in poorer health (i.e. had more

cluonic health conditions, and rated their bealth more poorly) twelve years after an initial

inte¡view (chippe.field, 1996). Forbes' (1994) examination revealed several impor.tant

variables affecting satisfaction: clients' expectations, structural aspects of home care suc¡

as consistency, accessibility, availability and flexibility ofcare, and care providers'

characteristics including cheerfulness, sensitivity to the clients' needs, and

trustwoÍhiness. The quality of the relationship between clients and the formal car.e

workers and the clients' involvement in planning their own care were also found to affect

their satisfaction (also see Lafeniere, 1993).

There are few in-depth explorations ofthe experience ofhome care for clie¡ts a¡d

their families. A recent interpretive phenomenological study by Flower (1999) in the

United States demonstrates the richness of the information that can be gleaned by

qualitative studies. Elderly female horne care clients revealed that they were mainly

concemed with cleating caring, lasting, mutual, interdependent relationships with their

home care aides so they could rely on them. Remaining linked with other people and with

things that n-rattered to them was also ofgreat importance.

'IADLs include: housework, making tealcoffee, preparing hot meals, shovelli'g and yard
work, shopping, rnanaging financial affairs, Iaundry, major household repairs, going
outdoors in good weather, taking medication or treatnent, using the telephone, and
engaging in leisure activities (Chipperfield, 1996).
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Use ofhome care. Andersen's behavioural nodel ofhealth service utilization

(revised ín 1973, 197 5) (Ãday & Andersen, I 974; Andersen & Newman, I 973) is the

domi'ant model for explaining home care use. It identifies three types of deten.r.rining

factors (predisposing factors, enabling factors, need factors). predisposing factors are

socio-cultural characteristics of individuals that exist prior to their illness. There are three

dimensions: demographics (age, gender, marital status, and family size), social strìlcture

(education, occupation, ethnicity, and makeup of family), and health beliefs (attitudes

regarding medical care, medical practitionels, illness, or thoughts about one's state of

health). The enablìng factors are logistical aspects of obtaining care. The two dir¡ensions

are economic ability to pay for care (measured by income and/or health insurance

coverage), and comrnunity lactors, such as geographic location and population density,

which affect service availability. Need factors are essential for actual service use to

occu¡. There rnust be either a subjective acknowledgement ofneed (an individual's

perception that the situation can benefrt from professional help) or an objective

professional recognition ofneed for services. Needs are the most immediate cause of

health service use.

According to Andersen's model, these three factors detenline access to and use

ofhealth services, but the specific factors are unique for each type of service. Many

cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have used this model to explain use ofhome care

services; regardlcss of the specific factors measured, differences in participant

characteristics, or the particular types of in-home seruices included, need factors were

consistently the strongest predictors ofutilization (Johnson & Wolinsky, 1996; Shapiro,

1993; Strain, 1991; Wolinsky & Johnson, 1991). Other resea¡ch confimrs that higher
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levels ofelders'needs are associated with increasing use ofhome care (Stonlr.rel,

Collins, Given, & Given, I999). Caregiver needs also influence the use of inhome

sewices. In a study of 614 caregiving households Bass and Noelker (19g7) expanded the

Andersen nrodel to include primary caregivers' predisposing, enabling, and need factors;

they found that calegiver need charactcristics accounted lor sigDificant variation in

whether services were used. specif,rcally, elders whose primary caregivers were stressed

were nlore likely to receive in-home care services tl.ran eldcrs whose caregivers were not

stressed.

Spouses are the least likely ofinfon11al caregivers to anange for formal care

services, primarily because of strong feelings of intimacy and privacy (Miller, 1990; see

also Lcwis, 1998; Tennstedt, 1999). Lewis (1998) found that couples who described their

maniage as always being very private (i.e. having a close emotio'al relationship) and

self-reliant found it more diffrcult to accept home care and sitter services. This response

fits well with the societal attitudes regarding paid domestic labour after world war II (the

time that many of these couples were starling their maniages). Some spouses r.epofted

that they felt they were 'being intruded upon' or 'having their privacy invaded, when a

stranger (i.e. the service provider) moved freely about their home (especially their

(marital) bedroom and cupboards). Accepting non-familial help with household or

personal care tasks also threatens one's independence and pride (Munay & Livir.rgston,

1998).

Additionally, sonre spouses sustain the beliefthat they must bear sole

responsibility for the impaired paftner, and they maintain a feeling of self-sufficiency

within their families (e.g. "We look after our own."), while others view extemal suppofi
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as charity (e.g. "I have never been a scrounger.")(Lewis, 1998). Husbands are more likely

than wives to rely on fom.ral supports (Ade-Ridder & Kaplan, 1993).

There ale times however, when fonnal help is welcome; sorne wives of highly

dependent mentally ill patients found that this type of support allowed then-r time apart

from tl.reir husbands, and helped them cope with most practical tasks (though not the

emotional impact oftheir husbands' dependency). Marital relationships characterized by

a history ofconflict nray also lead spouses to accept fonlal help (Murray & Livingston,

1998). The reasons to acccpt or not accept fonr.ral sen'ices attest to the uniqueness ofthe

lnarital relationship, and set it apart from other familial and non-familial relationships.

The Linkage Between Forural and Infonnal Care

The linkage betwecn formal and informal care services has been the focus of

numerous studies, many of which have attempted to identify the specific relationship

between both sources ofcare, in ten.ns ofthe tasks they each provide (Denton, 1997;

Noelker & Bass, 1989). Five main explanations for this link have been developed over

the past three decades. Litwak's (1985) task specificity model states that activities must

be segregated, with the informal systern taking care of the unpredictable, non-uniform

and non-technical tasks, such as activities ofdaily living (ADL), and the formal system

handling the specialized and pledìctable tasks, such as nursing care (Noelker & Bass,

1989). Although studies do indicate indepe'dence within the informal network, with

spouses being the most common source ofhousehold duties and friends providing more

emotional support, there is little evidence that such task specificity exists between the

formal and informal systems (Denton, 1997).
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A second model, supplementation (Denton, 1997), suggests that fonnal services

augment the routine (but time-consuming and pliysically stressful) care activities

provided by informal caregivers, giving them respite orjust additional assistance (ratl.rer

tban offering specialized help). Furlher, positive relationships are posited between

formal care and the availability of informal supports and between formal care and the

receipt of informal care.

The third explanation, the compensatory model, proposes similar negative

relationships between the fomial and informal systems, but unlike the supplernentary

model, it suggests nojoint sharing oftasks. In this model, formal care compensates for

informal care only if the prefened source (in this order: spouse, child, other relatives, or

friends) is unavailable (Denton, 1997).

Thc cor.nplementary model takes into account both lhe compensatory and

supplementary models (Denton, 1997). rt suggests tl.rat when crucial parls of the infonlal

systen'r are lacking or when the need ofthe care recipient exceeds the resources available

informally, formal care is accessed. Thus, care provided by each systen may overlap in

certain task areas, especially in activities ofdaily tiving (e.g. personal care). The specific

fomral-infomral link is unpredictable as it depends on the strengths ofthe compensatory

and supplementary roles of fornral care.

Fi'ally, according to the substitution model, as formal care is provided, there will

be a proportionate decline in informal care. However, this claim has not been

substantiated by research (Denton, 1997; Noelker & Bass, I989).

Using these types of informal-formal linkages as a base, Noelker and Bass (1989)

investigated how formal care services (e.g. personal care and home health services) were
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used in relation to care provided by family members. Several typologies of informal

service use emerged from the data. Lower levels ofphysical irnpairment of the care

recipient and care-related hcalth change ir.r the caregivers predicted kin independence;

higher levels ofboth health measures were associated with formal service specialization.

ln caregiving groups that operate according to this type, service providers assist family

caregivers with one or more tasks while also providing specialized help with other tasks.

A supplementary relationship between formal and informal systems was found for female

caregivers and those wlio reported reduced social activities. Male (husband) caregivers,

those with higher care-related stress, and care recipients who were less functionally

impaired tended to follow a dual specialization linkage in which carers from both systems

helped with different personal care and home health duties, but didn't shar.e tasks.

clearly the specihc role of folmal services differs according to the characteristics and

needs ofthe care recipient and the primary family caregiver.

Gaps in the Literature

The preceding literature review covered research from several subject aleas -
marital relationships, older couples' relations, caregiving, and formal supports for

impaired elders. The literature on care for the elderly has grown dramatically over the

past ten years; as seen in the preceding literarure review, many of the studies document

the types and volume of (formal and informal) care, the providers ofcare, the specifìc

tasks performed by caregivers, and the natu¡e of problcms experienced by (informal)

caregivers. However, as Abel (1990) noted, this body of literature is incomplete. In both

Abel's and the present review of the relevant literafure, several noticeable gaps have been

revealed.
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The majority of the studies on informal caregìving have taken a task-oriented

approach and have focused on the specif,rc tasks performed by caregivers. While tliis

perspective has contributed to our understanding ofwhat is involved in caregiving and

has confimred that this role is labour-intensive and stressful, it also limits our

understanding of the caregiving experience itselL "The chores that family and friends

perform do not exist in a vacuum; rather, they are embedded in intimate personal

lelationships" (Abel, 1990; p. 141). Research that takes the task-oriented approach strips

caregivirlg of its nleaning, and redefines caring as merely 'tending.'

To develop a meaningful understanding of the experience of informal caregiving,

qualitative research is necessary, it could reveal much about how various relationships

affect the nature ofcare provided. For example, wives who care for their impaired

husbands experience a range ofthoughts and feelings, which in tum affect their ability to

cope as well as how they respond to their spouses (Boss, 1993; Lewis, 1998).

As mentioned earlier, most ofthe research on informal caregiving has focused on

adult children caring for their elderly parents. However, with increasing longevity and the

probability of marriages lastir.rg longer among these older couples, and given the

uniqueness of tl.re marital relationship (i.e. the intimacy involved), these studies do not

necessarily apply to spouse caregivers. Despite spouses' resistance to accessing fom.ral

suppofls, when tl.re needs ofthe impaired spouse are greater than what the healthy spouse

can provide, home care services must be utilized. Previous research suggests that thc

presence of a formal service provider potentially threatens the couples' privacy, their

sense of independence and may even affect their interactions with each other (Lewis,

1998; Munay & Livingston, 1998). Thus, the nature of the marital relationship when one
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spouse must care for another and when formal care is accessed should be examined

fui1her.

For example, in situations in which home care provides the personal care

previously given by the caregiving spouse, there may be a change in the amount of time

the spouses spend with each other or in the types ofactivities they do together. y ézina

and Roy's (1996) study ofadult child and spouse caregivers contradicted the widespread

beliefthat upon receiving home care serwices families progressively disengage from the

care receiver. They lound instead, that family caregivers remain extremely involved in

caregiving. Therefore, the changes experienced in the couples' daily lives, the spousal

caregiving role, and how each spouse adjusts deserve particular attention.

Even though older impaired individuals are the direct recipients olthe care, thcir

perspective is noticeably absent from the literature. As Horowitz (1985) noted,..It is

somewhat ironic that when we discovered the lamily caregiver we seemed to forget about

tlre older person as the recipient ofcare" (p. 226). The majority ofthe caregiving resea¡ch

has focused on the perceptions of the caregivers, whether informal or formal. One

possible reason for this is that most ofthese sludies involve care provided to Alzhei¡rer's

patients and it is very difficult to assess attitudes and perceptions of cognitively impaired

individuals (Newsorn & Schulz, 1998). Even the few studies that have examined

satisfaction with horne care have approached the issue from the caregivers, perspectives

(Chiu, 1997; Eustis, Kane, & Fischer, 1993). A recent srudy by Kamer (1998) explored

the adoption of home care workers as fictive kina by older home care clients. According

o Fictive kin refers to "individuals who are not related by blood but by the imaginar.y ties
of clroice - they are 'adopted family members' (Kamer, 1998),p.72.
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to Karner, this process allows the older client to leel comforlable in accepting care

because the chent can maintain a sense of the cultural ideal of family caregiving. This

conclusion is particularly interesting as it was gleaned solely from inter-views with home

care workers and their supervisors rather than from the home care clients themselves.

Research that considers the perceptions ofboth caregivers and care recipients would yield

a more accurate and complete understandtng ofhow home care is received by its clients

and their families. Including participar.rts with functional, rather than cogr.ritive,

impairments would make this possible and would extend the cuuent literature to a larger

percentage ofhome care clients.

Research on the use of fomral care has typically focused on it as a stress-reduction

mechanism for the caregiver. Since stress seems to vary with caregivers, emotional

response to caregiving and their relationship to the recipient rather than with the amount

ofcare they provide or the disruption in their lives, home care services may be relatively

ineffective in directly alleviating stress. However, these services may have indirect

effects on caregiver stress; they can enable carers to remain in the labour force, engage in

leisure activities ar.rd retain social links, thereby improving the quality of their lives and

minimizing the sacrifices caregiving requires (Abel, 1990).

The care recipients' perspectives are also in.rportant to consider as tliese

individuals also l¡enefit frorn home care; effective and sensitive care can erúrance tl.reir

quality of life, as well as their physical and emotional/mental well-being. Only recently

have researchers begun to shift their attention to the care recipients' experiences

(Chipperheld, 1994; Flower, 1999; Forbes, 1996; Forbes & Neufeld, 1997). Forbes

(1994) conducted an exploratory study to examine what elderly home care clients
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perceived as being important in lelation to their satisfaction/dissatisfaction with the

services received. Several important variables were revealed: clients' expectations,

structural aspects ofhome care such as consistency, accessibility, availability and

flexibility of care, and care providers' characteristics including cheerfulness, sensitivity

to the clients'needs, and trustworlhiness. The quality of the relationship between clients

and the formal carc workers and the clients' involvement in planning their own care were

also found to affect their satisfaction.

Carcgiving is not always perceived positively by care recipients. Newsorn and

Schulz (1998) found that the anlount ofcare received (too much or too little) evoked

negative reactions from individuals receiving care from their spouses. Age, greater

physical impainnent, lower perceived control, l.righer fatalism, and lower self-esteem

were also predictive ofthese negative reaclions. The reactions (refened to as'helping

distress') are also associated with mental l.realth outcomes for the care recipients; helping

distress significantly predicted depression for as long as one year.

Flower's (1999) exploration of tl.re lived experiences ofelderly female home care

clients dernonstrates the richness of inforrnation obtained through qualitative research.

The participants' main concem was maintair.ring lasting, trustwortlry relationships with

their home care aides and with other people in their social network. Qualitative research

allows participants to express cerlain types offeelings that may not otherwise be

revealed; to jllustrate, even tl.rough the women in this study were actively independent

and they worked to achieve the aforementioned goals, feelings of wlnerability rvere also

evident throughout their stories.
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Finally, the vast majority of the available research on caregiving and the use of

fonnal services comes fiom the united states. Though this literature is useful, American

clients must pay for hon.re care serwices themselves (ifthey don't have private insurauce);

thus generalizability ofsnrdies examining home care utilization, client satisfaction with

the services, and type/level ofcare received may be limited. For examp)e, the cost of

home carc may raise additional issues for Arnerican clients that Canadian clients of

provincially run programs may not face.

Research Questions

To address these knowledge gaps I sought to answer tlre lollowing rcsearch

question: What does receiving care from a formal care provider mean to older care

recipients and to their spouses? This question encompasses several other questions: How

does each spouse view the expelience ofreceiving home care? what changes have eacl.r

spouse been experiencing in his/her daily lives since first receiving home care? What

changes, ifany, have each spouse been experiencing in his/her naniage? How is each

spouse dealing with ar.ry char.rges?

Ur.rderstanding how older spouses view the experience of r.eceiving home care in

light of their marital relationship has practical implications as it may help l.rome care

workers understand the changes and adjushnents the clients and their spouses are

experiencing when they begin to receive home care services. As Chappell (1994) noted,

"one rnust understand the home setting of the client in order to deliver services which

suppoÌ1 rather than undermine the individual" (p. 1 18).
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

Research Design

The design of tliis study was qualitative and drew on the major tenets of

ethlography. The goal of qualitative research is to generate rich and meaningful data

about the "multifaceted and complex nature ofhuman experience from tl.re perspective of

subjects" (Sankar & Gubrium, 1994; p.13). Thus, the researcher js committed to leaming

frotr the study paÍicipants (Spradley, 1980).

The qualitative approach was deemed most appropriate for this study for several

reasons. First, it is well suited for studies that are exploratory and r.vherc relevant

variables have yot to be identified (Marshall & Rossman, 1989). Given the lack of

previously published research addressing my particular questions, this study is considered

exploratory. As such, concepts and issues that are important lor explaining the experience

ofreceiving home care for the identified social group, are presently unclear (Greenbaum

& Rader, 1989; Johnson, 1985).

Second, the qualitative approach is most suitable for studying process and

meaning from the viewpoint of the pafiicipants (Rubinstein, 1994; Sankar & Gubrium,

1994). The perspectives ofolder individuals and parlicularly those who receive care are

lacking in most aging and calegiving research (Abel, 1990; Keith, 1994) although

recently, researchers have begun to address this gap (see Chipperfield, 1994; Flower,

1999; Forbes, 1996; Forbes & Neufeld, 1997). Thus, the resulting scant informarion on

meaning often leads to misleading generalizations about older people (KeÍh, 1994).

Meaning can be defìned as the values, beliefs, and principles people use to organize their
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behaviour and to interpret their experience (Hansen, 1979). The value of focusing on

lneaning in research is based on the three basic premises of Symbolic lnteractionism: that

people act toward things based on the meanings that the things have for them; that

meaning arises out ofsocial interactions; and finally, that these meanings are managed

through one's interpretative process (Blumer, 1969).

Qualitative methods allow researchers to go beyond speculating about pcople,s

behaviours and/or verbal responses to understanding them within their own contexts as

interpreted by the participants. My researcl.r sought not only to describe behavioural or

attitudinal changes as reported by participants, but also to explain the experienced

changes and the parlicipants' responses by exploring the meaning that the receipt of

home care has for each parlícipant flom his/her own perspective. Sankar and Cubrium

(1994) emphasize that knowing behaviour without understanding its context or its

meaning to the actors does not provide useful or reliablc information. Qualitative

methods helped me understand the flow of experience from the perspectives ofboth

spouses (Rubinsleín, 1994).I focused not only on their cunent feelings, but also on their

experience since becoming home care clients. My goal was to discover patterns or themes

relating to changes in the n'ìarital relationship in the participants' stories. After the first

few interviews, it became clear that the participants' stories ¡eflected their perspectives as

individuals, rathet than as part of a couple. The interview guide was revised accordingly,

although a question regardilg tl.reir marital relationship was retaincd to allow participants

to reflect on this area oftheir lir cs.
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Ethnosralr_hy

Of the various qualitative research methods available, I selected the ethnographic

approach to address my research questions. Ethnography ìs a way of "collecting,

describing, and analyzing the ways in which human beings categorize the meaning of

their world"(Aamodt, 1991). In addition to sharing the general characteristics of

qualitative methods as described above, its core elements were essential to fulfìlling my

research goals. Ethnography emphasizes the subj ective 'emic' (insitler,s) view ofthe

participants u'hile acknowledging the impoftance ofthe 'etic' (or outsider,s) per.spective

ofthe researchel in developìng conceptual or theoretical interpretations of wliat the

researcher observes or what is shared by the paÍicipants (Boyle, 1994). One of the basic

assumptions of ethnography is tl.rat rather than studying people, researchers leam from

them (Spradley, 1980). The participants "know more than tl.re researcher and have a story

to tell... The goal fof the researcher] is to see the world through the parlicipants,

respective and, eventually collective eyes, as similarities and differences among their

views and experiences are sorted into pattems" (Matthews, 1993, p.158).

The emic view reflects the language, beliefs, and experiences ofa cultural group

to which the pafiicipants belong. Thus, ethnography really aims to understand the shared

cultural meaning ofa group ofpeople who have something in com¡ron (Boyle, 1994;

StreubeÍ & Carpcnter, 1999). My study focused on older couples wl.ro received regular

home care services.

Within cultures and groups, members may still differ in their interpretations of

sirr.ilar experiences and in their responses. Ethnography recognizes this variation; as

described by Spradley ( 1980), ethnographers document "the existence of altemative
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realities" and describe them "in the terms of the people studied" (p. 1a). This feature was

parlicularly relevant to my study because I focused on one small group ofcouples who

reccived home care services within the larger culture of (older) home care clients.

Leininger ( 1985) identifies this type ofstudy as a micro- or mini-ethnography and defines

it as "a small scale ethnography focused on a specific or a narrow area of inquiry,,(p. 35).

My goal in using the ethnographic apploach in this study was to gain a better

understanding of the feelings, views, pattems of behaviour, and interpretations of older

physically impaired individuals and their spouses as they experience the provision ofcare

by for.1nal caregivers in their own homes.

Ethical Considerations

One of the basic requirements and respousibilities of the researcher is to protect

the rights of study participants. In addition to the measures employed during recruitment

(e.g. infomred consent, verbal and written assurances of confidentiality), several other

strategies were employed to protect the participants' well-being. Approval to carry out

this research was obtained fror¡ the Faculty of Human Ecology Ethics Committee. The

interview data were held in strictest confidence. Code numbers were assigned to all

participants and used as jdentifiers on the interview tapes and transcripts. A mastel list of

this rnlon¡ation was stored in a separate locked file, accessible only by myself. Access to

the interview data lvas limited to rnyself, to my thesis chair, and to my transcriptionist.

We all adhered to the same tenns ofprivacy and confidentiality. The tapes and

transcliptions are stored in a locked file for seven years after the cornpletion of the fìnal

report.
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Participants' comfofi was particularly impor1ant during the data collection

process. They were reminded that their participation was strictly voluntaly and that they

could withdraw flrot.n the study at any time without any repercussions. A protocol was

established for situations in which a participant became upset or expressed discomfort;

specifically, tl.re interview was stopped so they could regain their composure or discuss

their feelings 'offthe record'; tl.rey also had the option ofpostponing or tenlinating the

interwiew, but all chose to continue. This occurred twice. In one case, an interview was

terminated when the participant became very upset and I sensed that the direction ofthe

inte¡view was shifting away from its original research purpose towards a time for the

participant to simply vent and seek emotional support. At the end ofthis visit, I referred

the participant to the Age and Opportunity counselling services, and promised to follow-

up later. When I called a week later, this individual was receiving tl.re necessary help and

seemed to be doing well. In the second instance, I paused the inter-view at the request of

my parlicipant, who wanted to express cefiain experiences "off the record.', We resumed

the interwiew when she indicated that she v,¡as ready to continue it. All couples were

given tbe Manitoba Seniors Handbook, as well as pamphlets identifying resources and

services available free of charge through Age & Opportunity.

Selection of Panicipants

A study's research questions help detenlir.re the selection criteria. My initial

researcl'r question was "what does receiving assistance with personal care fi-om a formal

care provider mear.r to older care recipients and their spouses?" Thus, my early

recruitment efforts focused on individuals who only received personal care twice a week.

However, it was very difficult finding parlicipants with this criterion. After discussing it
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with my committee, we decided to broaden the scope of my question to include couples

who received other supporl services such as housecleaning, laundr.y, meal preparation,

and respite. The stipulation regarding the frequency ofservices was also removed. Two

other criteria (couples had to be married for at least 40 years and they had to be receiving

home care for only nine to 12 mouths), wele removed to help my recruitn.rent efforls.

Thus, in the end, the focal group ofmy research comprised older (married)

caregiving couples in which at least one spouse was receiving home care assistance with

at least one activity of daily living (ADL) or one instrumental activity of daily living

(IADL). Purposive sampling was used to recruit pafticipar.rts. The goal of this sampling

tecl.rnique is to include parlicipants who are knowledgeable about the experience so the

range and breadth ofthe phenomena of interest can be fully appreciated (Morse, 1991). hr

ethnographic research the unit under study is personal meaning and experìence, and as

such, sampling is "driven by the desire to leam in detail and in depth about the

experiences of individuals" (Rubinstein, 1.99a, p. 79). Sample size is established so as to

ensure that sufficient, complete, and relevant data are achieved (Morse, 1991). The final

sample size is determined by data saturation, which is reached when interviews with

participants do not illuminate any new themes (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Morse, 1991).

Depcr.rding upon the study's purpose and the methods followed, sample size in

previous in-depth interview-style qualitative studies with caregiving couples and families

has varicd widely, ranging fronr nine or ten (see Lewis, 1998; Navon & Weinblatt, 1996)

to between 15 and 20 (see Hasselkus, 1988; Munay & Livingston, 1998) up to 71 and 89

(sec Barusch, 1988; Vézina & Roy, 1996). One study tliat combined quantitative and

qualitative methods had a sampÌe of 114 marital dyads (ChappelÌ & Kuehne, 1998).
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Given the resûicted nature ofthis study as described in the previous section, I cxpected a

smaller number of parlicipants; my frnal sample included nine couples. Recruitment and

data collection took place over an eight-month period.

Couples who parlicipated met several criteria:

¡ 65 years or older

. married

residents of Winnipeg

co-reside only with the spouse't

receiving on-going assistance with at least one basic activity ofdaily lìvìng

(ADL) or one insû'umental activity of daily living (IADL) due to a pormanent

or chronic physical impairment

receiving home care frorn the provincial home care program

able to converse fluently in English

able to engage in a conversation for approximately one to one-and-a-half

hours

Recruitment

On the advice of the Winnipeg Regional Health Authority (WRHA), whìch

administers Home Care serwices in Winnipeg, couples were recruited directly from the

community. SpecilÌcally, they were recruited through an article in Seniors Todav/Prime

5 To distinguish between the two spouses, 'care receiver' refers to the spouse who has the

illness or disability ofdepends on his/her parlner for assìstance. 'Caregiver' is used

interchangeably with caregiving spouse and refers to the spouse who provides inlormal
care and/or generally looks after their affairs. In tnost cases, this was self-defined by the

couples. Due to the various types of home ca¡e services available, either spouse can be

the client.
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Times News, a bi-monthly publication for seniors with city-wide circulation (Appendix

A), and refenals by local churches and seniors housing complexes; one referal came

from another participating couple. An adverlisement placed in the MSOS Journal

(another senior's newspaper), letters ofinvitation distributed among residents (who

received home care) ofanothel facility, and short presentations and posters at several

seniors community groups were unsuccessful in attracting potential paÍicipants.

Recruitrnent posters (Appendix A) placed in several seniors apaÍments only elicited

phone calls from individuals who either wished to receivc home care or who wanted to

express their personal filstrations with thcir services but did not rneet my recruitment

criteria. During these conversations, I clarified my role as a student researcher rvith no

association with Horne Care, allowed them to share some of their feelings and

experiences, thanked them for their interest and then, ifappropriate, referred them to

other resources.

Couples who read the article and were interested in learning more about the study

contacted me by phone. During this phone call, I introduced my study and screened

potential participants accordir.rg to the criteria outlined above. An appointment was then

scheduled to meet with suitable and willing couples (Appendix B); this meeting helped

build some rapport and establish a sense oftrust and familiarity with theni.

I contacted numerous Winnipeg churches as well as several seniors housing

complexes. In most cases, the contact person agreed to setve as a liaison who identified

couples who fit my general recrxitment criteria and then either asked then.r to telephone

me ifthey wished to participate or received pennission to pass theìr'names and phone

numbers to me- ln two cases, however, the contact person preferred to give the couples'
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phone numbers to lì'ìe and have me introduce the study to them. The phone calls followed

the same protocol described above, but also mentioned the name of the referrer. Though

very time-consuming, this approach proved more successful than the posters or

newspaper pieces; the majority (7) ofcouples in the final sample were recruited through a

community liaison, while only two responded to the newspaper articles and no one

responded to the posters.

AII of the couples (approximately 20) with whom I initially spoke were interested

in ny sludy and willing to help ifpossible. ofthese, nine couples matched the selection

criteria and were interviewed and included in the analyses.6 Two couples who met the

selection criteria chose not to paÍicipate because of the severity of the care receiver's

disability.

During ny first visit, I explained the study to both spouses in furlher detail and

addressed their questions ol conceflls (Appendix c). I emphasized that no one associated

with Home Care would know about their participation and that their cunent setvices

would not be aflected in any way. A written copy of this explanation was pr.ovided to

each pafiicipating couple (Appendix D). This information also included phone numbers

for myself and for my thesis chair in case couples had any fur1her questions or concerns.

Written, infonned consent (Appendix E) was requested frorn both spouses when they

indicated that they understood the purpose of the study and what their participation

6 Two additional couples were intewiewed but excluded from analyses; one interyiew
was terminatcd wl.ren it became emotionally intense, and the tape of another intervìew
was unusable due to technical problenis with the tape recorder.
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entailed. Each couple received a copy ofthese forms for their records. Near the end ofthe

visit, I collected some basic biographical infom.ration (Appendix F) and scheduled the

interviews.

After conducting the lirst few interviews, I observed that some participants

(particularly care receivers) seemed nervous about being interviewed and about the

questions that would be asked. Thus, to help reduce participants' anxiety, during my first

visit with them, I summarized the general topics to be covered. This gave them time

before the interview to collect their thoughts about issues they had not necessarily

previously discussed in great detail. I believe it also prompted several of lhem to be more

open about theil home care experience. Such infomation often served as reference poilts

for me during the interview.

This visit helped ne build some rappod with the couples and to establish a sense

of trust and familiarity with them. Several couples asked about my program of studies

ar.rd expressed their pleasure in knowing a 'young' university studer.rt who was interested

in the well-being of seniors.

Study Setting

Interviews were caried out in the couples' horres for their convenience and

comfort; this also eliminated any environmental cor.rstraints, and thus helped establish

credibility and confinr-rability of data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Further, exploring the

phenomena of infonnal care, formal care, and maniage in the setting in which all ofthese

interact elicited meaning-in-context. Lincoln and Guba (1985) explain that it is important

for inquiry to take place in the natural setting "because phenomena of study. . . take their

meaning as much from the context as they do from themselves... No phenomenon can be
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understood out ofrelationship to the time and context that spawned, harboured and

supported it" (p. 189). Each spouse was interviewed separately; typically the other

partner went to the next room or went outside.

During an interview with one care recipient for whorn English is a second

language, her husband remained in an adjoining area where he was visible butjust out of

earshot. His neamess served as a suppod rather than a hindrance; she seemed more

comfortable and when she needed something translated, he was close by to offer help.

Data Collection

Face-to-face semi-sûxctured interviewing was considered an appropriate research

tool (Kaufman, 1994; Marshall & Rossman, 1989) because I sought rich, detailed,

person-centred information from my participants. Such interviews are recommended

when collecting sensitive and personal data (Polit & Hunglar, 1983; Wilson, 1989) and

they allowed me to observe non-verbal communication and to clarify participants,

responses.

Ser.ni-structured interviewing is infolmal and emotior.rally engaging, and the

researcher initiates dialogue with the interviewee as someone living a parlicular

experience; thus, such interviews are often described as conversations with a purpose

(Marshall & Rossman, 1989). Spradley (1979) describes ethnographic interviews

similarly, as "friendly conversations into which the researcher slowly introduces new

elements to assist parlicipants to respond as parlicipants" (p. 58). The fir.st few

individuals I interviewed seened to be distracted by any note taking I did; they would

speak slower or pause while I wrote, sometimes losing their train of thought in the

process. I also had some difficulty following their responses when I took too ma y notes.
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So, as much as possible, I limited my note taking to jotting down shorl phrases or words

that would remind me of parlicipants' statements I wished to explore further. This

atrangement worked well.

Field note recording (Appendix G) followed Wilson (1989) and was done as soon

alter the interuiews as possible to help me analyze the study's progress, recognize any

personal bias, and refine the interview guide as necessary. Observational notes described

events - where and when the interview took place, who was present and what happened.

My personal notes recorded my feelings, reactions and interpretations evoked by my

participants' stories. Finally, methodological notes recorded and critiqued hov/ the study

was being carried out over tir¡e, and jdentified any necessary changes, for example,

nrodifications to the interview guide.

Interyiew guides (Appendix H) were prepared in advance and outlined topics and

issues to be covered during the interviews (Patton, 1990). Though I referred to the guide

throughout the interview to ensure that all topics were covered, the exact wording ofthe

questions, the order in which they were asked, and the probes for greater detail varied

with each ìnterview (Kaufn-ran, 1994). Participants who were receiving care were asked

to describe their experience and perceptions about: a) having a home care worker assist

them with personal cale tasks or cary out housekeeping duties, b) their interactions with

their spouse since becolr.rilrg a home care client, and c) how they were dealing with any

changes since becoming a home carc client. Spouses were askcd complementary

questions wolded to reflect their caregiving role. The guides were pre-tested on one

voluntary couple (but not included in the study) and modified to maximize participants'

responses. For example, several questions were re-worded, and the topic order was
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changed to follow the home care process. Similar types ofrevisions continued throughout

the data collection process as required.

The interviews integrated descriptive, structural, and contrast questions (Spradley,

1979). Descriptive or grand tour questions elicited general descriptions about the daily

lives of the participants and their spouses since home care began. Structural questions

complemented these questions and sought rnore specific irlormation; they helped

organize an understanding of the paticipants' perspectives (Fettennan, 1989; Spradley,

1979). contrast questions were included to help discover thc meaning of the participants'

experiences (Spradley, 1979). For example, caregivers were asked how their tasks

differed from during the time home care was present to other times or days when home

care was not in their hon.re.

Each interwiew lasted approximately one to one and a l.ralf hours. With the

exception ofone coupleT, both spouses were interviewed duling the same visit. The

interviews were audio-taped to allow accurate retention of the data and to facilitate my

attention to the interview process. They were then transcribed verbatim and reviewed for

accuracy.

Data Analysis

Thematic analysis of the interview data occured during the interviewing stage, as

transcripts became available. "Ethnographic analysis is iterative, building on ideas

throughout the study" (Fetterman, 1989, p. 88). It allows the researcher to know which

methods to use next and when and how to use them. As each interview was transcribed. it

7 The care receiver's condition and care needs 
'equired 

his spouse's attention. I retumed
later that day to interwiew hin.
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was reviewed for accuracy and analyzed through thematic content analysis. Sometimes,

due to the participants' schedule, as well as my own! interviews were conducted before

the transcripts of tl.re previous interviews were reviewed. Thus, I had to cnsure that I kept

thorough field notes and that they were recorded soon aftcr my interviews; without

interview transcripts, I relied on these notes to help guide the subsequent inter.views. As

then.res surfaced throughout the interviews, they allowed an ongoing process of

refocusing questions aûd probing for more information specifically related to the home

care experiences ofthe older clients and their spouses. Consequently, the exact wording

ofìnterview questions varied from interview to interview.

"The challenge fof qualitative inquiry] is to make sense of massive amounts of

data, reduce the volume of information, identify significant pattems, and construct a

framework for conrmunicating the essence of what the data reveal" (Patïon,'1994, p.372-

3). This process was accomplished by following the basic categories oforganizing and

reporting data: description, analysis, and interpretation as described by (Wolcott, 1994) .

These three categories are not mutually exclusive but can be regarded as varying

emphases which qualitative researchers can use to organize and present data (Wolcott,

1994). Description addresses the question, 'What is going on here?' usitg data from the

researcher's obseruations or from the reporls of othels to the researcher.

Even though my study did not employ obserwation as a data collection method per

se, llleld notes taken at the site ofeach interview provided uselul descriptive infomration

about the interview situation and about what transpired during the meeting. Excetpts

from participants' transcripts are used to describe their situations.
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Wolcott (1994) distinguishes his use ofthe term analysis from the broader

overarching process of managir.rg or processing data (which he terms .,transfomring the

data") as referring specifrcally to "the identification ofessential features and the

systematic description of the interrelationships among them. . . how things work,, (p. 12).

This process requires data reductioÌt by reviewing the transcripts, coding the data,

identifying pattemed regulalities and softing tl.rem into categories (Germain, 1993;

Wolcott, 1994). Coding refers to assigning labels to units ofmeaning. "It is critical

bccause it provides a direct link with the concrete data of the cultural reality" (Gemrain,

1993, p. 258). Categories were compared across interyiews with the goal of selecting

overall themes that best describe the experience ofolder couples who receive home care

services.

The final category of Wolcott's ( 1 994) franiework is interpretation.

"Interpretation addresses processual questions of meanings and contexts" such as 'what

does it all mean?' 'What is to be made of it all?' (p. 12). Even though some interpretation

is clearly involved in coding, Wolcott's use ofthis ten.n refers to the process of

transcending the factual data and cautious analyses and beginning to probe into what can

be made of them. It involves speculating about tl.re themes' underlying reasons, to

"extend beyond the boundaries of a particular case to find broader application or

nreaning... answers...to the nagging qucstion... 'So what?"' (Wolcott, 1994,p.256).

This was accomplished by comparing across intervicws, examining the literature, and

drawing upon my own personal experiences.
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In sum, the goal of my data analysis was to transform the raw inter-view data into

an accurate and n.reaningful account of tl.re experiences ofolder horne care clients and

their spouses. This process was guided by Wolcott's (1994) framework.

After reviewing and coding all interviews, categories oftopics covered were

identified for care Receivers and caregivers separately. Thus, themes were identified for

each group.

Trustworthiness of the Data

The trustworthiness or the soundness of the data generated in this study was

estabJished using Lincoln and Guba's (1985) criteria.

L Credibility (truth value) - this refers to the audirability or believability of tlre

findings and is achieved when lcsearch farthfully describes or interprets the experiences

ofthe participants. Several processes were essential in fulfrlling this criterion. Fir.st, I

established rapport with the padicipants during the phone conversations and pre-

interview visits. Taking time to answer their questions fully, setting the interview time

according to tl.reir schedules (and sometimes re-scheduling), engaging in some casual chat

about their families and their lives, and even doing a couple offavours for them upon

request created an atrnosphere oftrust in which they could freely share their experiences.

Several couples expressed appreciation for my genuine interest in thern and their stories.

Second, regular interactions with my thesis chair throughout the data collection

stage provided opportunities for debriefing (especially following difficult interviews) and

monitoring the study's progress to ensure that rny interview guides and my interviewing

techniques were appropriate for particular particìpants and remained focused on the

research topic. During data analysis, having someone review my work with a fresh
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perspective helped ensure that identihed pattems and themes, as well as my

interpretations were grounded in the data.

Finally, identifuing personal biases and sources ofreactivity (defined as the

responses of the researcher and the research parlicipants during the research process) was

essential (Ahem, 1999; Paterson, '1994; Pat|on, 1990). In keeping with the reactivity

analysis framework, this was achieved by recording my personal reflections following

each interview, and tluough periodic discussions with my thesis chair (See Appendix I).

2. Confirmability - this refers to the dependability or direct evidence that the

reported findings accurately represent participants' naratives and are faithful to wl.rat is

most impodant to them. Within each interview, I tested and validated my interpretations

with the palticipant by asking them to clariô/ ceftain statements, and by reflecting back or

summarizing what I heard them saying ar,d asking them to confinn or disconfimr it.

During the analysis ofthe data themes and patterns ofthought or behaviour were

identified; my interpretations were substantiated with the parlicipants, own wor.ds. I

stopped recruiting couples when data saturation was reached and no new information or

therncs emelged fi'oln the intervicws.

3. Dependability -Rigor in qualitative research can also be established by leaving

an "audit trail" that allows others to reconstruct the entire process by which the researcher

reaches his/her conclusions. To this cnd, I have carefully documented the conceptual

development of my study and the audit trail is composed ofraw data, data reductior.r and

analysis products, and instrument development information (as identified by Halpern,

1983) and reporled by Lincoln and cuba, 1985) (See Appendix J).
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4. Transferability (applicability) - this refers to the applicability of the currenr

findings to similar contexts outside the study (Sandelowski, 1986) and was achieved by

providing a comprehensive database with relevant contextual infonr-ration, (i.e.

descriptior.rs of the participants, setting, and data collection rnethods) (Guba & Lincoln,

1989). Typical and atypical elements of the paficipants' life experìences are also

reflected in the presented f,rndings (Sandelowski, 1986). Other researchers can use this

infomation to deterrnine the applopriateness of the "fit" between the data and the

identihed pattems and themes and the extent to which the findings from the study can be

transfened to other couples in similar situations.

Summary

In summary, this ethnographic research explored the subjective experience of

receiving assistance from a fonnal care provider from the perspectives ofolder clients

and theil spouses. Face-to-face semi-structured interviews (as described by Spradley,

1979) were carried out with each spouse from nine couples. The semi-structured

interview style gave a voice to a select sarnple ofolder couples receiving home care.

Lincoln and Guba's ( 1985) criteria were used to establish the trustworthiness of the data.
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CHAPTER 4

RTSEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter presents the niain findings from the study. It is divided into two

sections; the first one sets the context lor understanding the experience ofolder couples

receiving home care by describing the participating couples' living situations, including

their reasons for getting home cale and the types ofservices they receive. The second

sectior.r describes the main themes that emerged fi'om the interview data for care receivers

and lor spouse caregivers.

Couples' Profiles

Nine older couples who received home care services in their home participated in

this study. Care Receivers ranged in age fi.om 70 To 94 years, and Caregivers8 from 67 to

90 years. Just over half(5) of the Care Receivers were female. Thc average length of

marriage was 44 years, and, with the exception of two couples in their second maniages

(married for nine and 29 years, respectively), ranged from 33 year.s to 60 years. Table 1

summarizes the characteristics of the parlicipating couples.

All couples were dealing with one or more chronic and pemanent disabilities or

illnesses (e.g. Parkinson's, stroke, Multiple Sclerosis, physical handicap); even though no

one reported a diagnosis of cognitive impainnent, some long-term memory loss became

evident during two of the interviews. All of the couples were living in tlieir own homes ir.r

the community; most of tl,em had nroved to an apaúment or condominium suite in thejr

8 For the remainder of this paper, the term caregiver will be used interchangeably with
caregiving spouse.
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later years, but to their pride and great pleasure, two couples still resided in the house in

which they had raised their families.

For several ofthe couples, rnoving to an apaÍment was necessary due to their

disabílity or illness, and it represented a significant loss for several ofthenr. One couple

who had moved from their house in tl.re country found apartment life to be quite

confining because they could no longer go outside as n.ruch as they wished and they had

less room for all their 'things.' They also lelt that they always had to be more .dressed

up' since they were living amor.rg other people (than when they had their own house).

Another couple had to give up their home, wliich thcy had built especially for their

retirement years. Despite the pain of this loss, the caregiving spouse determir.red to simply

make the best ofeach day: "I only take one day at a time and that's the way I overcarrre

tl.rat whole thing, you know" (S8, 61,62).

Aside from each other, the couples' main source ofassistance was home care;

most couples had at least one child living in Winnipeg who pr.ovidcd mostly emotional

and social support. Some children did help with shopping or other strenuous tasks the

couples were unable to do themselves. Friends and relatives also helped out when

necessary.

For the couples in this study, the home care process comprised three consecutive

and (to an oxtent) overlapping stages: initiating contact wjth Home Care, getting and

adjusting to it, and living with it. In most cases, the process ofgetting home care was

initiated by a physician. Only two caregiving spouses sought lÌome care on their own; one

caregiver wanted her husband to live at home rather than at the personal care home he

had been living in for several years, and home care was necessary for this desire to be
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fulfilled. Another spouse requested home care for hìmself while his wife was in the

hospital and before she was released, home care services we¡e also arranged for her. The

care receivers did not seem to be very involved in this initial stagc; often, ar-rangements

were made while they were hospitalized or simply too ill to actively parlicipate. Only

one caregiver noted that lier daughter was involved in this process as she arranged for the

home care services. Other participants emphasized that discussions about acceptìng home

care were strictly between the spouses.

Both Care Rcceivels and thei| Spouses reporled tliat they started leceiving home

care services fairly soon after the process was started. The initial period of adjushnent

(approximately within the first few weeks or months) passed without any major incidents,

and couples established a loutine based on their home care schedule. However, as they

moved into the 'living with home care' stage, they still had to adjust to the various

changes in the amount and,/ol types of services provided. The various stages and

experiences over time will become clearer throughout the rest of tliis chapter.

Parlicipating couples included those who received only personal care (2), only

bousekeeping assistance (3), or both (4). One couple also received respite when

necessary. In this study, housekeeping duties refer to housecleaning, meal preparation,

and laundry; personal care includes bathing, dressing, and ovemight monitoring.

Even though there were differences in the cilcumstances leading to the couples'

need for home care, and ir.r the types ofassistance received, the similarities in their

perceptions and feelings about their experiences are significant enough for them to be

considered as a (client) group. Wrtbin this group there are two sub-groups - Care

Receive¡s and Caregivers.
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Table 1. Couples' profiles

Couples' Names' Length of DisabilityilllnessType of
Residence

Type of Home
Care Service& Ages Marriage

Cl2: Frank - 73
S13: Elizabeth 61

house Multiple Sclerosis personal care

C2: Sally - 81 60 apartmert stroke personal care,
Q2: Daniel - 80 houseksgping
C3: Roger - 86
53: Mary 77

9* apaftnlent Parkinson's, heal1
attacks, arthritis,

personal care

C4: Ianet - 71
s4| Ed- 74

50 apartment undiagnosed; can't housekeeping
walk, lift, pain in back

C5: Howard - 94

55: Anne - 90

& unoer bod
bad heart, very poor

vision & hearing,
laundry

memory limitations
C6: Hannah - 82
56: Robert - 86

apafiment Osteoporosis, blood
pressure: hcart proLrlem

) can't lift'

laundry,
housekeeping

C7: Esther - 83

57: Jack - 8l
29* apartment leg amputation ) in

wheelchair; visually
personal care,
housekeeping

rmpatred-
C8: Virginia - 70
S8: Neil - 70

40 apartment doublehipreplacernent housekeeping
) can't walk

C9:. Ltllie - 77 33 apafiment Parkinson's, broken personal care
59: Michael - 75 hip, tremors

lPseudonvms
2Refers ti care receiver
3Refers to caregiving spouse
* Denotes second marriage for one or both spouses
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Themes

This section identifies the key themes and domains of these themes that emerged

du.ing my review and analysis ofthe interview transcripts. Initial coding began during

the data collection period and continued for several months. After several reviews of the

transcripts and codes, the codes were clustered into many topical categories. After the

first few intervjews, I noted that most of the spouses' responses reflected their.

experiences/perceptions as individuals rather than as a couple. Following this pattem,

analyses for care Receivers and fol the caregiving Spouses were also kept separate.

Numerous themes became clear as the categories were reviewed; I eventually i<lentified

thee major tl.remes that captured the essence of the home care experience for care

Receivers and three themes for caregiving spouses. within the ther.nes, multiple related

categories were then collapsed into fewer domains.

Despite the differences ir.r perspectives, the the'res for both care receivers and

caregivers were all connected to a centralizing theme of Security. This will be discussed

at the end of this section. The themes of continuity and euality of care were common

for both participant groups, but were experienced differently, as indicated by their

respective domains. The order in which these themes are presented for each parlicipant

group reflects tl.re natural connection and logical flow between then.r as revealed during

my analyses. L.rdependence was another dominant ther¡e for care Receivers, while

spouses experienced a sense of Relief. Table 2 presents the themes aud their domains_
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Table 2: Themes & Domains

Independence
. Care needs
. Coping

Continuity
¡ Lifestyle
¡ Home care workers
o Marital relationship

Quality of Care
. Relationship with home care workers
r Task performance

. Sharing the load

. Physical safety

. Time for selfapart lrom care receiver

Quality of Care
. Interaction with Home Care Office
. Relationship with home care workers
. Task perfonrrance

Continuity
. Lifestyle
. Marital relationship
o Home care services

Care

The themes for each participanl group will be discussed separately, beginning with the

Care Receivers.

Care Receivers

Independence

Independence for older adults refers to the ability "to canJ out ljfe,s activities

within a r.romral community setting, to be able to make choices about tliese activities and

to have a degree ofcontrol over one's life" (Wigdor & Plouffe, 1992; section l, para 1). It

eÌrcon'ìpasses tlle concept ofautonomy, "which refers to the maintenance ofidentity and

values, to having dignity and control over decisions concerning oneself'(para 2). This

first therre reflects both the loss of independence and the fight to maintain it. As the

following discussion illustrates, although the care receivers relied upon their spouses and

home care for assistance, most ofthenr expressed a strong sense of independence rather

than one ofdependence. Although it was the care receivers' disabilities rather than home

care that noved them along the continuum from independenca to greater dependence, tlle
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presence ofhome care workers often served as a reminder ofthis loss. lt also stimulated a

strong desire (need) to do as much as possible on theil owlr physically, in terms of caring

for themselves and their home, as well as psychologically as they coped with their loss of

independence. For example, to Hannah, independence meant: "being able to take care of

ourselves, you know, take a bath when we nced it by ourselves and make our own food

and things like that you know. My husband is a pretty good cook,' (C6, 76g_71). Shc

viewed independence in terms ofthem as a couple, notjust l.rerself.

Care Needs. Overall, the Care Receivers took great pride in being able to do

things for themselves. The following conlments were typical: "I can do quite a bit

myselfl'(C2, 452-3), and "l like doing things myself. I like going when I want to', (C4,

222). However', two care receivers, who were r..ore limited ín their physical capabilities

were pleased that solneone else could take over their former tasks. Roger, who suffered

from several health problems and was quite tired, appreciated that lie did not have to

participate in his own personal care rvhen his hone care attendant (HCAe) was there.

Another care receiver, I-Ioward also liked having home care help him and his wife with

their household responsibilities. He took the opportunity to simply relax and enjoy life

and watch otl.rers do what he had done for so long: "when I sit outside I like to see

someone's working and I'm sitting doìng nothing,,(C5, 348-9).

Several care receivers struggled to reli'quish their respo'sibililies to the horne

care workers because they wanted to do these things themselves, and in fact, felt that they

n HCA - home care attendant; HSW - home support worker; HCW - home care worker.
The specific nature oftheir services was discussed in the literature review portio¡ ofthis
paper.
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should be able to do their own work. Hannah k¡ew that her husband could no longer take

care of everything due to his health, but still found it difficult to accept home care, ,.It

was just, I guess, more or less, I should still be able to do it myself, you know,, (C6, 129-

9). Janet emphasìzed that home care was a necessity, "I wouldn't want home care ifI

didn't have to have it because I'm very, I'm independent. I want to do everything myself,

(C4,236-7). For some, this struggle was experienced every time the home care worker

was present: "I'm just always happy when it's done. I don't like while she's [I{SW]

doing it because I want to do it myself, bur I can't" (C4, 828-830). Janet noted that this

sûong sense ofindependcnce had been with her for years, "I'm a doer myself. I do things

myself. We had a resoÉ and I did all the heavy work instead of using my help...when I

tlrink back now, how stupid" (C4,325-8). She found it difficult to adjust to having home

care, because as she explained, "Not that I'm that fussy but Ijust like doing my own

fhins" (C4, I 105-6).

Being able to do things for themselves gave care receivers a sense of self-efficacy

and helped thern feel good about themselves: "It seems to Ìne, that you've got more self

wor1h, you know, thinking, 'well, I can do it for myself yet,' you know. Tliat's the way I

feel about i1" (C6, 804-6). Sally's self-esteem was boosred by the fact that she could

"help" her home care attendant by washing herself:

I'm able to help myself when she's there too. I do a lot of my own washiug and I
know that pleased her. All that was good, like trying to please your nrother you
know. ...Just to help, not take her for granted that she had to do everything.
She'd prepare everything and then hand me the cloth or the sponge and I would
do it. And I think that's good. (C2, 132-1.35;137-139)

As Hannah expressed, she was very grateful for the tasks she was still able to do, despite

her limitations:
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I'm always thankful that I can get up in the moming and know that I can help
myself and get dressed and that, and not have to be dependent on a nurse or be
sitting in a wheelchail all day or in bed. And you know, I'm very thankful for
that. That makes me feel good. (C6, 431-442)

The deep desire to care for one's own needs led some care receivers to obtain

various independent living aids to help them manage. Esther, who required a wbeelchair

to get around, bought what she called "cxtra ams" to help her do things ìn the kitchen.

The ams are long sticks with "graspers" at the end that are operated by a ,pull lever, at

the otl.rer end, and they enable her to reach some objects from the kitchen cupboards. She

also had a pole installed in the bathroom so she could attend to some ofher personal

needs independently. Although she felt shaky some days, l.raving these aids inspired

confidence in her abílity to manage more on her own: "sometimes you feel as though you

don't need it fhome care] that bad. Well, I needed it more before, but now when I l.rave

the pole [in the washroom] there, I can help myself a little better" (C7 , j I9-j21).

While the Care Receivers took great pride in the things that they were stjll able to

do by themsclves, they still had tinles ofgreat frustration and even anger about the things

their home care attendant now did. "I was a little uncomfortable witl.r ther.n making my

lunch for me ald stuff like that. . .. I feel like I could have done it too. It just takes a lot

more time" (C7 ,733-34;736-37). Virginia was distressed because taking care of the

house was her dornain, and she loved doing it:

That takes a lot or.r your nerves that you cannot do it alone and they have to do
it.... My hobby was in the house here and I liked it. I cannot do it. That makes me
cry. I was mad, I was nervous, but I have to accept it. (C8, 195-8; a37-9)

Accepting and coping with the loss of independence did not usually happen immediately;

as Virginia noted, it'takes time 'til you can accept it" (C8, 484) - time and effort.
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Copine. The home care workers' positive attitudes and personalities helped care

receivers become nore comfoftable with receiving assistance. Jack, who suffered fron.r

Multiple sclerosis and required a lot ofintense personal care on a daily basis said that he

was able to accept help quite readily because the workers were "so pleasing and

underslanding" (Cl ,32-33). Some care receivers felt "different" from other people

because they needed help, as though they were the only ones in such a dependent state.

Sally consideled herselfto be a very private person and at first felt emban.assed about her

need for personal care assistance. However, her home care attendants' reassurances and

gentle approach put her at ease:

Everyone was very good at rnaking you feel like this was human nature. . .. Things
happened. . . . My first home worker. was an elderly lady. . .more like a mother. . ..
Made me feel at ease. . .. She could tell r¡e. . . I was no different [than her other
clientsl. (C2, 86-95)

Care Receivers felt hopeful about their situation when their home car.e workers

recognized their abilities. The words of encouragement sally received lrom her home

care attendants motivated her to try harder to overcome her limitations and to do mole of

her own care:

[She] made me feel like I was wonderful, that I was doing so much for myself.
She always told me, 'You've really impressed me with what you can do yourself,,
and that n.rade me feeì very, very good that I wasn,t giving in to this, that I might
even lick it. I keep going, you know. (C2, 100-105)

Esther's home care attendants also focused her attention on what she was able to do by

comparing her to other home care clients who were worse off: ..They said ,don't worry

about it. You're doing okay.' A lot ofpeople... they have to do a lot more,' (C7,424-6).

As important as the home care workers' attitudes were to tlle Care Receivers, the

key to coprng well was in their ow' attitude. At some point during their. experience, care
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receivers' attitudes shifted fror¡ 'I want to do this by myself to 'I must accept that I need

help:' "I just figured the time has come that I can't really do it myself like I used to, so it

has to change" (C6, 138-9). This epiphany occurred at a different time for each person.

For some, it was a daily process of letting go: "Take one day at a time and try to

understand the people too, who come in and do the jobs. . . . You have to let go a little bit

and accept what they have to offer" (C8,777 -78;785-86). Others reached a breaking

point, where their only choice was to accept the reality oftheir situation:

I got to the point when I knew that I couldn't, I couldn't. I just said yes you know
and that's all there is to it. ... It did a little bit of time but then you know, I,m not
what you, I don't know if you'd say I'm not a real stubbom person. lf I see that I
can't cope on my own well tl.ren L.. accept it, yeah. (C6, 613-15; 617 -19; 621)

As the Care Receivers' attitude changed, so did their focus. Instead ofdefining

their happiness according to what happened directly to them, they focused more on the

happiness and well-being oftheir loved ones. Virginia was one such care receiver: ,,I can

see that around me, all [are] happy. I arn happy.... I see the kids is [are] happy, then I am

happy when I see some" (C8, 576-78). Sally starled a daily gratitude joun.ral so she

would remember the things for which she was thankful. She also detenlined to find tasks

that she could do and to capitalize on them in order to reach out to others:

I have to be grateful that I'm still able to talk. . . .I felt that as a matter of fact, that
so much had happened to me in my stroke that the Lord saw fit to let me have n.ry
speech so I can help other people. And I'vejoined everything I could and took
every test and that for helping people when I first had my stroke. And that made
me feel very good that I could do this. So, these things made me not be
depressed. (C2- p32; 107 -119)

Sorne Care Receivers coped better by distancing themselves fiom the immediate context

of home care. To illustrate, Virginia chose not to watch her support worker carry out the
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variolls housekeepirg tasks, while Henry considered his attendant as "the person who

gets you clean; it's ajob, nothing else" (C9, 323).

Each of the care receivers found their own ways of coping, depending upon their

background or life experiences, their personality, and the attitude oftheir home care

worker. Even though they accepted their situation, after a while, the reality oftheir

dependency hit them anew and they liad to er.rgage in son.re "self-talk" to remind

themselves that it was a pemanent situation and that they had much for which to be

thankful. Generally, altliough the Care Receivers' ultimate desire was to be independent

in every way possible, they each came to acknowledge that they needed care, and would

lor a long time to come. A central part ofindependence for the participants was

maintaining control over aspects of their life as they had before illness. The loss of this

cont¡ol was diff,rcult to accept. The second theme expands on the first by examining how

the care receivers sought continuity over the past, present, and fulure.

Continuity

The theme of Continuity refers to the Care Receivers' retention of some aspects

oftheir lives prior to illness and home care, and their loss of other parts (i.e.

discontinuity). Although most of the parlicipants experienced both extremes on their

lifestyles, their home care workers, and tl.reir marital relationships, they all emphasized

the importance ofcontinuity and sought to establish and maintain it in the various areas

of their lives.

Lifestyle. Over the course of their married lives, the care receivers and their

spouses had established a cefiain way of living. This included, for example, where they

lived, how and when various tasks were done, and how they interacted with their spouses.
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Many ofthese changed after the onset ofillness; having home care re-established some of

those things while it disrupted others.

htdepqdeU)Liyiltg, For most Care Receivers, living with their spouses in

their own homes was very important. Without home care, most of them would not have

been able to live at home. Frank had spent many years in a personal care home, but

recently, at his request and that ofhis wife, and with a home care plan in place, he was

able to move back home. He was enthusiastic about his retum: "As soon as you can live

at home, it relieves any tension. . . . There's nothing like living at home"(C 1, 728-9; 736).

For him, living at home was special because it meant that he could be with his wife

everyday. For others, knowing that they could rely on a service such as home care when

they were unable to care for themselves was very comfofiing:

Well, it rneans a lot to nle to have home care just to know that if you're r.rot able to
do it yourself thele's always some other way. You know that there's home care
there to do it for you and that we don't have to pay thern. You know, that is
another good thing. (C8, 842-6)

Esther lecognized that hor¡e care was absolutely necessary because in addition to her

own disability, her husband had his own health problems that limited what he could do:

"Without it fhome cale] I don't know if I could nanage because a lot of thirlgs Jack can't

do." (C7, 1055-6). Home care helped fill the gaps that allowed them to live

independently. Howard, who had lived in his house for nearly 60 years, agr.eed:

I think it's [hone care] the best thing that happens nowadays. You know when
you need help you get help. Especially when you're in your own home. you've
got to do most everything yourself. (C5,217 -220)

His house held great sentimental value and tradition for him, as he and his wife had

raised their children in it, and tl.rere, over the years, had hosted many social gatherings

with friends and relatives. These memories were on his mind as he looked forward to his
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wife's birthday party, a few days after the interview, when all the children and

grandchildren would once again converge on the old house, and continuc making

memories together.

Home care not only helped the Care Receivers stay in the house that they loved,

but it'protected' them fron.r the alternative, living in a personal care home (pCH).

Though Hannah expressed her confidence in the quality ofcare provided in the care

home wing of her apartment building, she also sfated, "That's [PCH] one thing I want to

stay away from as long as I [can]" (C8,752). Sorne individuals did not even consider a

PCH as a possibility for their fulure. In Howard's words, "I hope to keep it [home care]

up...I guess, ifyou can't do it anymore, you have to rnove to a special care home

probably. But we're going to stay here as long as possible" (C5,259-291).

Care Receivers Íèlt a certain measure of confidence in being able to stay in their

homes when they k'ew they could depend upon home care if their care needs changed or

in case ofan emergcncy: "You would always know that you had someone if you needed

them. And you know, all of a sudden needed somebody you'd know they were there,'

(c6, 356-9).

Care Tasks - II/hen and How. Having home care created cl.ranges in the

structure of the Care Receivers'daily routines. For example, home ca¡e was not

necessarily scheduled for the same time or day that they were used to doing the particular

task. This did not bother some of the participants who sirnply adjusted to tl.re new time

and incorporated it into their schedule. Roger received his care early in the rnoming and

although it took some getting used to at first, he found that "the whole day is set" (C3,

17 5) and, that "it's like having breakfast. . . .It's parl of rhe day" (C3,292-3;295). Before
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receiving horne care, Hamah could decide when she performed ceftain chores. She was

used to doing her laundry at the beginning olthe week, but had to adjust her schedule to

acconmodate the appointed Friday moming service:

As long as I was able to do my own work well, I'm going to do this today and I'm
goiûg to do that today or you know, or that can wait 'til tomorrow or sonrething.
But now it has to be done when they can do it. See that's the change I had to
make. (C6, 5 I 2- 17)

Hannah grew accustomed to her new routine and even noted its benefit to her.sclf:

She [HSW] comes in on Friday and does all the laundry and everything and then it's
all cleaned up and that, the place ìs. And then we feel we're free to do what you
know, we don't need to think about vacuuming or anything like that and so it's nice.
(s3 1-s)

Other care receivers found their new home care schedule to be less than desirable,

and sometimes even disruptive. Esther's horle was cleaned once every two weeks, but

she lelt that more frcqucnt clcanings were necessâry:

I would like it every week but --. I used to vacuum every week. In two weeks it
gets pretty dir1y. I have that SwifferrM, that dry sweeper. I've managed to do the
hallway and that and the kitchen with that and it's surprising how much dirt is ilr
one week. (Ci,1066-70)

Another parlicipant, Virginia, was unhappy tl.rat she could not choose a more suitable

time for hel weekly housekeeping service. The schedule was physically stressful as she

had 10 be "up" while the attendant was doing her wor-k. She did mention this to her case

coordinator, but to no avail:

We said we like it better in the morning but they had none for the morning. I thhk
if we could change to the moming we would be happy. But you cannot choose the
tir¡e. I aln tired by 4:00 to sit, and then they are here and I sit and do something,
but if it was in the moming then i could go [at] 12:00 to bed. But I cannot choose
it. . .And that makes me tired. (C8, 402- 10)
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In fact, several care receivers complained that the services were not tailored to match

their personal preferences and necds. Henry was a good example:

Well, once a week they give you a sponge bath... Now I was getting every day
but I had to hght for getting shower every day. . .. They said 'no we allow only
one shower or a one sponge bath.' . . .I wanted [a] shower. (C9, 46-48, 54-55)

His situation was eventually reviewed, and he received his preferred slrower. However,

he was also unhappy about the restrictions on his respite care - inadequate length of time,

limited range ofactivities the respite worker could do - because they did not allow him to

pa(icipate in thc activity he most enjoyed, using cornputers. He wanted:

More than three hours a week, and then something that I'm interested in.
...Because I was not playing ganes like cards, [but] something else. They said
they didn't know what to do so I would be better by myself. They can direct my
attention to something that I know. It'sgoodforme. (C9, 9I-92;98-102)

In the cnd, Henry and his wife cancelled respite care.

Collectively, the Care Receivers in this study experienced both the positive and

negative effects of home care on their way of life. While it allowed them to continue

living independently, it did not simply fiIl in where and when the care receivers (or their

spouses) needed llelp. Rather, the Care Receivers had to change their routines and

compromise their preferences to accommodate the home care. Continuity in the home

care workers was also desired by the Care Receivers, but not always received.

Home care workers. Care Receivers oftcn spent quite a bit of time with their

home care workers either as direct recipients ofthe care provided (e.g. personal care) or

overseeing the work wher.r their spouses had left to run enands or spend tine on tlreir

own. The individuals interviewed expressed strong preferences for regular hone care

workers to be assigned to their cases. Although a couple of the care receivers did have the

same worker(s), rnost of the others had several different ones over the years as well as in
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the short term. Having numerous workers was sometimes quitc confusing for the care

receivers (especially those who suffered fi-om some memory impairment) when they tried

to remember and identify the workers. Sally explained her situation:

At night when people come about eiglit or nine o'clock to help you get ready for
bed, there's ceftain things you do and you forget. "Now, which one ofyou have
gone through that with me?" You have to say, "Do you know, have I done this
with you before?" (C2,252-57)

Esther wrote down all the home care workers' names to help her remember who was

scheduled for each visit; this did not bother her very much as she had become used to

having different nurses and nurses aids during her lengthy stay in hospital after her

surgery. Virginia's experience with home care also involved many changes wlth her

supporl workers: "Then they give me all [the] time different IHSWs]. They changed all

around. Two weeks, then one week, all the tirne different. That makes me mad" (C8,162-

64). She reacted quite strongly to tl.ris situation: "I don't like it when somebody come[s],

they're different. That makes me sick" (c8,327-28).It bothered her so much that earlier

in her relationship with Home Care, she even cancelled the service, explaining, ,,1 was so

nervous, I could not relax; I was so tired. And I said, 'better if the house is dirty,,(Cg,

224-26). At the time of the interview, her husband was planning to be out of town for a

few days, ard even though Home Care offered her assistance with bathing (a task

nomally done by her husband), she declined, prefering to try it on her own.

Having the same home care worker(s) each time over the long tenrr was importanl

for familiarity and trust to develop between clients and workers. Sally lecounted that

when she was familiar with her attendants, she felt more confortable asking .silly'

questions:
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When they become familiar, you're not afi'aid to ask, you know, have they done
this before? Don't want them to think I'm stupid, but that's the way it goes
sometimes. (C2, 286-89)

The first few visits allowed Hannah tojudge her home care workers based on their work

and how they treated her:

I trust her, you know. ...I'm pretty good at judging people you know. And then
\.vhat I can see from what they do and things like that. But how they talk to me
and that, and that's, I get the trust. (C6, 281; 281-90)

The actual delivery of care also strengthened familiarity. When the same home care

attendant(s) returned cach time, they got to know the care receiver's pafticular situatior.r

better, and together with the care receiver, were able to negotiate a care routine:

It's a little apprehensive when you're waiting for a new girl cause you know, just
wondering but that's okay. ... because, especially the bath because it,s so routine
that we go through and it takes awhile for them to adjust to the routine for what I
can do and what I'm capable of and what I'm not capable of. (C2,234-36;239-
42)

Ultimately, the whole home care experience was more positive for Care Receivers who

were able to develop strong, healthy relationships with the sanre worker(s) ove¡ time. The

nature ofthe participants' relationship with their spouse was also very imporlant as they

worked tlx'ough this new experience in their lives.

Marital relationship. All of the care receivers spoke positively about their

relationship with their spouses; having lived together for many years (the shortest length

of time was nine years), they had their share ofups and downs, but because of them, had

lealned to trust one another implicitly. Hannah felt secur.e to "know he's [her husband]

always there" (C6, 420-21). Frank described his relationship in one brief staternent,

"We're interchangeable" (C1, 1050) and explained that he and his wife complemented

one other so that one 'fìlled in' where the other one needed support.
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The onset of age-related physical limitations usually disrupts couples' daily

routines and requires changes in both thcir lifestyle and their roles (Miller efal.,1997);

the process ofcaring for an ill spouse olten strengthens the ntarital bond (Weishaus &

Field, 1988), while also increasing their interdependence (Depner & Ingersoll-Dayton,

1985b; Johnson, 1985; Kelley, 1981). This was true for the spouses I interviewed.

The onsct ofillness or disabilrty led to some changes in how the spouses

intcracted, as the healthier partner often took on all or some ofthe care receiver's

previous duties, including some personal care. Several care receivers repoftcd feeling that

they no longer contributed to the exchange of support they once shared with their

spouses. Janet saìd simply, "l don't do anything. I feel useless" (C4, 1018-19). In spite of

Roger's assertion, "l'm part ofher life, we share life completely" (C3, 321), he

conÍbssed, "I'm not much help to her as far as I can see" (C3, 3 19). Sally expanded on

this sentiment:

I have to admit, I've said sometimes that this isn't really living and I'rr dragging
you down too and he said, 'no Sally, I'd be lost without you.' ... I know in my
hearl tlrat he nceds me even if I'm not the person I used to be. (C2,130-34)

Given their physical limitations, Care Receivers provided mostly emotional supporl.

Janet and her husband tended to look out for one another more now. She perceived her

husband as befug protective ofher, making sure that she did not do too maly heavy tasks.

She also tried to ensure that he did not exert himself too much trying taking care of

certain physically demanding tasks: "Now he's trying to save nìe and I'rn trying to save

liim" (C4, 106-7). Hannah taught her husband how to perform ceftain tasks and was

comfortable just letting liim know that she supported him: "He knows I stand behind

hin" (C6, 833).
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Generally, the care receivers and their spouses did what they coukl to look out for

one another and help each other whenever possible. The presence of home care had

limited eflects on their inreraction.

Honte care and marital relationshios. For some care receivers, the length

and nature of the marital relationship prior to the disability affected the type(s) ofsupport

they accepted from Home care vcrsus their spouses. Hannah's home care workers only

asslsted her with her stockings and housecleaning because she and her husband helped

each other with bathing. She was very comfortable with this aÌ:rangemerl.t. As she said

matter-of-factly, "I hgure if he's my husband for that long it sliouldn't [bother mel" (C6,

959). Esther preferred her husba.d to home care for helping her with her bath because

she could trust his strergth in case she fell (he was her sole source ofcare before home

care).

Roger, on the other hand, prefe*ed having a male home care attendant provide his

personal care rather thân accepting help from his wife. He did not think that it was "right,'

for her to help with his personal care; he did not want any "worlan fooling around and

bathing me and shaving me" (C3, 375-76). His relationship with his wife appeared to be

based more on companionship than on the exchange ofsupporl. Receiving home care

allowed their relationship to continue in this way.

Some couples appreciated that Home Care offered supporl to the caregiving

spouse as well as to the care receiver. For example, the caregiver could go out when the

home care worker was in the home, giving the two spouses some time apart. In Sally,s

words:

We talked over what would help us both you know and home care coming in. For me
the home care coming in was not just for ne. It was to relieve Daniel so he could do
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things to help himself. Like helpful things, to cook, to go out, to meet with the boys
in the building here and play pool or whatever downstairs or go for a bicycle ride on
his own like. And that was r.r.ry idea of home care, help for him to be able to go and
have a relief from what he's been doing all the time, helping me, to keep us friends
too. (C2,767-76)

Sally was concerned about the effect ofher disability upon her husband as n.rany oftheir

plans and dreams for their future vanished when she had her stroke:

This is the last end... like, our retirement and you expect so much you knorv...
and now hele I am a handicapped person. There's got to be a little anger there
son'Ìetime and fruslration on both parts. (C2, 57 4-78)

She was pleased that having home care had such a positive effect on both of then.r: ..my

partrer's more relaxing which makes me more relaxed" (C2, 565-66).

Home care sometimes poscd a challenge to the spousal roles. Even though much

of Frank's care calrre from Home Care, his wife was also very involved and sometimes

substituted for an absent attendant. Her involvement created a little role tensìon at times;

Frank acknowledged that Elizabeth was not a care worker, but her competency in

providing care often prompted him to request more help from her: ..I'll say something to

my wife and she'll say, 'I'm not a nurse.' And I'll say, 'no but you have so much

understanding'(Cl,678-80). She usually responded with a reminder that she was not a

nurse, nor would she ever be one. Although this tension occuned periodically over time,

Frank and Elizabeth seemed to resolve it quickly.

This thcme illustrated the Care Receivers' desire for a sense of continuity from

the past (i.e. their pre-illness life), to the present (i.e. having a regular attendant they

k¡ew and trusted), and looking ahead to the future (continuing home car.e for as long as

possible). At the hearl ofthe various categories lay relationships - with both their

informal caregiver (i.e. their spouse) and their fomral care provider (i.e. home care
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worker). The final conrmon theme among Care Receivers explores this lattcr relationship

further and its effects on their overall perception ofhaving homc care.

Ouality of Care

It is impossible to understand the experience ofhaving home care without

refering to the quality of the care received and the care Receivers' level of satisfaction.

The Care Receivers did not need much prompting to discuss this topic, and often

broached it on their own- overall, they were pleased with the quality of the services they

received. They emphasized two domains: Relationship with Home Care Workers, and

Task Perfonlance. Hannah's sùmnlary ofwhat she expected from home care represents

the other care receivers: "I want them to be honesf and also I want them to be friendly

and do tlreirjob, what they're supposed to do; that's all I expect of them,, (C6,594-gl).

Relationship_! I4iILhome care workers. As tl.re previous theme revealed, having

good relationships with their home care workers was imporlant to the participants.

ceflain personal qualities and relational skills (for the HCVy's) fostered tlre development

of this relationship. while care Receivers did not have a list ofspecific personality traits

they expected in their home care workers, the care Receivers identified the qualities they

most valued. overall, they simply desired home care workers to be pleasant and friendly.

First impressions were important for Henry. He focused on the workers, physical

appearance (e.g. how they dressed, their neatness) and how they interacted with hinself

and hìs wife: "Nice when they step right through tl.re door,, (C9, j47). SalÌy's mood

always perked up when one parlicular attendant anived:
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Maxinel0 is wonderful. When she opens [the door], I know it's her... the hello is
so cheerful and it boonrs straight through the hall. ... And I know it,s a nice day
out 'cuz slre's so cheerful. (C2,203-5;207-8)

Several individuals noted the l.rome care workcls' attitudes towards them,

especially those who displayed genuine care and concem for their clìents. Hannah was

especially pleased with her support workers: "I don't think we could want anything

better. . . .They're all so pleasant; they're all so nice. . . .couldn't ask for nice¡ ones. . .. yolt

know that they're there to help you. . . because they care" (C6, 352; 154-56). Sally,s

attendant was sensitive to her fears and tried to divert her attention from them:

She would, like when maybe she was, when I was trying 10 get my feet up to
wash rny feet and I was sitting on the edge of the bathtub. And I fcel like I'rr
sitting on a cliffl, and I'm very precarious you know, and she would take my mind
off it \¡/hen sl.re said, gosh you're leet are so small or something, you know. (C2,
114-19)

This seemingly small gesture made a big difference to Sally. It nrade her feel more

comfortable with the attendant and also reminded her of things her mother used to do for

her when she was young:

My first homc worker was an elderly lady that was more like a mother you know
which nade me feel at ease.... she could tell me that I was no differ.ent and not to
feel bad about the things I was doirg. . .. And she gave me strength. (C2, 89-95)

The home care workers' approach with the care receivers affected more than

whether the care receivers liked them. It was also identified as an important determinant

ofthe care receivers' feelings ofcon,forl and satisfaction. Sally believed that the

workers' demeanor affected the atmosphere of the home and that they should endeavour

to "be conrpassionate and be cheerful. . . Bring cheer into the home" (C2,613-74). She

further noted that care receivers, too, must be aware oftheir own attitudes and the way in

lo Not her real name
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which they treat their home care workers: "We've got to be very positive about people

that have come into my home... I think your attitude is very imporlant. It's not always

easy to keep it up you know" (C2, 690-2; 698-100).

Virginia advised,

Try to understand the people too, who come in and do thejobs. Try to understand
them and try to work together and build up a good relationship within it. With
some that ìs possible, but some that's not possible. We are very pleased [u'ith]
what we have now. (C8,778-82; translated by Neil).

Strong relationships require more thanjust two people with friendly, cheerful

personalities - communication is also essential.

Contntunication All of the Care Receivers agreed that comrnunication was

critically important in developing a relationship with their home care worker(s): "You

know, you've got to have good communication with your care worker" (C2,242'-44).

Most care receivers were able to talk with tlieir workers about the tasks at hand or about

life in general. These conversations gave the workers the opportunity to become

acquainted with their clients - to leam about their pleferences about the care, their fears

and anxieties, their abilities and liniitations - and they were able to work out a suitable

care routine. As with any long-term relationship, both the horne care workers and the care

receivers leamed to 'r'ead' each other and be able to gauge how they were feeling on any

particular day. To illustrate, Sally's attendant was sensitive to her feelings and offered

words of encoulagement on her 'down' days:

Well, she can tell wher.r I'rn a little depressed or a little heavy in the head, which
means I haven't slept too good that nìght. . .. And we'll say a little prayer together
and a little spiritual help too is very good. ... And we also keep abreast with
what's going on you know in the world because there's so much I've forgotten
andjust little talks like that, they're very good" ...we share many things and
that's very good. (C2, 158-62; 167-69)
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Such socializing was incorporated as a natural part of their time together. Hannah

developed friendships with her attendants this way:

Just by them coming and putting my stockings on for me, and asking questions.
It'sjust, they talk back and forth, like, and tell them how it used to be where we
Iived before. (C6, 222-25)

The amount and Ievel of communication differed among the care receivers.

Janet's conversations were limited to "every day things," such as her health and how she

was feeling. She explained that her main source ofsocial support came from her family

with whom she spoke on the phone every day, not from her tinle with the supporl

workers. She limited the personal delails she shared with the workers due to concems that

their conversations might have become gossip for other home care clients living in the

same building. Janet felt more at ease with her husband than witl.r her support workers:

Well, you're so used to your partner. Like you know, you can pretty well read his
mind because after all, we've been together so many years. And what we don't
like, we tell each othe¡. See, you can't really do that when you have home care. If
there's something you don't like, well, you wouldn't be able to let her know. I'm
sure some people do, but I'm not the type that would be able to tell I'm not happy
with that. (C4, 1234-43)

She seemed satisfied with this arrangemcnt. Esther enjoyed conversing with her honte

care workers about non-care related topics, but she took her cues from them and adjusted

accordìngly; some were less talkative than others. One support worker, who prepared her

noon meals, often stayed and kept her company while het husband was out. They spent

that time just chatting or watching TV.

Care Receivcrs elr.rphasized the interactive nature ofdeveloping a relationship;

clients also had to expend energy and effort. In Virginia's words, "Try to understand

them and try to work together and build up a good relationship" (C8, 779-80). Sally

offered this advice to new and potential home care clients:
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Just remember they're [HCWs] a person just like you are, and communicate.
...People aren't mind readers. As long as they understand your plate, and don,t
be afraid to talk to tl.rem or tell then.r any ofyour difficulties because they do
understand. ...all I can say is communicate and be as cheerful as you can. (C2,
6s7 -6s)

Several of the care receivers who had the same workers over a long period of time

developed friendships with them. Sally and her attendant were very demonstrative with

one anothcr: "We always have hugs coming and going, and she's very, very wonder.ful,'

(C2, 154-55). She described Maxine as "a dear friend (C2, lj4) and explained that almost

immediately, "there was a bonding" (C2, 181). Interestingly, in spite ofher reservations

about conversing with subsequent home care workers, Janet fclt very close to one ofher

first attendants: "sl.re was just like one of us, you know. . .. you could talk to her about

whatever you wanted. . . . In fact, she callcd us mom and dad, mon.r ar.rd pop,' (C4, 956-

s8)

The nature of the relationship between Care Receivers and their home care

workers varied across situations; some involved much verbal interaction about non-cale-

related topics, and some were (emotionally) closer than others. In all situations, open and

honcst communication between care Receivers and their workers were key factors in

developing mutually acceptable relationships, and, as the next section will detail, in

íncreasing satisfaction with the quality of tlie work perfonled.

Task Ðerformance. Janet summarized the care receivers' expectations for theil

horne carc workers in one brief statement: "do yourjob and do it well, and notjust walk

through and call it a day" (c4,771-78). They desired skilled workers with good attitudes

toward their jobs.
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Oualìtv ofwork. The participants expected that the home care workers had

been properly trained and had the necessary technical skills for thejob. This meant that

the workers should know what to do without needing detailed instructions from the

clients. Janet was critical ofone ofher suppod workers, who did housecleaning, because

the worker put in time just scrubbing the floor even though such work was unnecessary

(i.e. there were no stains or other marks). Virgima, too, repofted unsatisfactory

experiences with a few ofher home care workers. According to her, the workers set

limitations on what they could do (which did not concur with the care plan), and even

though they spent three hours in the home, they only worked one hour ofthat time.

Some home care workers were notable because ofhow well they did theirjobs.

Sally's attendant "knows just how to get cverything ready" (C2,208-9). Janet was simply

overwhelmed by the exceptional houseclear.ring skills of one of her wor-kers: "She would

scrub that floor, she'd do tlie sink and the stove and everything like nobody's business"

(C4,990-92). About the same person:

And she's the type that will get down on her hands and knees and scrub tl.re floo¡.
Everything is spotless when she leaves. And it really feels good too you k1ow,
when you come into the house and it's clean. You can smell it. (C2,277-81)

Esther liked that her worker did not rush through her work, but took her time to do a

thorough job of clear.ring and doing laundry. Henry was also pleased with his attendants'

efficiency in providing his personal care: "They did everything so srroothly you could

have them out in one hour and they had dor.re everything" (C9, 258-60).

The home care workers' attitudes determined in par1, the quality of the job they

did, and consequently, their clients' satisfaction with their wo¡k.
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Attitude. Care Receivers desired home care workers with positive

attitudes, and were sensitive to the workers' willingness to do their best. For Sally, this

meant that her attendant "seems to have a lot of time to give you. You don't feel rushed.

That's good" (C2, 187-88). Others noted some workers' efforls to "go the extra mile."

Some of Henry's care workers offercd to do some extra task; a sìmple smile as they

worked, also made a big difference for him. These extra serviccs were interpreted by

some ofthe carc receivers as tokens ofappreciation and respect, in lieu of a gift. Hannah

perceived jt as an indication ofsomeone who was trustv,/orthy: "that goes to show you

how some people you can trust a lot nrore than others. . . if she's that faithful...if she's that

honest" (C6, 332-33; 335).

The Care Receivers relied upon the home care workers to carry out duties they

could no longer do for themselves. Thus, they set their standards accordingly, and hoped

that the workers could measure up. The way in which the care workers treated the care

receivers was equally important. The workers with positive attitudes were rrrore

successful in fostering strong relationshìps based on tmst and respect for clicr.rts.

Summary of Care Receivers' Perspectives

The preceding discussion orgar.rized the Care Receivers' experìence ofhome care

into three common themes. As evidenced by the excelpts from their interviews, even

though the participants diffcred by gender, care needs, and required services, they all

shared the themes oflndependence, Continuity, and Quality ofCare. The hrst theme

emphasized their desire to do as much on their own as possible, the second therre

addressed both the unchanged aspects oftheir lives (from pre-illness time) and the
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changes they experienced. The nìnal thcme highlighted the characteristics ofhome care

se¡vices that satisfied their concern for quality care.

Caregiving Spouses

BeLef

This theme reflects the general feeling that llost of the Caregiving Spouses

experienced frorn the stalt of their contract with Home Care, ancl still rnaintained months

and even years later: "I breathed a sigh ofrelief'(S3, 339). Caregiving is both physically

and emotionally demanding; for these pafiicipants, horne carc meant tlìat they were no

longer alone in their caregiving responsibilities but that they could share them with a

trusted and skilled individual. The caregivers were also able to spend time apart from

their partners, with the confidence that they were receiving the proper care.

Sharing the load. Elizabeth typified what it means to be a full+ime caregiver and

to experience ìts accompanying stresses. She cared for her husband, Frank, who suffered

from Multiple Sclerosis; he had spent about eight years in a personal care home. In order

for him to return hone, they had to agree 10 accept support from Home Care. Caring for

F¡ank at home was an ambitious plan for Elizabeth but she detemrined that sl.re was

capable ofhandling most of the care on her own. The required duties sometimes involved

assisting in Frank's personal care such as bathing or transferrir.rg him between his bed and

his chair. The physical demands ofher particular role soon forced Elizabeth to admit her

need for l.rome care assistance: "You think you can do all these things like, .Oh, this can,t

be any great big. . . But. . . it's heavy and it's, you know, dernanding. So.. . I need home

care" (S 1, 565-68).
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Several ofthe other caregivers also cited their own physical limitations, and

attributed any improvement(s) in their health to having home care:

It is easier on my back and so on like that, you know... I've got chest trouble.
I've got a hemia and I've got trouble with my legs, my back, my bones. I'm not
ir the best shape but I'm in good shape for the shape I'm in. (59,242-46)

Being able to entrust her husband's personal care to a home care attendant was a relieffor

Mary: "it's a lot less wear and tear on me trying to get him up and bathed and dressed in

the morning" (S3, 636-38).

Home care was not viewed by the Caregivers as a complete substitute ofcare, but

as a supplementary source of suppod or a "gap filler". One caregiver explained that

home care only "nibbles on the fringe of everything that's going on" (S2, 692). Neil was

pleased that "home care helps me exactly with those things which i am not good in

clean the washlooms, they give my wife company, talk to her" (S8, 108-10). Daniel's

case was similar; in his view, home care provided his wife with more social interaction

than he was able to give due to his nrany responsibilities:

I think that tlie big thing your care person [i.e. spouse] can't always provide is
company because there's other things that kind of irterfere with you know, either
the day-to-day operations ofthis apaftrrrent, and our life. (S2, 59-62)

Even thougli the caregivers were offered numerous benefits from Home Care, they also

noted several lirnitations to the help provided. Daniel, for example, was frustrated that liis

supporl workers were "restricted as to what they can do in the house" (S2, 340-41),

especially in tenr.rs of the actual cleaning: "For instance, if the lady comes once every two

weeks to clean. And she mightjust as well not come because [of] what she can do and

what she can't do. For instance, she can't lift anything to dust" (S2, 334-37). Since he

found that they [HCWs] only took care of the "basics," Daniel had no choice but to
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"carry on and keep it up myselfl' (52,340-42). Over time, he came to accept this

affangement as a fixed feature ofhome care. Similar to the other caregivers, he perceived

this as a minor "inconvenience" compared to his primary conccrn for his spouse's safety

and his reliance on home care to ensure it.

Phlrsical safety. The Caregivers were very aware oftheir spouses' vuhrerability to

falls or other health emergencies. Various health services, including home care hclped

reduce their concems. Robert felt inadequate to help his wife in such a situation because

ofhis lack of mcdical knowledge:

As long as there's somebody that takcs good care ofher needs, that's the main
thing because I always tell her if she says it huús here and it hurls there I says,
I'm no doctor. i don't know what to do. (56, 175-78)

Even though Jack and his wife had Victoria Lifeline, having horne care meant tl'ìat

someone would be right in the apartment if something happened to her while l.re was

away:

Well the only thing is having somebody in is in case she happened to lose her
balance and fall. Then somebody would pick her up. ... The only reason I want
them in here is in case something happens to her that she has to have help. (S7,
t 67 -69; 179-81)

Neil also knew tl.rat falling would create a bad situation for his wife, who could not stand

unaided or lor Iong periods of time:

It gives me a little bit more comforl that somebody was there, and helped
along...She [Virginia] is not in that stage where she really can be alone cause you
cannot reach for the food, what's higher up in the fridge and higher up in the
shelves. Sl.re cannot reach it and, and in case of something happens, if she would
fall somewhere, it is difficult. She camtot get up by herself. But so far so good.
(58, 42-43; 128-34)
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Thus, even though home care was not solicited for potential emergency situations, one of

the side benefits was exactly this. in the words ofone caregiver, home care was a "little

added insurance" (S2, 990).

Time for selfaÞaÉ from care receiver. Most ofthe spouses were extensively

involved in caregiving, and as a result, much of their ti're'"vith their paftners was spent

attending to such duties. Not surprisingly, they cherished even a few moments by

themselves. Having home care sor¡etimes afforded them this opportunity.

The more that you can get Home care to do and get each other out oftheir hair,
the better it is... You know, it's a little separation. yeah, you know. Like you
know, you'r'e not on, just climbing over everybody all day long and helping. It,s
good to havejust a break even if it's only five minutes or go get the rnail outside
and talk to the guys outside l.rere you know. (52,734-36; j3g-7 42)

Even though Daniel was capable of bathing his wife, and sometimes did, he was also glad

10 let the home care attendants do it:

The ladies that come to bathe her . . . do a good job and that's really helpful
because I know I could do it but it's you know, it,s a matter ofdoing, if somebody
else is doing it, and I've got little time to sit back. (52,342-46)

Mary only had about half-an-hour for herself while her husband's attendant was tending

to him, but she used that time to either finish her moming routine or take a brief break:

I appreciate having the few minutes to sit and read the paper you know while he's
in there... I get breakfast but I generally have that pretty well done by the time
they get here ready to eat. But l, like Ijuice oranges every moming so that takes
time. So sometimes I don't have as long to read the paper if I'm slow in the
kitchen. I do all the, getting br.eakfast ready before I come and read the paper.
(53,226-27;231-36)

Caregivers who had more time and could leave the home for a few hours often

scheduled appointments for this time or ran errands:

I take that break to go to the grocery store or go to the bank or do what has to be
done. I go to the doctor myself... I try to fit them in between the day care, you
know, and it wo¡ks out pretty fine. (S2, 3Bj -89; 392-93)
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As Elizabeth realized, being able to go out was important for her physical and mental

well being:

I think i have to do things for myself, and my lriends are very good you know...
like going out for lunch or just going out. . . . Just doing things together with the
family and stuff like that... And I think that's important for your own well-being.
...And they did tell me that, that it was impoÍant that I take that time, you know.
(SI, 471-73; 477; 480; 484-86)

Daniel also used some of tl.re home care time for social activities: "I get on my bike and

go lor a ride and get out with some of the fellows at lunch. . . I can be out fo¡ a little

lunch. I don't often see thern friends] but it takes a little organizing" (52,632-36).

According to the caregivers, time aparl from their spouses, however brief, benefited both

ofthem in at least three ways. First, going out into the large community and finding out

about the latest news gave therl something to talk about later; as Elizabeth explained, ,.I

come back and I have something to say, you klrow, tell him, you know. And I think it

just makes you a better person, and I think that's one of the reasons" (S 1, 481-83).

Second, they felt rejuvenated after even a short break, and were eager to resume their

caregiving duties:

You need to getjust a little so that the point comes when you have to do the
bathing, or have to do going to bed at night, sure you'11 do it! But it helps the
whole relationship if you've got some modicum of help son.rewhere along the
hne. (52,744-48)

Finally, the Care Receivers could interact with someone other than their-spouses:

That gives me an afternoon offwhen I feel lree to go wherever I want and that is a
big help for me. We really appreciate that. . ..that really helps us because she has
different company. She talks with the lady and the lady, the hor¡e carc does the
things which leeded to be done. And gives her coÌnpany and we really, we feel
comfoúable with what we have right now" (S8, 1I1; 119-123).
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Having someone with whom they could share their caregiving duties gave the

caregivers in this study a much needed break. whether they left the home to run crrands

or engage in social activities, or whether they slayed nearby andjust sat down for a few

minutes, this time was crucial for their mental and physical health. In order to feel

comfortable leaving their partners alone with the home care attendants, the caregivers

needed assurance that the workers r.r,ere providing good quality care. The next sectior.r

focuses on the theme of quality ofcare.

Oualitl¡ of Care

This second theme reflects the Caregivers' primary concem about l.raving home

care - that their spouses were properly cared for a'd that tl.re tasks were performed

adequately. Their level of satisfaction with the care services dependcd on tl.uee main

factors: Interactions with the Home care office (i.e. the case coordinato{, Relationships

with the Home care workers, and rask Performance. In general, the caregivers were

satisfied with the quality of the services they received.

Interaction with the Home care office. The caregivers were typically the liaisons

with the Home care office on behalf of themselves and their partners. consequently, they

had strong feelings about the type and frequency of communication that was necessary

for a positive relationship.

For most couples, this was their first experience with Homc Care, and they were

not aware ofall the services offered or liow the process worked. some ofthem did not

even know tl.rat home care was available for them, until their level of need becarne quite

high and someone (usually their doctor) eventually suggested it to them. Ignorance was

nol bliss for Neil; he regretted not requesting help for his wife much earlie¡. His
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experier'r.ce taught him that people should feel free to request help. Doctors should also

recommend home care as soon as it is necessary; Home Care should follow up with the

patients and provide a thorough review of the Program, the services offered, and the step-

by-step process of becoming a client:

People with disabilities should not be shy to ask for it when they thìnk it's
necessary. The doctor should recommend it when it is necessary. And home care
should investigate the needs ofthose people and not go through a long waiting list
and a long, that is always takes so long 'tìl you get it. In our case it was most
likely our fault because we didn't know n-ruch about home care. We really, people
always said, 'you should get horne care. You could get home care.' We never
askfed] for it 'til we really thought now it was high time you know. And then we
asked it, the doctor said you should have had it a long time ago. And I think that
depends on yourselfand on your doctor. But I still think that's impoflant that
home care investigates the thing and tell you what they can offel and what, what
they figure the needs for a disability. (S8,409-23)

Ongoing two-way communication witli Honie Care was also deemed imporlant after

services had begun: "I think it's important that you really feel that, you know, you could

pick up the phone and phone somebody at Home Care and that they would understand"

(S1, 1471-73). Having this type ofcontact assured the caregivers that they were not

alone, especially in case ofan eÍrlergency. They appreciated case coordinators who

phoned them every once in a wliile to find out how things were going with the care

services.

Communication with Home Care was not always as open as the Calegivers would

have liked. Some of them felt excluded from the decision-making. Mary, for exarnple,

was very upset that she and her husband were not consulted before changes in his

services were made:

She [case coordinator] made changes and didn't even have the couftesy to tell us.
One of the part time boys came in and said, "l can't shower him anymore. He can
only be showered twice a week."...And then hnally she did phone me and I
wasn't home so it was just a message. ...I thought the caregivers were supposed
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to be consìdered so that they can stay healthy and look after the person but I said,
"you're not doing that." (S3, 390-404)

Changes to clients' care plans affect not only those individuals, but also their spouses;

thus, both partners need to be considered throughout the entire process. Even some of the

Caregiving Spouses who had the opportunity 1o provide feedback regarding their level of

satisfaction with their ser-vices felt somewhat ignored. Neil had mixed experiences; on the

one hand, even though he and Virginia requested moming service so that she could be

more comfortable and rested for the remainder of the day, no changes had been made.

On the other hand, he and his wife were quite grateful lor the advice they received from

their coordinator and service providers:

So lar they have, they were really helpful. ...They advise what to buy, [and] what
helps her, that we get. ...They really are helpful and give us good advice fabout]
what's available to manage better. (S10, p7-8).

To Caregivers, a positive relationship with Home Care was interactive;

Caregivers needed someone to whom they could bring their concems and know that

appropriate action would be taken. Ultirnately, they wanted to know that someone cared

about their situation and their satisfaction with the home care serwices. Communication

and care were also cited as imporlant qualities for a positive relationship with the hon.re

care wor-kers.

Relationship with home care workers. Developing a good relationship with the

home care workers was important for the participants and depended in part, upon the

workers. Collectively, the caregivers had encountered many different home care workers

with various personalities, ways ofdoing things, and approaches to their clients. Based on

these experiences, the Caregivers observed that there were two typcs ofhome care

workers: those who "are really made for thatjob [hone care]" (S8,482) and those who,
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in the caregivers' opinion, were not well suited for it. Robert clarifìed the main

differences between these two groups:

They are... friendly. Tliey're efficient. They know what to do. And tl.rere are
others who just do it for, because they have to do it. They are not friendly. They
are not helpful. Theyjust drag along. There is a big difference who does it. (S8,
482-88)

In essence, the Caregivers wanted to sense genuine care and concem on the part oftheir

attendants. Mary stated, "I think they need to be good-natured and they need to be

conrpassionate and understanding " (S3, 872-73). Anne appreciated that her worker was

"nice and cheerful" and that they could "talk and be comfortable with one another" (S5,

261-64). Respect was another desirable characteristic:

I think that they have to... respect that person's home, that they,re coming into
this private home and I don't care what kind of a home it is, whether it,s a suite or
whether it's a one room or whatever. This is this person,s castle as it were. It,s
the only thing they have and they should respect that and at all cost. (S1, | 426-32)

This also applies to the clients, who should reciprocate this respect. Elizabeth offered the

following advice to both horne care workers and their clients:

Take time to listen to the person if they're saying that sornething l.rurts. . .. And not
just, you know, look at your watch... and I think that that goes both ways. That
the people should respect the person that comes in too. you know it has to be a
two-way street for it to work, it really does. (S l, 1432-39)

Over time, mutual respect and comn-runication helped the Caregivers and their

home care workers establish a comfortable relationship with each other. Daniel was very

satisfied with his relationships with the differ.ent home care workers:

I guess again, it's a matter of communicafion andjust talking it out. yougetto
know each other and you know, they know what they can ask for and not ask for.
They know what kind ofa temperament you're in and not in and it all works out.
(s2,842-46)
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The nature ofthese relationships varied according to the preferences and

personalities ofthose involved; some relationships were more work-oriented and focuscd

mainly on the services the home care workers provided - how something should or

should not be done, any changes that would impact the services, etc. Other relationships

moved bcyond the exchange olpleasantries to include conversations about world events,

their plan for the day, and even sharing more personal information about themselves or

their family.

Ilork-oriented interactions. In temts of work-orjented interactions, several

caregivers noted that they sometimes guided or instructed tl.re workers in performing

parlicular tasks. Daniel reasoned that "the more you talk to them, and the more you help

them, and the more you guide them at the staft you know, tl.re better service you,ll get,,

(S2,478-80). The Caregivers also expected the workers to ask for direction when

necessary:

Let'em know what you want to be done and what, how it,s about and also we ask
for openness fì'om them to ask us questiors. That really helped us and it helps
them. Not to just be quiet, sit quiet and say nothing ifthings are not dght. (S8,
564-68)

This systen worked well for Daniel and his wife; their workers becalr.re comforlable

enough with them that they would contact him directly to change or cancel their

appointlr.rents when needed (e.g. when sick). In these cases, Daniel would siniply

substitute for tl.re attendant.

Social interactions. A few caregivers regarded the lron.re care workels as

more than just service providers and noted that their relationships extended beyond

working hours. Mary, for example, considered her husband's attendant as a friend
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because he shared infomration about his family and attended some events at their

apartment building:

Well, not so much as family but as a friend... if we have something here like a
rumn'ìage sale or a crafl sale or something he brings his wife and children... I
know this last time they were here they came over and the children came over and
spoke to me and they knew who I was. (S3, 783-791)

Ed advised, "Let them know you care; talk to them no matter where they are. They're not

just workers as such. They have become friends, they've become family and they help

you" (S4, 1144-48). He also noted that caregivers could express their appreciation for

their workers in how they interactcd wìth them: "But you strike up a conversation with

them and. . . be civil, be happy, smile, joke with her. Make her feel as if she's doing you

a favour whiclr she is, but let her know iI" (54,823-26).

Having repeated and prolonged contact with the same workers over time naturally

led caregivers to develop a relationship with ther.t.r. As Elizabeth wondered, "how can we

not get close to them? You know you don't have to get really fpersonal], but you do. you

can't help... " (S 1, 284-86). She later expanded on this thought:

You do build up a certain rapport with them you know. And you have to have
that because otherwise, iftheyjust came in and did theirjob and you didn,t, it
would be, it must be horrible for them. It would be horrible for.the other people if
you can't laugh a bit or talk about something or do something. (S 1, 143 9-45)

The Caregivers felt it was impoÍant that both themselves and their workers were

conlfortable with the naturc of the relationship:

Well, as long as each one ofus is satisfied and pleasant... talking to each other,
that's the main thing. And sometimes if we make a mistake wc have to all look at
ít, so that's the way we, the policy we take. We try to get along. (S6, 251-55)

Boundaries. Several caregivers emphasized the impodance of boundaries

for their relationships with the home care workers. Some boundaries were set by Home
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Care to help ensure that the relationship between clients and their home care workers

remaìned professional and suffìciently detached. For example, a few caregivers adrnitted

that they were not allowed to give their workers gìfts. Most of them accepted this

restrictìon and showed their appreciation by offerìng the workers something to drink or

eat while they were in the apartment. Others, such as Ed, who felt quite close to their

$'orkers still wanted to give a little more: "And rve exchange Cl.rristmas carCs at

Christmastime and I'll give her a gift. Janet and I will give her a gift" (S4, 778-79). This

mutually agreed upon affangement seemed to work for them, but Elizabcth's experience

illustrates how upsettìng it could be when workers crossed the boundaries. She was

shocked when one ofher husband's attendants made herselftoo much at home and was

"invading our privacy":

Shejust wandered all through the house even though that she knew that the
kitchen, Frank's room - which is big enough to hold a person you know, and the
bathroom, like that was their area. But when you come home and you see

somebody walking through your living room looking at your books or looking
througl.r your mail, usìng your portable phone, it's a little disturbing. (51,264-70)

Jack shared a similar concem and stayed around for a worker's fir'st few visits to keep an

eye on them and "see that they don't muck around" (S7, 905) and interfere with personal

itcms such as his lifclinc machine.

Emotional boundaries were also necessary to ensure that the relationships did not

become too personal or overwhelming. As Elizabeth discovered, when such boundaries

are not respected, caregivers could be left in very uncornforlable situations:

I felt like I was her mentor and that I was getting all her problems and I didn't
need that. And yet, I couldn't say to her, 'I don't need this.' Like i'd lìsten ard
she'd say, 'this was so helpful to rne and taught me so much, you've and done all
this.' Well, I didn't know who was here for what. Like she was here for me she

was here for Frank or I was here for her. Like that's how the situation got rnuddy,
and Ijust felt, 'what am I doing?' Like, I don't need this. (S1, 1548-57)
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Though Jack enjoyedjoking around with his wife's attendants, he was adamant that they

did not become involved in his interactions with his wife. He had only one request:

They're polite and mind their own business you know, as far as the wife and I are
concerned... if I'm at odds with her or ifshe's at odds with me, they don't butt in
and try and straighten us out or something. (S7, 550-56)

Jack offered this simple guideline for home care workers: "Just leave things alone that

don't belong to you. There's four letters that belong to everybody: MYOB" (S7, 907-9).

In brief, Caregivers appreciated home care workers who engaged in conversations

with them about the work at l.rand, and on a more social level. They expected workers to

demonstrate genuine concem and respect for tl.re clients and their homes. These qualities

were assessed during the workers' interactions with their clients and in how they

performed their duties.

Task þerformance. Caregivers' satisfaction with the services provided by tlre

home care workers depended on the workers' skills and approach to their work.

S,til/s. The Caregivers' prirnary concem was the well-being of theìr'

dependent spouses and they expected the best care possible. They only wanted home care

workers who possessed the neccssary skills and were able to apply them appropriately.

Ed spoke bluntly, "I want to see home care people come in here that can do thejob" (S4,

708-9). His current worker was one such person: "There's nothing left, there's nothing

missed. . .And she takes her time. ..She cleans the apartment the way it should be" (S4,

207-8;222;227). hthrs words, she was different than his other workers because she did a

"thoroughjob" (54,232). Robert was also happy with the houseclear.ring done by his

suppoÍ wolker, and he remarked "we know as soon as this Ìady's gone and the place
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looks a lot better" (S6, 430-31). For him, the thoroughness of the workers' housecleaning

indicated more than their ability to clean - he also used it to gauge their tr-ustworthiness:

Well they do it [housecleaning] a few times and if they leave the comers where
the place is dirty or something like that or I think that they're not honest, well,
then you know that they might not be honest in other things ioo. (56,794-97)

Neil usually went out during the home care visit while his wife stayed home.

Bccause Englisli was a second language for her and she r.vas not very comfortable

speaking it, he was pleased that their curent worker, wl.ro he described as "friendly and

Irelpful," could "see all of it by herself, wl.rat needs to be done" (S8, interjected 747-9 of

c8).

Quality work done by the home care workers helped the caregivers be more

accepting ofthe services. Ed's sentiments were echoed by several other caregivels:

When she leaves it's fresh and it's clean, and you say to yourself, 'Boy, thank
God for those people.' ... I guess that's wlren you really appreciate them coming
in.... When you see what they've done, yeah, and they've done it right. (54,5'74-
77)

Approaclt to work The home care workers' attitudes toward theirjob and

tl.reir clients were obsewed ah¡ost immediately by the caregivers and strongly affected

the caregivers' perceptions of them. As previously indicated, caregivers believed that the

workers should be in this line of work to serue people. Elizabeth's experiences with many

different workers prompted the following comment: "I think that they have to be really,

really sule that they want to do this. Just don't take it because it's maybe an easy tl.ring

to do. . . .I thiik they have to feel conpassion for the person" (S l, 1416-19; 1425-26).

Lillie, too, observed how her husband's various attendants responded to him. She was

not pleased with those who provided his moming care, and described them as

"dictatorial." She justifìed her feelings, saying:
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They don't really consider the patient's feelings. They don't realize that Hemy is
very concerned and he's very weak and he has very different feelings and so on.
And that he should be the prime consideration, not what they want. (S9, 70-75)

Because of his Parkinson's condition, Henry also had attendants who were on call during

the night, from the spare bcdroom or elsewhere in the apartment. They monitored his

comfort level and provided any assistance he lequired. Lillie was impressed with one

particular female attendant because ofher response to Henry one night whcn he started

shouting in his sleep: "She sat on the floor and almost fell asleep. ...that's how warm she

is" (S9, 5a5-a6).

The Caregivers appreciated home care workers who did a little more than what

was expected of them. For example, after completing her assigned tasks, Anne's supporl

worker often asked, "ifthere's anything else, you know...I like that" (S5, 261). Jack did

not view the workers as his personal attendants, but he still looked forward to their offers

to do little favours for him or his wife and he recommended that other workers make

similar offers to their clients if it was on their way:

If you car.r do something lor the couple that you're looking after that,s nice, like,
rnaybe mail letters, or ifl know you're coming another day, 'will you go and pick
up ten dollars wol1h of quarters for me so we can have them for the machine to
wash clothes?' Things like that... Little favours or little errands. (S7, 940-50)

In summary, this theme highlighted three key lactors, which together def,rned

quality ofcare frorn the perspective ofCaregiving Spouses. Establishing a positive

relationship with hor.ne care coordinators, and having horne care workers who carried out

their work with skill and care gave caregivers a sense of security when they entr-usted

their hornes and their spouses to the care ofthese individuals. This feeling was enhanced
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when they could maintain some continuity in thcir lives despite the disruptions caused by

their spouses' disability and reliance on home care.

Continuitv

The final theme to emerge from the Caregiving Spouses' interuiews reveals that

they were best able to cope with their spouses' illness and subsequent need for care when

they could establish some contimrity ln three rrain domains: Lifestyle, lr.4arital

Relationship and Home Care Services. When discontinuity was experienced, most of the

caregivers initiated actions (e.g. cancelled or declined services that were too disruptive to

their lifestyles) to re-establish continuity or simply focused on the aspects oftheir

sjtuation in which they noted continuity.

Lifestyle. One of the most common desires expr.essed by the caregivers was being

able to continue with their daily lives as normally as possible (i.e. as they had before their.

spouses' illness).

Schedules. Depending upon the amount and type of care provided by

home care, Caregiving Spouses could sometimes schedule it so that, with some efforl on

their part, it had a limited impact on their day's plans. Mary recalled that she and her

husband only "had a choice of either between 6:00 and 6:30 [A..M.] or 10:00 and 10:30

[4.M.]" for his attendant to help him dress and get ready for the day. They prefened to

get up earlier for the 6:00 l.relp because "no way was he going to sit around in his pyjamas

'til 10:00" (S3,455-57). This turned out to be a good decision for them: "I don,t feel

them as an ir.rtrusion on our life because they're here so early in the momilrg and they,rc

gone and it's all over for the day" (S3, 989-90). Lillie, on the other hand, felt restricted
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by her husband's home care schedule, which began at night and continued through to

moming:

We could only have thern for 8 hours. So that hasn't been as satisfactory because
we wait for them to come at 11. And I never get n'ìy full night sleep. I have to get
up at 7. . . . But Henry and I have worked things out that they prepare just the
juices and the coffee for breakfast and I come in and finish at 7. Thcn we both go
and lay down, say from 8:30 'til 10:30 when he takes his med again because he
takes it every 3 hours. And that's difficult because it's like being in the anny. You
have to, you know, be very structured. (59,31-42)

She leamed to adjust her own schedule, but regretted that she could never sleep in when

she felt like it-

Having home care sometimes limited Caregivers' participatìon in special events.

For instance, Neil's social activities were restlicted because he had to ensure tbat he and

his wife were back home at the same time each home care dav. The effects were more

pronounced when home care was set for more than once u *".L. ptiruU"th was able to

work around the home care schedule by planning her social activities for when her

husband went to a long-terrn care facility for a two-week respite. Though there were

other times when she would have liked to go out, she also appreciated the freedom she

had during respite as she "didn't have to wony about somebody coming in and getting

home at a cefiain time and all that sort of thing" (S l, 1388-90). Thus, caregivers had to be

rnindful oftheir home care plan and could no longer comc and go as they pleased.

Preferred watts qf doing things. Having home care also meant adjusting to

how and when ceÍain services were provided. Tasks were usually not carried out the way

the clients used to do them. For example, Ed mentioned that when he and his wife were

able to do their own housekecping, they would wash the cupboard doors, but this was not

done by the home care wo¡kers. Over the years, the couples had also established a
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prefened routine for their household and personal care tasks and standards for what

constituted a job that was done well. When caregivers became responsible for these

duties, this routine was often adjusted to suit them but the standards still remained. Thus,

they found it very difhcult to have their routine changed again because ofhome care.

Several caregivers who received housekeeping help also expressed their dissatisfaction

wjth the frequency ofthe cleaning. Ed felt that since both he and his u,ife nou, had

pþsical linritations, they should receive more care; he wanted housecleaning on a

weekly basis, "because ifyou want a clean place you've got to have it" (S4, 1118-19).

Elizabeth explained the difficulty slie had in letting go ofher way ofdoing things, ..this is

your home and you love it and protect it because it's what you have. You,ve worked for

ic'(s1, 2ss-57).

Some caregivers were unable to adjust to home care's approach to cefiain services

and in the end cancelled thcm. Jack originally received what he referred to as ,.bulk

cooking;" the home suppoú worker visited his home every two weeks to make sevcral

meals, which were then stored in the fridge or freezer for later usc. In theory, this was an

easy and efficient method of meal preparation for Jack and his wife, but one major

dlawback was thât they had to plan two weeks worth of meals ahead of time. As well, the

home care worker's style ofcooking was different than what they enjoyed. Since they

were unable to adjust to this system, they eventually cancelled it, choosing instead to

simply stock pre-cooked packaged food that they could simply wamr whenevel they

wanted to eat it.

Other caregivers declined some services fi.om the outset because they knew that

they would not be able to live with the expected changes. To illustrate, when Neil's wife
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became totally dependent upon others' assistance, he decided to retire early so he could

provide as much care as possible. Even though home care eventually took over the

housekeeping tasks and offered to help with Virginia's personal care, he elected to

continue doing it himself. Neil felt that this way was more convenient and gave them a

bit more control over their schedule:

Now we do ìt [bathing Virginia] whenever it suits us and whenever it's necessary.
If home care comes in twice a week or whatever it is, then we always have to do
exactly then when they come. This way and I still have the strength and so I think
it's for our own convenience that we do it at a time when it suits us right now. (S8,
189-94)

Home care also granted independence in terns of the couples'place ofresidence.

Livins independentl!. All ofthe couples in this study were either living in

the same home as before the illness or had moved shortly thereafter to accorlmodate their

physical limitations. Caregivers in both situations declared their desire to continue livir.rg

independently. Their long{emr goal, in Anne's words was simple, "We plan to live here

as long as we're able to look after ourselves" (S5, 183-84). For many of them, home care

was a key factor in achieving this goal because maintaining the home as well as caring

for their spouse was too much to handle alone. Robert imagined his and his wife's lives

without home care: "if we wouldn't get help, daily help, well, her stocking wouldr.r't get

put on and the place wouldn't get cleaned up every two weeks" (56, 925-27).

Without horne care, others, including Lillie, would have had to consider

altemative living anangements: "they IHCAs] are a help, without them we would have to

lrave Henry go into a nursing home" (S9, 228-30). When weighed against this

alternative, even caregìvers who initially resisted the idea ofhaving home care preferred

an increase i1 tlle amount of supporl they received over the option ofone or both ofthem
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moving to a long-term care facilìty. Lillie and Henry clearly were not ready for such a

move:

We rrade an application at the insistence of Home Care that if Hcnry's condition
wot sened and he agreed he would go to fnante of nursing ltonte]. And we're
ceÍainly not ready for that. We just feel that there's no place like home. We have
no children. We're completely devoted to each other. And our time is very
precious. (S9, 1 10-1 i 6)

Neil and Virginia had also discussed the possibility of institutjonalization but as he

explained, their current arangement was preferable as it allowed thenl to enjoy a more

relaxed lifestyle:

This is a lot easier for me with a little bit of help of home care. Thrs is much better
and we are together and we don't have to live among all the whole people there,
you know. I find we enjoy oulself lsicl a lot more.... When we compared that, we
are thinking we are doing much better here tl.ran we would there because we play
a lot of music. We have lots of good mlrsic and we enjoy ourself lsicl. (S8,213-
16;21.9-22)

Living independently also meant that the caregivers and their spoùses could co-

reside, rather than living in separate residences and visiting each other. Elizabeth was

uscd to this amangement since her husband had resided in a long-terrrr care facility for

eight years. She was very grateful that she no longer had to do this, "Even if we'r'e just

sitting together, at least we're together... and he's not there [PCH] and I'm here. Or I'm

not travelling to go see hini'(S1, 765-66;768-69). Being together with his wife appealed

to Neil too, "Being together, yeah, so much together as possible... Home care allows us

that and tbat is very good" (S8, 286, 288).

Marital relationshin. Overall, havir.rg home care services did not seem to affect the

quality of the couples' relationships; the disability or jllness that created the need for care

seemed to present a nruch greater challenge. Several caregivers attributed their ability to

adjust to their new lifestyle to the quality oftheir relationshrps prior to the disability,
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It's being together for so long, we know each other too well. ...It helps. ...It
certainly depends on your relationship before whatever l.rappened that you've had
to require to be the caregìver. Because if it wasn't a good relationship before then,
ìt won't be a good relationship after it happens because it's a big adjustment lor
people to make and... you've got to roll with the punches and do the best you can.
(52, 171-72;424-30)

Reflecting on her relationship with Henry, Lillic remarked, "we've always been very

close but we're even closer now" (S9, 836-37). Having home care also introduced a few

changes in the spouses' duties.

Spousal roles. The Caregivers spoke about the changes in their spousal

roles after their parlners were disabled and again after thc introduction ofhome care. As

mentioned earlier, several couples believed that l.rome care would help reduce the burden

on the caregiver. Though these spouses were able to relinquish some duties, other

caregiving tasks remained their responsibility, and some new ones were also created.

Lillie's husband was unable to do anything for himself so she continued to perform such

tasks as organizing and admiristering his medication, helping him rnove around the

apadment or getting certain items for him when he did not have the strength to get them

himself. She felt as though she was "on constant call" (S9, 769) but she coped by

deliberately engaging in activities that she enjoyed doing: watching her favourite

television programs, socializing with friends, and praying.

One new task the caregivers assumed was being the couples' main contact person

for Home Care; this involved communicating with the case coordinator regarding any

problems relating to the serviccs tllat ârose, and monitoring the adequacy of the care plan,

and other similar tasks. Even though Lillie was the nrain contact in her home, on his good

days, Henry preferred to speak with Home Care himself.
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Despite the stress often brought on by the involvement ofhome care, the

caregivers seemed to take their liaison position in stride. It was merely parl oftheir

regular administrative or decision-making duties, which had begun when their spouse

became i11: "I'm the one that makes the decisions on most things that occur around the

house" (S1, 586-87); and "I've been her support for the last three years and I do

ever;rthing I have to do to keep her going" (S4, p32-33). Being the "go-between" was not

always easy for them, especially when they had to register complairts on behalfofthe

care receivers: "Oh if ìt's an ordinary call I don't mind it at all. But if I have to discuss

sonrething that's unpleasant, it's not too good" (S9, 754-55). Another caregiver feJt torn

between her need to look out for her husband's welfare and her desire to avoid offendins

or hurting the service provider's feelings:

Sometimes I hesitate. I don't want to come across as a demanding person. I want
to come across as a, sort of like, I don't know if I'd say as an equal but as a caring
person. And I care about their feelings too as well as ours. And I wouldn't go out
of my way to hurt them either because I wouldn't want that done to me. (S 1, 610-
l5)

The Caregivers' involvement in the actual home care was typically limited to

laying out supplies such as toiletries or clothes before the visit, and letting the attendants

into the home. In Elizabeth and Frank's sjtuation, however, if only one member of the

home care team showed up, Elizabeth served as the second team membel to help rTrove

her husband between his bed and wheelchair, or to help bathe him. Most caregivers did

not mind rTraking the preparations because it made them feel more comfortable leaving

the home during the home care visìts. As Daniel noted, "The preparation... makes it

easier for them IHCWs] and it makes it easier for you to go away feeling... you're not

just dumping them in there, you know" (S2, 786-88).
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Clearly, having a spouse who is disabled in some way introduces many changes in

a couple's life together ar-rd parlicularly for the caregiver. Perhaps it was because ofthese

changes that the Caregiving Spouses sought some continuity in their personal lives as

well as in temrs ofthe home care services they received.

Home care services. Caregiving Spouses overwhelmingly agreed that having

contir.ruity in theil hone care services was very important to then in three specific areas:

the variety ofhome care workers, development ofa routine, and care in the future.

Varietv o_f home care workers. Being assigned several different workers

who either substituted for each other or provided different ser-vices was very fiustrating

and confusing for the parlicipants. Daniel identified this as the biggest challenge to which

he had to adjust: "Our biggest problem is who's coming. Like they keep cl.rangir.rg so

much and they keep changing their hours.. . we often have two people come at once" (S2,

567-71). Anne was able to n.ranage such variability to her benefit. Her husband's

attendants, who switched offevery few days, aruived at different times in the morning.

Instead of sleeping in on the days sl.re knew the wolker would be late, she did hel laundry

then, as it gave her a bit more time alone.

The Caregivers sometimes found it confusing to remember which worker was

scheduled for any given home care day. Jack was especially annoyed by this; he

complained, "there's too many girls...too many coming in to do things. One girl does one

thing, and one girl does something else" (S9, p39). He preferued to "have the same person

come in and do the whole shoot and shebang, you know what I mean? ...I can't keep

them straight, you know" (59, p23-24).
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However, consistency in the home care worker's schedules also had its potential

problems. Having several workels scheduled at different times throughoul the day raised

concems about personal safety for Elizabeth. Because her husband's attendants were

usually punctual and she knew who they were, she often forgot to look outside to check

the identity ofher visitors before opening the door when the doorbell rang. She realized

that "with all those people coming in ... if anybody was warching. they could see tlre

times" (S1, 1523-24); fufthen.nore, she was alone and defenseless. Recalling this made

her a bit more vigilant about personal and home security when she let the workers in and

when she went out during the horne care visit.

Developnent of a routine. One of the main benefits of having the same

home care worker(s) over time is that the workers and their clients become very familiar

with one another, and can establish a care routine that works for both of them. caregiving

Spouses were sometimes quite involved in this process. When Anne and Howard,s

support worker first started, Anne asked questions and offered instructions regarding the

work. The worker was quite open to her input, and after a while, was able to cany out her

duties independently without further guidance. Daniel facilitated this process for his wife

by setting out all of the necessary supplies for the workers ahead oftinre, and by assuring

Sally's attendants that he would be nearby to answer any questions and help them along

as necessary. Eventually, they understood his wife's (care) requirements and Daniel was

able to "back offa little bit and let them work with things themselves" (S2, 483-8a).

Although it takes some time and effort for home care workels to know their

clients' situations intimately and be able to meet their needs appropriately, in the end it

pays off for everyone involved. Anne spoke appreciatively about her husband,s attendant
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who had been with him since his home care services began. Because the attendant had

experienced Howard's good days as well as his difficult days, he understood him and was

able to cope with hin all the time:

He's seen him fHoward] pretty good like he is now to these days when he could
hardly stand up you know and had to be held up and everything. So he's seen him
in all different stages ofhis illness and he's managed to cope with him all the
time. When Howard wasn't well, you know, as well as he is now, sometimes he

was a littlc bit hostile and I think the boy took a little bit of abuse sometimes yon

know. (S3, 829-36)

When a mutually acceptable care routine was in place the caregiving spouses felt more

comfortable going out during the home care vìsit, because they knew that every4hing was

under control. However, when the home care workers changed periodically, this cntire

process had to be repeated with each new one worker. The spouses did not rnind this

happening once in a while, but were unnerved by the prospoct of this occurring more

frequently, as Neil and his wife Virginia experienced:

Well, if that happens once a year or every two years, that's not bad at al1...When
they send you, ir.r a nonth, two or three different ones, that is, that's where the
problem is. . .. no one guarantees you that you will always have the san.re lady
because ladies change and they find someone works somewhere else. There is no
problem with thât. But once it's every, every so often another lady walks in and
you don't know her. She doesn't know what to do. You don't, that is, that's where
the problem is. (S8, 530-1; 536-41)

Hotne care in t|rc future. In spite of the lìmitations of home care identified

by the caregiving spouses, its presence in their lives at the time of the interview gave

them confidence that their care needs would continue to be met by home care in the

future. Lillie did not hesitate to claim, "I know that if I need more help, I can call

somebody to come in" (S9, 790-9i). Mary and Ed offered more extensive responses:

I think that the fact that we have it, ifthings got worse and we needed more, then
I'm glad that we've kind ofgot our foot in the door, that we have what we need
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now. And you know, if an1'thing happened to me he would need more. (S3, 673-
77)

I wìll eventually, I imagine need help for that (bathing) but no problem. I just tell
them about it, somebody's sent in to do it. They're going to have to be here at
night because... I like to have a shower before I go to bed. I become totally
relaxed, the pain is right down. ... I don't think I'm going to have any problems.
(S4, s93-98; 601)

As illustrated by the Caregiving Spouses' responses, in the midst ofall the

changes resulting from a chronjc disability and the involvement ofhome care in their

lives, being able to enjoy sorne constants was very important. As Lillie put it, "It would

be so nice to have continuity" (S9, a70). In particular, they sought to rnaintain as much of

their pre-disabilìty and pre-home care lifestyles as possible. In terms oftheir home care

seruices, they war.rted to set a schedule they could depend on in the long-term, and to

develop a strong working relationship with a limited number of home care workers over

tin.re.

Sumr¡ar¡¡ of Caregiving Spouses' Perspectives

Although the Caregivers' particular situations differed in tems of their partner's

needs, the amount and type ofhome care provided, and the level of their own

involvement, their experiences with Home Care were all represented by three comrnon

themes: Relief, Continuity, and Quality of Care. The first theme reflected the Caregivers'

need to share tl.reir caregiving responsibilities and have some time for themselves. The

second theme described the various dimensions of satisfactory home care, good

relationships with the Home Care Office and with the home care workers, and work that

was perlonled adequately. The final therne highlighted the aspects oftheir pre-illncss

lives that ren.rained unchanged after home care services were initiated, such as living

independently, their involvement in caregiving as well as the changes they did
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experience, including theìr lifestyles, the number of different home care workers, and

establishing a new routine.

Summar)t of Themes

The pleceding section identified three key thernes each for Care Receivers and

their Caregiving Spouses that captured their common and unique perspectives. Both

groups of participants shared the themes of Continuit;2, an<l Quality of Care. The theme of

Independence was specific to Cale Receivers, while Relief applied only to the Caregiving

Spouses. As the next section wìll demonstrate, all ofthese themes are connected to a

centralizing theme of securiry.

Security: Tvins it All Tosether

"Care at ltonte ofers better morale and security as long as proper services are
given to provide contfort, support, and direct treatment ofphysical ard entotional ills"

(Butler & Swtderland, 1991 , p. 318)

Even though the Care Receivers and their Caregiving Spouses experienced home

care differently, the various themes and domains all relate to an overarching thene of

Security. Olr the surface, home care can be construed simply as a system that provides

health services necessary to maintain individuals in their own homes for as long as

possible. Though this definition does cover the basics, my conversations with the nine

long-tem clients and their spouses revealed a more complex understanding ofhome care.

Receiving horne care helped foster a sense of security for the participants, in terms of

both their emotional and physical well-being. In the words ofone care receiver, "It was

kind of tike a security blanket to know there was somebody.. .it was nice to know there

was a cerlain time somebody was coming that understood my position...that I wasn't

alone ." (C2 , 47 -52; 57) .
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Security has been defined as "a general human need for stability in existence"

(Eysenck, Arnold & Metli,1972; p. 183). The definition also includes the top three items

ofCantril's (1965) list of human hopes and fears: a) "gratification ofthose needs oriented

toward survival," b) "securing ofwhat has been achieved hitherto," and c) "aspiration to

order and ceÍainty in one's own life, and to the calculability ofexistence." Each theme

derived fror¡ the intel'views with thc Care Recervers and Caregiving Spouses addresscd

one or n'ìore of the aforemcntioned aspects of Securìty (See Table 3). The spccif,rc

connections are organized according to the themes.

Table 3 Relationship between identified themes and the overarching theme of security

Applicable Definition

Care Receiver

Caregiving Spouse

Continuity. Maintaining as n.ruch as possible from their pre-illness lifestyle was

very important to both Care Receivers and Caregivers. They especially valued the

opportunity to live jn their own home. Even though several couples l.rad to move lrom

their houses to apaÍments or condominiums due to tire physical limitations of one or both

spouses, they had fi'eedom ofchoice over where they lived, and what took place in their

home (Parmelee & Lawton, 1990). Several of the parlicipants en.rphasized the importance

ofcontinuing this way of life for as long as possible and considered a long-tenn care

institution only as a last resorl (Munay & Livingston, 1998).

b,c

a

b

b,c

à

Continuity

Quality of Care

Independence

Continuity

Quality of Cale

Relief
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The contribution ofhome to one's sense of security is multi-dimensional. It

provides "a shelter fron.r the elements, a haven from crime, and a venue for interpersonal

contact, relaxation, and other security-inducing activity" (Parmelee & Lawton, 1990; p.

471). In addition to helping care receivers and their spouses hold on to thûrgs they had

previously achieved, living in their own home provided for their survival needs. Home

Care u,as critical as it provided the sen'ices necessary to help the couples rlaintaill their

home and the personal needs of the care receiver. It offered numerous other bcnefits:

individualized care, intimate involvement by family members, reassurance of familiar

suroundings, and the opporlunity to rernain near family, friends, and possessions. This

interpersonal component of security implies the ready availability of contact, supporl, and

help when nost needed (Parmelee & Lawton, 1990).

Another related domain of the continuity theme refers to the participants' control

over their daily activities. They enjoyed setting their own schedules and carrying out their

various duties according to their standards and how they lelt on any given day. Even

though home care often disrupted this pattern because care visits wer-e scheduled

according to tlie availability ofworkers rathe¡ than to the couples' schedules, a new one

was established taking into account the involvement ofthe workers. This also supports

care receivers' and their spouses' "aspiration to order and certainty" in their lives

(Eysenck, Amold & Meili, 1972; p. I83).

Oualitv of Care. One critically ûlpoúant aspect of security relates 1o being

confident that one's survival needs are provided lor (Eysenck, Amold & Meili, I 972). In

terms of home care, this is assured in two ways: first, tlirough the home care workers'

relational skills, and how they treat their clients; and secondly, thlough the workcrs' skill
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competence. Both Caregivers and Care Receivers in tliis study trusted workers who

demonstrated a genuine concern for their well-being and were sensitive to their needs and

desires. The Spouses were able to relax with such workers, and did not worry about the

securily of their horne or possessions.

Workers who were competent in the perfonr.rance of tasks reassured clients that

the assigned tasks would be canied out satisfactorily. In cases where personal care was

provided, couples were particularly concemed about the care receivers' physical safety.

Thus, the quality of the care services determines in part, how secure the couples feel in

their own homes.

Independence. This theme reflects the Care Receivers' desire to maintain the

abilities and responsibilities they acquired over their lives; it is congruent with Cantril's

(1965) second characteristic ofsecurity, the "securing ofwhat has been achieved

hitherlo" (Eysenck, Amold & Meili, \972; p. 183). The onset of the disability, rather rhan

the introduction of Home Care, threatened the Care Receivers' sense of autonomy and

independence, as they were typically limited in their abilities to do their own chores and

care for their petsonal needs. However, while the presence of home care served as a

reminder of this loss, it also fuelled the Care Receivers' struggle to regain and maintain it

in any way possible. They siniply needed to know that they still had control over their lile

and could still make their own decisions, (Health Canada, 1998) regardless ofhow big or

small.

Maintaining autonomy, subsumed under Independence, depends on "one's actual

existing capacity as well as one's sense of capaciry"(Altholz, 1989; p. 70). Thus, in

addition to possessing the capabilities to perform certain tasks for themselves and their
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home, older individuals must also know it (Pannelee & Lawton, 1990). In this sense,

Independence and Security have a reciprocal relationship; being independent creates a

sense ofsecurity, and maintaining one's acquired resources (e.g. physical and mental

capabilities) is necessary to enhance independence.

Relief. Being able to share the caregiving duties with the home care workers and

knowing that they were not alone in their situation reduced the Caregiving Spouses'

anxieties and concems for their partners' health and well-being. They were able to spend

time away from their home with the confidence that their spouses were well cared for.

This enhanced their own psychological well-being and gave them the oppoftunity to

attend to both their mental and physical hcalth, by engaging in social or physical

activities ol scheduling medical appointments during the time for the l.rome care visit.

Thus, indirectly, Home Care helped these caregivers satisfy the first identìfied

characteristic of security, "those needs oriented toward survival" (Eysenck, Amold &

Meili, 1972; p. 183).

Much of the literature on older adults' sense of security focuses on their living

arrangements and the design of special (social or physical) residences for older, disabled

adults. Bonn's (1998) work on how security can be provided for residents ofnursing

homes aptly applies to my findings: (a) being able to trust the workers, and knowing that

help is readily available when needed; (b) knowing tl.rat the workers understand what they

say and communicate with them "in a friendly, dignified man¡er" (p104); and (c)

enjoying the feel of the human touch thlough hugs or a wamr hand laid on theirs, during

conversatior.rs with the workers. One care receiver in my study compared her home care

attendant to her nother. This comparison demonstrated that "the very things that made
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you feel secure as child may be the things that also help them folder adults] feel secure"

(Bonn, 1998;p 104) at this stage in their life.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This study drew on the tenets ofethnography to explore the subjcctive experience

ofreceiving home care from the perspectives ofolder clients and their spouses.

Specifically, semi-struchrred interviews were canied out separately with nine ca¡e

receivers and their caregiving spouses. Through the analysis ofthese interviews, three

themes were identified to represent the perspectives ofeach ofthese participant groups.

The themes for the Care Receivers were Independence, Quality ofCare, and Continuity,

and lor the Spouses, Relief, Continuity and Quality of Care. As demonstrated in the

previous chapter, all of these themes related to one centralizing theme, Security.

ln this chapter I will interpret the study's findings in light of the current literature

within the theoretical frarnework of Symbolic Interactionism. I will first review the

research questions that guided this study; then discuss the broader implications ofthese

findings based on the strergths and limitations of this work; and finally, in keeping with

the tradition ofqualitative research, I will offer my personal reflectiolrs on this study.

Research Questions

What Does Receiving Care From a Formal Care Provider Mean?

The rnaj or themes identiL-red for Care Receivers and Caregiving Spouses illustrate

that home care has different n.reanings for various aspects of life and according to each

partner's unique perspective. However, the deeper meaning that brings all ofthese

elements into one unifuing theme for both spouses is Security. As explained in the

previous chapter, security is multi-dimensional, and includes such lactors as physical

safety, psychological peace of mind, and communality (Pannelee & Lawton, 1990).
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The literature on older adults' sense ofsecurity is minimal and when it is

addressed, it is usually presented in terms of living ar:rangements and the designing of

special (social or physical) living environnrents for older, disabled adults. For example,

Parmalee and Lawton (1990) describe security as a shelter "frorn the elements, a haven

from crime, and a venue for interpersonal contact, relaxation, and otlrer security-inducing

activity" p a7!). This definition may also be applopriately applied to cars receivers anC

their spouses living at home. For individuals who are not physically inpaired, living in

one's own home maximizes security and autonomy. However, this balance is threatened

by the onset oflong{em disabilities or chronic illnesses, as the participants in this study

experienced. Formal care available through Home Care helps to restore this sense of

security by filling in tlie gaps (i.e. providing services that spouses can no longer carry out

themselves) and making it possible for both spouses to remain together in their own

homes for as long as possible.

Vézina and Roy (1996) provide an interesting historical context for this

discussion. In the early 1970s, older adults' quest for security was satisfied by the nursing

home; through the 1980s, the notion of living and dying at home was valued, and l.rome

care was promoted as a viable, even prefened alternative. Consequently, "horne care

services dispensed by the state, the family, and community groups now represent the new

face ofsecurity" (p. 157). Home care seruices are also less expensive than

institutionalization and are therefore govemment supported.

For Care Recipients' sense ofsecurity to be maintained and enhanced by home

care, they need to be assured ofthe quality of care (Bonn, 1998). As illustrated in the

theme, Quality of Care, cirents' level of satisfaction with their home care setwices
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depended upon more than actual task perfonnance. It also relied heavily upon the

personal attributes of the home care wo¡kers and the nature of the relationship they

shared with the couples. In some cases, the personality of the horne care workers seemed

to almost compensate for any inadequacies in the care. Other Canadian research on

independence revealed that social support networks (which includes home care workers)

havahcnn ìdnniifi¡À hw nl¡ler erl¡,lrc oc tl¡cìr "mnct ',"1""h1^ accêr", R^,ì,1 I OOe. ^ laì i-

terms of their sense ofindependence. Regardless of their relationship with the home care

workers, Spouse Caregivers also desired support at the administrative level, namely the

Home Care Office. Having someone (e.g. case coordinator) in a position of authority with

whom they could discuss any concerns or problems strengthened their feelings of

security. These spouses needed to know that ifthey were not satisfied with the quality of

the services provided, they could do something about it - they were not left or.r their own.

However, as some spouses noted, their concerns were not always met.

Symbolic Interactionism (SI) emphasizes the concept ofroles, which refer to

"shared nomrs applied to occupants ofsocial positions"(LaRossa & Reitzes, 1993; p.

147). According to this theory, each individual in a given situatiol holds a particular role.

Roles can only be understood in relation to complementary toles. Furll.rer, to have

meaning, these roles must be agreed upon by all indjviduals involved. With respect to

their relationship with the home care workers, both spouses in this study clearly held the

role ofclient. The role ofthe l.rome care workers, however, typically changed over tinre.

Initially, their role, by vitue oftheirjob, was "service provider." Repeated

positive interactions with their clients on scheduled service days (and sometirnes even

"after hours") eventually led the Care Receivers and their Spouses to view the workers as
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having the more intimate role offriend. This role developed over time as the participants

responded to workers who deuronstrated positive interpersonal and relational qualities

during their interactions. Both spouses still expected quality work from their home care

workers but now also assumed that their interpersonal relationship would continue to

grow over time. Importantly, spouses did not seem to view the home care workers' role

as changing fronr "service pro'rider" to "friend;" instead, this initial role expanded tc

incorporate thei¡ more intimate relationship.

Thus, as implied by Symbolic Interactionism the true meaning of Home Care

derived primarily from social interactions among the different individuals involved in the

caregiving situation (Blumer, 1969). For Care Receivers, the key individuals included

their spouses and home care workers; for Caregivers, the Hor¡e Care Office also played

an important role. In sum, both spouses' generally positive perceptions regarding their

home care experiences n.ray reflect the fact that the presence ofhome care granted them a

sense of security tliat they would not otherwise enjoy.

Horv Does Each Spouse View the Experience of Home Care?

This question explored the unique perspectives ofeach spouse regarding the

process of obtaining home care sen¿ices and living with them on a regular basis. The

therne of Independence best represents the Care Receivers' key perception about home

care, that it can both enhance and inhibit their sense ofindependence. Several researchers

have considered how home care services accomplish the goal of supporling independent

living in their clients. For example, the University of Victo¡ia's Centre on Aging

surveyed over 500 clients ofhome support services to detennine their views of the

services and the role of the services in maintaining seniors' independence. Overa11, home
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suppofi sewices were perceived to be inæortant for meeting their basic needs and helping

them live independently (Centre on Aging (University of Victoria), 1997). Often, in the

context ofhealth service delivery, independence is "equated with total self-reliance or

non-use ofservices" (Centre on Aging (University of Victoria), 1997 p5). A reduction

in functional ability, however, does not necessarily affect someone's perceived level of

independence. Penning et al's (1998) interviews with older adults revealed that servjces

they receive from others augrnent or sustain their independence. Indeed, many ofthe care

receivers in my study indicated that Home Care actually increased their sense of

independence, and that they could not manage without it.

The Caregivers also valued independence for themselves and their pafiners; none

of theni sought assistance from Home Cale on tl.reir own. Only when it was

recommended by someone else (e.g. a physician, family mernber or residence supervisor)

did they consider it. Similarly, most of the caregivers in McGarry and Arthur's (2001)

study sought formal help only when they were no longer able to cope, in response to a

crisis or when all other possibilities had been exhausted. This tendency to handle the

caregiving situation witliout outside supporl is common among family caregivers,

especially spouses (Ade-Ridder & Kaplan, 1993; Barusch, 1988; Lewis, 1998; Miller,

1990; Munay & Livingston, 1998; Tennstcdt, 1999; Winslow, 1998) and may be an

expression ofindependence; wife caregivers are also less likely than husbands to seek

fornral supporl services (Charles & Carstcnsen, 2000).

The unique theme identifred for Caregiving Spouses represents their

overwhelming Relief that they were no longer alone in their situation; they could enjoy

short breaks from their duties and while depending on qualified care providers to
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supplement the care they provided. The home care workers typically assisted in relatively

arduous tasks such as bathing or housecleaning, which helped to ease the physical

demands on the caregivers. The caregivers emphasized that they were not burdened by

their caregiving role, but were happy to help their spouses. In keeping with previous

research, several of the men noted that this was their opportunity to "repay" their wives

for all the care they had gir.en them cver the years (Lewis, 1998). Thìs ccnllitment is

also reflected in the fact that they continued most oftheir caregiving duties after the

introduction ofhome care ser-vices, even taking on the additional role ofliaison with

Home Care. Horowitz (1985) and Vézina and Roy (1996) reported similar findings;

further, family caregivers do not withdraw their help, but may sirnply change the

direction oftheir efforts. Motenko (1988) explained that caregivers' appreciation for

honre care suppoft does not reflect a desire to flee û'om their spouses or their

responsibilities. Rather, the shorl breaks allow them to act on: (a) their responsibilities to

themselves, "to rest emotionally and physically to keep up their strength, and to maintain

necessary personal activities;" (p. 115) and (b) their responsibilities as primary caregivers

by running valious errands. In essence, these breaks strengthened the spouses' caregiving

role.

In Scharlach and Frenzel's (1986) study, most wives cited emotional and physical

rest as the prir-nary benefits of nursing hon-re-based respite care. Thus, home care satisfied

the caregivers' need for "ongoing backup supporl so that they can continue acting on

their responsibility" (Motenko, 1988; p. 119).

The Caregiving Spouses did not view home care as a substitute for thei¡ cale, but

as a "gap fìller" that provided only the necessities. As discussed in the literature revìew,
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several explanations for the link between formal and infonnal care have been offered. In

the present study, the findings regarding the ¡ole of home care fall within the

supplementation model proposed by Noelker and Bass (1989). For two couples (e.g.

Frank and Elizabeth, Hen¡y and Lillie) however, Home Care also ptovided specialized

assistance that the caregivers were unable to províde due to the care receivers' level of
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services began underlines their commitment to thejr spouse and to their caregiving role.

Even though their role as calegivers underwent several adjustments as the nature of tlteir

spouses'needs changed, it was a role with which they were clearly comforlable and

wished to keep (Blumer, 1 969). Perhaps those who had provtded care for a long time had

become so secure in this caregiving role that it structured much of their interactions witl'r

their spouses, and losing it would have been unsettling. Unfortunately, this study did not

elicit enough relevant data to draw such conclusions; however, this would be an

interesting topic for a future study.

What Chanee s Have Each Spouse Been Exlreriencing in Daily Life

Since First Receiving Home Care?

Both spouses repoÉed numerous changes in their daily lives; the most notable

ones occurred in their daily scliedules and established lifestyle patterns. These char.rges

are captured jn the theilc of Continuity, which represents both ends of the spectrum - the

aspects oftheir lives that remained the same and those that changed after tl.re introduction

ofhome care. Over the course oftheir lives, Care Receivers and Caregivers had

established particular routines and prefered ways ofdoing things. These changed when

the care reccivers' became ill or disabled and could no longer perfonn all oftheir tasks
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(McGary & Arthur, 2001); if there was a period of time when their spouses'were their

sole caregivers, the routines changed again when Home Care services were initiated.

Similar to the caregivers in Langner's (1993) study, both spouses views' of wl.rat

constituted tronrral daily life changed with the introduction of home care. However, rather

than incorporating the care into other conmitments and events, these other activities were

planncd around their home care schedule.

Re-establishing a routine that included Home Care was necessary; but, at first it

was difficult. Experience and time facilitated this process; Lillie soon leamed that it was

easier to wake up at the same early time each day, regaldless ofwhen or whether her

husband's attendant was due to arive. She decided that on the days the âttendant would

anive later, she would do laundry or prepare breakfast and lead the newspaper. This

pattem repodedly worked well for her.

Devising contingency plans for emergencies when the home care worker(s) had to

cancel was also parl of this process; only two caregivers (Elizabeth and Daniel) appeared

to deliberately decide upor.r a plan. Each of them had already expericnced "emergencies"

and they simply took over the attendant's role. Making (and implernenting) these types of

decisions inspires a feeling of accomplishment for Care Receivers, and it also contributes

to their sense of control and mastery (Langner, 1993).

Both Care Receivers and Caregivers noted that they had difficulty acceptìng that

the home care workers often performed tasks differently than how they were used to

doing them. Thus, the spouses appreciated workers' openness to input or directions from

clients. This coincides with Forbes' (1996) finding that hon.re care clients were

dissatisfied with their relationships with workers who did not accept directions to do
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certain tasks. Thus, sensitivity to care receivers' preferences enhances workers'

relationsh ips with their clients.

Forbes (1996), McGarry and Arlhur (2001), and Piercy and Woolley (1999)

underscored the importance ofconsistency in home care services for clients. The

participants in my study also expressed strong feelings about having contìnuity in the

type(s) ofservices they ¡eçsivsd, the home care schedule, and the perscn(s) u'hc provided

it. McGarry and Arlhur (2001) explained that regular care workers know about clients'

personal likes and dislikes, and their routines. Piercy and Woolley (1999) also discovered

fhat over tinre, care receivers and their spouses eventually came to accept regular home

care workers as "insiders". Wren this process occuned, clients often refer to their

workers as "fi'iends" or as being parl of the faniily, and they requested the same worker(s)

after going without services for a while and then resuming them. This was true in my

shrdy.

What Changes. if anv, Have Each Spouse Been Experiencing in the Marjage?

During most of my interviews, I sensed reluctance in my participants to discuss

their marital relationship in any detail. However, scveral ofthem did share some

important comments tbat flt within the theme of Continuity.

In keeping with the literalure on marriage in later life and spousal caregiving, the

most significant changes in tl.re couples' relationship occuned when one of the spouses

became ill or disabled and the other spouse took on the caregiving role (Lewis, 1998;

Murray & Livingston, 1998; Qualls, 1995). For example, both spouses had to adjust to

the healthier partner taking on more responsibilities, often including those originally held

by the care receiver. Changes in daily and more long{enn plans soon followed, as the
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spouses recognized that the care needs determined their roles and how they spent their

time (Qualls, 1995).

Connidis (1994) obserwed that "for those who remain married into older age,

narriage provides a basis lor continuity. .. .In many ways, such couples have grown up

together" (p196). Thus, over time, the couples had established padicular ways of doing

thinos and had develoned ¡ level o!-trusL wiLh each other. Thiç wâq trìrc nfthc cnorscs I

intervierved. When Home Care became involved, the division of labour (in terms of wlio

would perform which care tasks) between v/orkers and the spouse caregivel bccame a

topic ofdiscussion for the spouses.

According to Litwak ( 1985), informal caregivers tend to plovide the daìly or

round-the-clock support whereas home care workers provided episodic or specialized

care. Most of the spouses in my study seemed to follow this pattem; possibly this is

because care plan negotiations with the case coordinator include a discussion about the

spouses' capabilities versus their needs. In some cases, the care receivers expressed their

preferences regarding the services their spouses should provide, and the ones for which

Home Care should be responsible. These care receivers prefened either their spouses or

their workers to provide certain types ofcare; to illustrate, Esther and Hannah both

declined home care assistance witlr bathìng, and elected instead to receive this help from

their husbands. Roger, on the other hand, was very uncomfortable with the notion of

cross-gender care and prefemed a male home care worker rather than his wife, to help

him with his intinrate needs.

Caregiving Spouses experienced some continuity in tlieir spousal roles after home

care began. While home care wo¡kers assumed a few tasks, the caregivers retained
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responsibility for many other personal care and housekeeping duties; as Robert said, there

is "always somethjng to do" (56, 647). Sirnilar to Vézina and Roy's (1996) study of

family caregivers, the majority of the spouses in my study continued to be extremely

involved in caregiving. Most of them also serr'ed as the couple's liaison with Hor¡e Care,

and monitored the care situation. Thus, having home care did not reinstate the

Caregivers' spousal role to how it was enacted before the caregiving situatiol began;

home care services merely supplemented rather than substituted for the care provided by

the spouses.

Murray and Livingston (1998) went one step fuúher and postulated that

caregivers who recognize continuity in reciprocity and intimacy in their marital

relationships resent the intrusion ofhome care. Unlike the caregivers in that study

however, the caregivers I interwiewed did not express similar feelings. They did

acknowledge that they and their spouses were still emotionally close (sometimes closor)

since the disability, and even though they would have liked to manage the caregiving

situation on their own, their primary concem was that their spouse received adequate care

(also see Coe & Neufeld, 1999). For several ofthe caregivilg spouses, this was their turr

to reciprocate their partners' love and support throughout the maniage (also see Lewis,

1998).

How is Each Spouse Dealing With Any Chanses?

As explained by the theme of Independence, the Care Receivers had to deal witli

their loss of independence and their need for home care; they identified two main factors

that helped them cope. First, the home care workers' attitudes were vely imporlant in

putting the care receivers at ease. Several care receivers wished to cultivate caring and
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waÍn relationships with their workers (Flower, 1999). This depcnded in part on the

personal qualities and relational skills ofboth workers and care receivers (Forbes, 1996).

The themes Quality of Care and Continuity also indicated the impoÍance to Care

Receivers ofdeveloping close positive relationships with their workers. As the care

receivers become familiar with their workers, they worked to incorporate them as

''incide¡c" tPìercv,P' \Vnnllcv IQQOr Thic rcrl¡,¡cd rhc "ctronaanacc" har,',¡a,r rha-. hnrh

and the care receivers could maintain the "cultural ideal of family câregiving" (p. 69);

this in tr.rrn, helped then-r feel more conlfodable about accepting assistance from a non-

family member. Having regular workers aided this process.

Second, the care receivers' own attitudes were crucial. Each ofthem reporled

reaching a point when they admitted that thcy had no choice but to accept care assistance

and deliberately decided to be glateful for the oppoúunity. Another related strategy was

to shift their focus to their blessings, such as their capabilities, being able to live in their

own home, and the happiness oftheir loved ones. Although Care Receivers elaborated

more on this than did the Caregivers, both spouses adopted a "one-day-at-a-time"

outlook, whicli helped them cope with the whole caregiving situation, including Home

Care's involvement (Langner, 1993; McGany & Arthur,2001). Daniel could not see any

other way ofcoping: "Youjust have to take it on a day{o-day basìs" (S2,980-81). This

attitude became an established coping strategy for the spouses, and applied to their health

and the caregivirlg situation in general.

Most of the caregiving spouses denied that receiving home care was a big issue

with which they had to cope. They did not perceive the changes introduced by home care

as major problems, but seemed to take them all "in st¡ide." However, some of the
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caregivers revealed that they did not fully adjust to having home care in their lives;

rather, they tolerated it or got used to it without even realizing it. Ed insisted, "There's no

adjustment, actually. . .there's no getting used to it... You never get used to it, I don't

think." (S4, 263-68). One explanation for this resistance may be, as Murray and

Livingston (1998) suggested, that spouses resent fonlal services because they wish to

hand]e the careoivino on thoir nwn Annlher nrnrc lil¿¡lv rpecnn rìcv he rhat hnnre ¡r"a i.

a constant reminder of the spouses' declining health and the fact that their dependence

upon outside assistance would be long-teml or pennanent. As Ed realized, "lt's hard but

you can't do it yourself. I think the biggest thing is when Janet can't do it and she tries

but then it hurts he¡. And I don't know, there's no getting used to it" (54, 264-68).

Representatives of both parlicipant groups noted that they sometimcs felt "down"

about their reliance on home care or were frusttated with the inconvenience. However, as

the theme, Quality of Care illustrated, when Care Receivers and Caregivers were pleased

with the workcrs' skill competence they lelt better about having home care. Specihcally,

their attitudes were more positivc when tl.re workers were finished for the day, and the

care receivers and their spouses saw that thejob was done well. The association between

the quality of the work carried out by formal care provjders and honre care clients'

satisfaction or dissatisfaction with these setvices has been noted by several researchers

(Allen, Hogg, & Peace, 1992; Forbes, 1994; Forbes, 1996; Lafeniere, 1993; Reeder &

Chen, 1990; Samuelsson & Wister, 2000), but its role in helping clients adjust to having

liome care has not previously been documented. Nonetheless, in this study, it was

impoÍant.
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Summary

The research questions that guided this study explored several dimer.rsions of the

home care experience from the perspcctives of Care Receivers and Spouse Caregivers.

The majority of these themes and domains have been documented in previous research,

but their contributions to the overriding theme of Security were newly discovered ir this

study.

Strenglhs and Limitations of the Study

This study has several unique features. First, it goes beyond the task-oriented

approach of most research on fomral care, and explotes the subjective experiences of

Care Receivers and their Caregiving Spouses. Secondly, while other published studies

have also examined the impact ofhome care on older clients, their focus l.ras been on the

perspectives of the infonlal and formal caregivers. This is likely due to the fact that nost

studies include participants who care(d) for individuals with relatively advanced

dementia. The curuent work, however, purposely included care receivers as parlicipants.

Recipients ofcare both infonr.ral and formal care - are in the best position to offer

insights into the meaning ofreceiving care. Their voices need to be heard and their stories

shared (Horowitz, 1985). This study provided this oppoúunity for nine of these

individuals.

Conducting separate interviews with care receivers and caregivers further

supported the role of care receivels as full parlicipants. Even though interuiews with both

spouses together may have revealed more about the marital relationship, individual

interyiews allowed each spouse to freely share their personal perspectives without fear of

contradicting ol offending the other paÍner (see Racher, Kaufert, & Havens, 2000). My
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initial visit with the couples confirmed that this was an appropriate approach, as often one

partner (usually the caregiver) would respond on behalf of both of them. Even when I

directed questions to the care receiver, some ofthem would state thât they were not sure

of the answer and suggest that I ask the other spouse.

Another highlight of my study was the serendipitous discovery of Security as a

centralizing theme for both care receivers and spouse earegivers, This finding further

substantiates previous propositions regarding the contribution of formal care to older

individuals' sense of security (Butler & Sunderland, I99I;Yézina & Roy, 1996). It

emphasizes that home care does more than merely sustain community-based living for

individuals with a disability or long-terrrr illness; it contributes more broadly to the

recipients' psychological well-being and their expectations for the future.

A search ofrecent publications in aging indicates that more research is being

conducted on care receivers' and caregivers' subjective experiences of formal care, as

well as on the meaning of forn-ral care to then'ì (See Coe & Neufeld, 1999; Langner, 1993;

McGarry & Arthur, 2001; Piercy & Woolley, 1999). Some of tliis research is Canadian-

based (See Centre on Aging (University of Victoria), 1997; Penning & Chappell, 1996;

Penning et al., 1998); thus, my study fits in with this newly developing research direction.

One limitation of this study was that the interviews were completed in one visit,

and follow-up visits were not even presented as an option. This arrangement suited the

parlicipants, as they already had to stÍÌrcture their days according to home care and other

appoinhnents and activities, but from a methodological perspective, follow-up visits

would have been an asset. They would have serued to validate my initial findings and

would have allowed me the opportunity to clarifli cedain statements the participants
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made during the first interviews. As well, given that the topics of nry questions were not

ones the parlicipants had necessarily considered before, the first visit could have serued

as a "wamr-up" meetfug to help them adjust to this form of interviewing, and have more

time to organize their thoughts. A future study should include the option for a follow-up

visit.

Finally, ethical considerations and time constraints did not allow for home care

workers to be included in the study. However, their perspectives on similar topics would

have added an interestirg dimension to tl.re present findings.

Implications of Study

As indicated in the preceding section, this study contributes to the existing

literature on older caregiving couples and their use ofhome care. It also may provide

direction for other resealchers exploring this experience, as well as for anyone working

with older couples.

Interpreting the findings within the Symbolic Interactionism (SI) framework

revealed that the meaning of horne care to both care receivers and their spouses relied

heavily on the quality of their social interactions with theil home care workers. From

both spouses' perspectives, as a result ofcontinued positive interactions with the same

care workers, the workers' role expanded from "service provider" to include that of

friend. Future research could utilize Symbolic Intelactionism as an appropriate

framework for exploring home care workers' perspectives on this relationship.

Researchers may also wish to exar¡ine the transferability of this study's findings

(i.e. the themes identified for each parlicipant group and the overarching theme of

Security) to other sirnilar participant groups, such as couples who receive only one type
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ofservice or those who live with their children or other relatìves. As well, the changes in

the dynamics of the marital relationship when home care is introduced still need to be

examined, parlicularly in cases where the responsibility lor providing personal care shifts

from the caregiving spouse to a horne care attendant.

Finally, interviewing spouses at various times over the course oftheir contract

with Honie Care nray provide further interesting insights. For example, carrying out

interviews at six months and again at l2 or 18 months after home care services begin

would allow researchers to explore whether the spouses' perceptions about havir.rg home

care or the impact of these seruices on their lives ch.ange over time.

The cument research provides a deeper understanding of the issues and concerns

experienced by older couples as they rcceive fomral care services in tl.reir homes. The

revelation that hone care provides security for these clients is powerful and it

underscores the value of home care workers in the lives of their clients. Home care

workers should realize that their job means more to clients than mere task performance

ít means hope for tliem in their current situations and as they think about the future. My

conversations with the Care Rcceivers and Caregiving Spouses brought to light several

specific lecommendations for Home Care. Filst, care plans should be clarified and well-

documented in temrs that the clients can easily understand. This will help prevent

nisunderstandirgs (by either the clients or the home care workers) regarding the

expected services. Further, as much as possible, home care services should be flexible

and client-based. For example, the schedules should be set to rninimize the amount of

intrusjon or upset experienced by the clients, and should take the clients'health demands
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and lifestyles into consideration. Respite seruices could also reflect similar flexibility by

offering longer sessions that allow clients to engage in personally meaningful activities.

Second, a minimum number ofworkers should be assigned to each client.

Continuity in the workers who are assigned will also help clients distinguish between

them and will help foster positive, strong relationships between clients and their home

care workers.

Third, the participants in this study appreciated case coordinators who initiated

contact with them once in a while, just to find out how they were doing and if their needs

had changed. Continuing this on perhaps a more regular basis (e.g. every two-three

months for long-tenn clients) would reassure clients that they are not alone, that sorneone

in the Home Care Office cares about their situation. This contact would also help clients

feel more comfortable when thcy need to register complaints or Ìequest a change in

services.

A fourlh implication of the findings reflects a current practice by Home Care -

emphasizing both spouses as clients. As revealed by the participants in this study, even

though one spouse is disabled, home care services þarticularly services such as

housecleaning, laundry, meal preparation, and respite) directly benefit the caregiving

spouse by sharing his/her responsibilities.

Fifth, training for home care workers should be focus on both technical and

relational skills. Care workers' attitudes and interpersonal qualities help set tl.re tone for

the for¡ral caregiving relationship. Sensitivity and respect for home care clients should be

emphasized, as should positive and caring attitudes. Rather than discouraging workers
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from developing relationships with their clients, Home Care should teach then.r about

setting and maintaining boundaries for these relationships.

Finally, the findings also have practical implications for home care workers as

they seek to ease the transition into home care for their clients. Workers who are open to

questions or input and who show consideration for their clients' prefered ways ofdoing

things, helo the clients feel more comforlable with their need for home care. A smile.

words of cheer and encouragement are wannly received and appreciated by clients. As

the workers cany out their responsibilities, they can help clients feel hopeful about their

situation by focusing more on the clients' abilities than their limitations.

The richness of the inlomration shared by thc participants in this study testifies to

the value ofusing in-depth qualitative interviews to understand what's ilnpoflant to

service recipients. Home Care agencies (both public and private) may use the findings

presented here as a guide for tl.reir own discussions with clients to identifr the strengths

oftheir program as well as the areas in which more work is needed.

Reflections

Overall, this study was a great leaming experience for me in n.rany ways. First, I

appreciated the people who read my recruitment ads and cared enough about this topic to

contact me. The participants' stories gave me a glilpse of the busyness of their lives and

my appreciation deepened into tremendous gratitude and respect. My paflicipants

sometimes had to reschedule activities (in a couple of instances, home care was

postponed or cancelled) to accommodate two visits from me. Their daily lives were

already full, but they still made the time to assist me in my research.
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Initially I was concerned about the lack ofremuneration for the parlicipants'

involvement but I soon understood that they did not expect anything in retum. Simply

knowing that they were contributìng to my academic career and possibly helping other

people in situations similar to theìr's was enough. Several of the parlicipants were pleased

to meet someone (i.e. myself.) who was interested in their experiences. Nonetheless, tlie

card ol'Lhanks I sent r.o each couple a!-tc:-wards sccmed !ike a r ery smal! token of-nr;'

indebtedness to them.

Recruitment ofparticipants presented one of my bìggest challenges and it

required more time and energy than I initially expected. I was frustrated when I tried one

avenue after another, and either had my request for assistance denied, or I leceived help

but our efforts simply failed to yield potential participants. I believe tl.ìat recruitment

would have been more effective had I been able to access a random sample of clients

through Home Cale. Additìonally, this strategy would have allowed me to know

def,rnitively about the type(s) of services each couple received. This information would

have helped during the interviews, to clear up any of the participants' confusion about

their diflerent sewices and the workers. However, Home Cale informed rrre that that tl'rey

could not assist me in this project due to limited resources, but they recomnended that I

adopt a community-based approach by contacting seniors centres and agencies.

Another challenge, likely due to my final recruitment strategy, was finding care

receivers who were physically dependent, but not cognitively impaired. To this end, even

thougl.r none ofthe care receivers had been diagnosed with any cognilive inrpainnents,

some of them did demonstrate such limitations as difficulty with their memory, abilities

to follow my questions, or formulate responses reflecting what they wanted to share.
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These impainnents weÌe likely due to a stroke, Multiple Sclerosis or an undiagnosed

medical condition, as reported by several couples (See Table 1).

During this project I also learned much about the rewards and challenges of

qualìtative research. Methodologically, I leamed how to develop appropriate intewiew

guides and then to modify theni during the course ofdata collection. Interacting with

índividuals wrth sensory or cognitive limitations was very educationaL. For example,

when I interviewed participants who had difficulty hearing or for whom English was a

second language I had to sinplify and shorlen questions. It was challenging to

accomplish this while retaining the essence ofthe question. I became more proficient at it

over time.

Finally, conducting the interviews in the parlicipants' hones was essential. Not

only were they comfortable in a familiar environment, but some of them took the

opportunity to show me adaptations they made to their home to accommodate their

physical limitations as well as inappropriate features of their homes. I was impressed with

how the couples faced and overcame the many challenges introduced by the disability

with tenacity and detennination. Tl.reir stories were truly ilspiring and I was honoured

that they agreed to share them with me.
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APPENDiX A

Sample Recruitment Ads

Newsp_apgr :\¡Liqþ

For sorne seniors, receiving home care is "fantastic" and for others it is

"frustrating." The anecdotal evidence swings from one extreme to the other and has

prompted a, Llniversity of Manitoba Masters student to scientifìcally stud), the matter.

Department ofFanrily Studies graduate student Ruth-Ann Soodeen is seeking volunteers

to provide their personal insight for her master's thesis. There js a lack ofresearch in

Canada about the impact ofhome care on older clients and their spouses, and how the

shift in lesponsibilities affects marital interactions, says Soodeen.

By interviewing long{ime married senior couples (65 years and over) who have

been manied for at least 40 years and have accepted home care within the last nine to 12

rnonths, Soodeen hopes to discover how future home care workers can help make the

experience better for the client. This information is becoming uore vital because

increasing longevity means that lnarried couples will have a greater likelihood ofhaving

to deal with one of them being impaired frorn chronic illness and having to care for their

spouse.

As we live longer, people are encouraged to stay in their home as long as

possible, and home care helps achieve that goal. How can we allow them to stay in their

home without taking away their independence, questions Soodeen. Even though

caregivers rnay realìze they need help caring for a spouse, they often are leluctant to

accept home care because it threatens their independence and pride and invades their

privacy. "What are the implications of such responses for the marital relations between
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husbands and wives," asks Soodeen. "Does receiving home care affect the roles ofeach

spouse? Does it affect how they interact with one another?"

Personal interviews

To discover these answers, Soodeen wìl1 be conductilg personal Interviews with

volunteers. The 60- to 90-minute sessions will take place in the participants' homes. Each

spouse will give their individual home care perspective privately. Confidentialit¡i and

privacy will be maintained, assures Soodeen. No names will be used on wrìtten notes or

ìn reports. Honre care providers will not be informed of who takes paú or their responses.

Soodeen requires eight to 10 couples to take part in the thesis research. Husband and wife

parlicipants must meet the following requirements to take part:

o 65 years or older;

. malried for at least 40 years;

. residents of Wìnnipeg;

. receiving assistance at least twice a week from the provincial Home Care Progran.r

with bathing, grooming or other personal care;

. have been receiving horrle care between nine and 12 months; and

. converse fluently in English.

Although there may be no direct benehts to participants, the study findings can

help us better understand the experience ofhome care for older couples so that others in

sirnilar situations can receive appropriate support, says Soodeen. To participate in this

vital research project, contact Ruth-Ann Soodeen at256-4441,.

Written by Jim Watson

Source: Seniors Todav/Prime Times News, September 1,2000
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APPENDIX B

Telephone Script

Thank you for responding to my ad. I am a graduate shrdent in the Masters

program in the Department of Family Shrdies at the University of Manitoba. As part of

my degree program, I am conducting a study entitled "The Meaning of Home Care for

Clider Clientc and their Snorses"

I am specifically interested in interviewing couples who matclt the criteria listed

in the newspaper article and who live on their own and have not been receiving regular

help with personal care from their child¡en. Both spouses must also be able and willing to

be intervìewed separately for approximately one to one and a halfhours. Does this

describe you and your [husband/wife]?

(Ifthe couple does not match these criteria, I thank them for their interest and end

the conversation.)

(If the couple matches criteria: I would like to set up a meeting when I could visit

you and your [wife/husband] and explain the study in more detail to you. Would this be

okay?)

(If agreeable, I ask them, "When would be a convenient tine for me to visit you

together?" After scheduling the time, I say, "Ifyou need to cancel or reschedule our visit,

please phone me. My phone number is 256-4441. Would you like me to phone you the

day before our visit to confinn it?")

(If the home care client or spouse declines, I thank them for their time.)
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APPENDIX C

Verbal Explanation of the Study

My nanre is Ruth-Ann Soodeen and as I mentioned during our phone call, I am a

graduate student in the Masters program in the Department of Family Studies at the

University of Manjtoba. As part of my degree program, I am conducting a study entitled

"The Meanìng of Home Care for Older Clients and their Spouses: An Ethnographic

Inquiry".

I am conducting this study to leam about what it is like for older spouses to

receive home care. As I mentioned on the phone I would like to interview maried

couples who have not been receiving regular help with personal care or household duties

fron their children. I am interested in leaming about the spouse's relationship with one

another. I will also ask cefiain questions for background infomration about both ofyou,

such as your age, length of marriage, number ofchildren you have, reason for home care

and how long you have been receiving it etc...that type ofthìng.

Each ofyou will be asked to respond to a number ofquestions about your

personal experience since home care began in terms of your everyday life and your

relationship with each other. This information will help me understand the experience of

receiving home care for older couples.

I am inviting both ofyou to pafticipate in the study as I am only including couples

in which both spouses agree to participate. I would like to visit once with each ofyou

sepalately in your home at a tìme that is convenient to all of us. Both interviews will be

conducted during the same visit and each one will take approximately one to one and a
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halfhours. With your consent, the interviews wìll be tape-recorded and transcribed at a

later date to ensure that I accurately repott what you tell me.

Althougli there may be no direct benefits to participating in the study for you the

study findings may help service providers better understand the experience ofhome care

for older couples and perhaps develop ways to support other couples as they receive

t'^-^ ^""- "n^,i¡pc

Whether you decide to parlicipate or you decline, your current hone care services

will not be affected in any way. Ifyou both choose to parlicipate, I will then read a

consent form with you and respond to any questions yoiÌ may have about the study. Your

signatures on the consent fonn indicate your willingness to participate. Please remember

that you are free to withdraw at any time ol to decline to answer any questions, without

effect on your care.

I assure you ofprivacy and confidentiality. Neither ofyour names will be used on

written notes or in any public repod ofthe study and Home Care will not be ìnfonled of

your decision. As well, tapes ofour interviews and related papers will be kept in a locked

cabinet and as appropriate will only be seen by myself, my transcribet, and my thesis

committee. Ilterview tapes and transcripts will be destroyed seven years after the

research and f,rnal reports are complete. All of us will keep this information in strictest

confidence. You may receive a summary of the study hndings if you so desire. My thesis

committee and the Faculty of Human Ecology ethics committee has given me their

pemrission to carry out this study.

I would be happy to answer any questions you have about this study right now.

[after questions, if they choose gp¡i to participate]:
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Thank you for allowìng me to come and explain the study to you and for

considering my request.

Iafter questions, and ifthey agree to participatel:

Here is a copy of this explanation. It also includes contact information for myself

and for rny study supervisor, Dr. John Bond. Ifyou have any more questions or concems

l¡ter nn vnrr nrav call either of rrç and ilvorr need to chanoe or canceì nrr¡ annointmcnl

please feel free to call me.

Thank you for your willingness to parlicipate in my study.
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APPENDIX D

Written Explanation of Study

My name is Ruth-Ann Soodeen and I am a graduate student in the Masters

program in the Deparlrnent of Family Studìes at the University of Manìtoba. As part of

my degree program, I am conducting a study entitled "The Meaning of Home Care for

ôlr{er f-licntc errd lheir Snnrrçec An Ff hnnør¡nlric lnorin¡"

I am conducting thìs study to leam about what it is like for older spouses to

receive home care and specifically assistance with personal care tasks such as bathing,

grooming etc. I am interviewing rnaried couples who have not been receiving regular

help with pelsonal care or household duties from their children. I am interested û't

learning about the spouse's relationship with one another. I would like to leam about

their relationship with one another. Each ofyou will be asked to respond to a number of

questions about your personal experience since home care began in terms ofyour

everyday life and your relationship with each other. This infonlation will help me

understand the experience ofreceiving home care for older couples. Certain questions

will also be asked for background infonnation, such as your date of birth, date of

maruiage, and the number ofchildren you have.

I am inviting both ofyou to parlicipate in the study as I am only including couples

in which both agree to pafiicipate. I would like to visit once with each ofyou separately

in your home at a time that is convenient to all of us. Both interviews will be conducted

during the same visit and each one will last approxirnately one to one and a halfhours.

With your consent, the interviews will be tape-recorded and transcribed at a later date to

ensure that I accurately report what you tell me.
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Although there may be no direct benefits to participating in the study for you the

study findings may help service providers better understand the experience ofhome care

for older couples and perhaps develop ways to support other couples as they receive

home care services.

Whether you decide to participate or you decline, your cument home care services

rvill nnr he:,¡ffected in ânv wâv Plo¡qo rerrremher thaf vorr are lree to wilhdraw at anv

time or to decline to answer aly questions, without effect on your care.

I assure you ofprivacy and confidentiality. Neither ofyour names will be used on

written notes or in any publìc reporl of the study and Home Care will not be ìnformed of

your decision.

My thesis committee and the Faculty of Human Ecology ethics committee have

given me their permission to carry out this study.

If you have any questions or concems about this study you can reach ne a|256-

4441 or you can speak with my study supervisor, Dr. John Bond at 414-8052.
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APPENDIX E

Consent Form

Project Title:

Principal Investigator Name:
Tel:_
Address:

Name of Supervisor:
Tel:

Please tick either YES or NO in response to each ofthe following questions:

1 . Do you understand that you have been asked to be in a research study? Yes Q No O
2. Have you read the inf'ormation sheet or heard the verbal explanation of yes O No O

the investigator?

3. Do you understand the benefits and risks involved in taking parl in the y., O No O
research study?

4. Have you had an opportunity to ask questions and discuss the study? y". O No O

5. Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from the study at any yes O No O
time without having to give a reason and without detriment to
your ongoing association with the Home Care Proglam, the
Winnipeg Regional Health Authority, or the University of Manitoba?

6. Do you understand that you can refuse to answer any questions or Yes Q No O
provìde information or samples during your parlicipation in the study?

7. Has the issue of confidentiality been described to you and do you y., O No O
understand: a) who will have access to the inlormation you provide

b) that no reporls will identify you as an individual?

I agree to take parl in this study Ves Q No O

Signature ofparticipant Printed name ofparticipant Date

Two copies of this form are provided for you to complete, one of which you are expected

to keep. The second copy will be kept by the principal investigator. Thank you.

Signature of researcher Date



APPENDIX F

Biographical Information

Name of care receiver:

Name of spouse:

Care receiver date of birth: Spouse date of birth:

Date of marriage:

Any living chitdren? Yes O No C

If yes, number of children:



APPENDIX G

Field Notes Template

FIELD NOTES

Parlicipants' number: _
Date:

fìhsprvqfinnql Nnlps lde<¡rinfinn - ln¡¡linn whn wac hrecerìt wlìâf hannened etc ì

Personal notes (researcher's feelings, leactions, interpretatiorrs ofevents)

Methodological Notes (how study is being conducted, ûrterview techniques, etc...)
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APPENDIX H

Interview Guide: Care Receiver

Research Questions Intervierv Questions

What does receiving care from a fomral care
provider mean to older care recipients and to
their caresivins snouses?

How does each spouse view the experience of Tell me about how you came to be a home care

^li..r /^ hn.*, -o,,1¡ ¡ìe¡icin'r'ì

- feelings re: becoming a client
- interactions with spouse in decision-

making

Tell me what it is like to have a home care

worter provide various services for you
- specific services Þrovided by worker

Wrat changes have each spouse been
experiencing in daily life since first receiving
home care?

Describe how life has been since you staded
receiving home care

- changes in daily life?
- feelinss re: changes

What changes, ilany, have each spouse been
experiencing in the marriage?

What was it like to receive assistance from
home care after receiving it from your spouse?

Some home care clients might say that since
home care began, the way in which they
ir.rteract with tl.reir spouse has char.rged - how
has it been for you? Has anything changed?

- what kind ofsupport does your spouse
provide now?

How is each spouse dealing with any changes? How have you dealt with changes in daily life?
What has been difficult 1o deal with in terms of
having a home care worker?

How have you dealt with changes in rnariage?
What has been difficult to deal with in lemrs of
nrarital chanses?
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Interwiew Guide: Caregiving Spouse

Research Questions Interview Questions

What does receiving care from a formal cale
providel mean to older care recipients and to
their caregivins snouses?

How does each spouse view the experience of
honre care?

Tell me about how your husband/wife came to
be a home care client (e.g. reasons, how made
decision)

- leelings re: spouse becoming a client
- interactions with spouse in decision-

making
Tell me what it is Iike to have a home care
worker provide different services for you
and/or vour sÞouse

What changes have each spouse been
experiencing in daily life since hrst receiving
home care?

Describe how life has been since your
husband/wife stafted receiving home care

- changes in daily lifle?
- feelines re: changes

What changes, if any, have each spouse been
experiencing in the marriage?

Wlrat was it like to change froni providing
various household tasks and,/or caring for your
husband/wife to having a home care worker
provide these services?

Some spouscs of home care clients might say
that since home care services began the way in
which they interact with their spouse has
changed - how has it been for you? Has
anything changed?

- what kind of supporl does you provide for
your husband/wife now?

How is each spouse dealing with any changes? How have you dealt with changes in daily life?
What has been difficult to deal with in tenr.rs of
having a home care worker?

How have you dealt with changes in marriage?
What has been difficult to deal with in terms of
anv marital chanses?
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APPENDIX I

Reflexivity

Prior to the start of recruitment and interviewing, I identified several factors that

may affect my responses, and those ofmy participants. One such factor is my status as a

young, single fen-rale. I believe that it influenced my level of comforl in asking more

nerqnn¡l nrrectionq rc q âhout the counles' nrarital rclationshiol and the oncnness of some

of the particìpants when responding to such questions. For the most pafi, I sensed that

some ofthe pafticipants seemed reluctant to offer specihc infomtation regarding their

marital relationships. This may reflect a generational effect whereby the particìpants saw

me as a conteûrporary oftheir grandchildren and therefore felt a little uncomfortable

discussing personal relationship issues with sonteone with that status. When I tried to

probe, I felt as though l was intruding into the most private and personal areas of their

lives. My response to participants who either hesitated to respond or simply repeated their

previous answer was to clarify or acknowledge theìr response, ask whether they wanted

to elaborate further, and then to move on to a dìfferent topic.

During the first few intewiews, I caught myself several times identifying with

female participants to the point of assuming that I understood how they felt in a particular

situation, rather tban exploring or clarif,ing it more from their perspective. Tl.ris became

even moÌe evident when I reviewed these early transcripts. ln subsequent interviews I

decided that before I simply accepted participants' resporses and moved on to a different

topic, I would mentally review what I had been told to determine whether they had

provided sufficient explanations or descliptions. This skill improved over the cou¡se of

the interviews.
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Before I began interviewing participants, I believed that my position as a

researcher who was in no way connected to the Home Care Program would help create an

atmosphere of openness in which the pafticipants would be able to freely share their

feelings about their experience - both positive and negative. Generally, this seemed to

occur. In fact, several parlicipants who appeared tense at the start ofour visit relaxed

nnce ì r¡¡ccrrrod lhcm lhal ¡nnronri¡tc rìrer<rrreç rvnrid he tel¿err ln nrnlecl lll¡ir

confidentiality. Further, at the conclusion of my interwiews, a few participants urged nre

to share my research findings with Home Care. They wanted Home Care to hear about

their experiences and to know about the characteristics of the services and service

providers that they appreciated, as well as the challenges they faced as clients.

As I listened to tl.re participants' stories, I found myself empathizing with them

and I wanted to help bring about tlte desired changes in their own situations and even

more generally. Unfortunately, I could not make any guarantces about who would hear

their stories, but I promised them that I would do my best to circulate my fìndings to

Home Care and other interested individuals and agencies. They were satisfied with this

and encouraged nre irr this direction.

Overall, I felt comfortable with the entire qualitative research process, but I

quickly realized that I have much to leam about it. When I reviewed the fir'st few

transcripts I became aware ofone particular aspect of my ûrterviewing technique that

needed work; when I was trying to encourage the participants to elaborate on a lesponse,

my probes were composed of long-winded prefaces to the actual questions. Participants

could not always follow rny train ofthought and would either ask me to repeat or clarifl'

the question, or would offer a response that was not dìrectly related to my questior. For
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the remaining interviews, I wrote little notes to myself on the interview guides to remind

me to keep my questions shofi and simple. I also continually modifìed the interview

guide to include more specific questions that served as a template. I was amazed at how

much easier the interuiew process was when such questions were posed to the

participants.

.A- final concem that I had when I began Lhe inLeruieu ing proccss \a as q hcthcr I

would be able to respect the distinction between counselling-oriented questions and

research-oriented questions, given my recent practicum counselling older adults. I was

pleased that this did not become an issue. In the one interview in which the participant

became emotionally upset when some intense personal issues surfaced, I decided to

teminate the interview and allow her to talk "off the record." This was the appropriate

decision.
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APPENDIX J

Sample Coding Table

Adìusting to Holne Care- Care Receivers

Response Notes Ouotes
C3- No problem (p2) Nurses were'pleasing';

understanding
"I'm easy going" (p6)
"It would defeat the puryose of HC
to have wonies or concerns about it"
(p6)
"I aonreciate anv helo" lo6)

C4-A lìttle embarrassed (p3)
- apprehensive when new HCA
comìng - must leam new rouline
lnl l)

- cultural backgrnd
- characs/quals of
HCAs

-"I comc from .. .an English
background . . .very private, and I
was a little enibanassed... (p4)

C6-difhcult adjusting to the idea of
somcone doing her work - always
did own work (p5)
-still not used to it (p7)
-being home on I IC AM sched
appts carefully (p21)
-staying in apt (p1)
-never get used to it (p51)

C6-wonied re:
what HCA would
think of thern;
considers otlrer
older folks and the
smells and

wonders why they
don't get baths fr.
HC more often
(p52)

C6-"I guess you just never get used

to having somebody else in the
house. Like a stranger you nray as

well say. Not a stranger, but not
your family." (p5 1)

¡I guess maybe I felt that they
figure we're dirty or something...
it's just a feeling that you have you
know.. . that we dor.r't look after
ourselves." lo52)

C7-No trouble (p2) - also gets help
with yald work
lorivate hile)

C8-both times: difficult b/c wanted
to do own work (p3, 5-6)
-adjusted well to having soÍreone
come into the home (p6)
-no probs adj'g to diff HCAs (p9)

-cleaning not done at C's whim but
accordìns to HC's schedule (p23)


